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For the MUSICAL
side of the circuit
Polar R.C.C. Units
For qualify of reception, resistance -capacity
coupling has no equal. Its superiority over
ordinary transformer or choke coupling is

Build your set with R.C.C. Units ; use correct
valves ; adjust grid bias to suit the anode voltage ;
and, with a good loud speaker, you can achieve
the nearest approach to perfect musical reproduction
attainable.

With Red Seal
80,000 ohms
Anode Resist-
ance. (Recom-
mended for all
stages, except
the last, of
amplifier).

12/6

With Green Seal
40,000 ohms
Anode Resist-
ance. (Recom-
mended for the
last stage of
amplifier).

10/6

Polar R.C.C. Units are also available with interchangeable grid leak at 15/ -

Sold by all reputable Radio Dealers.
Manufactured by :-

Radio Communication Co. Ld.
34-35, Norfolk Street, Strand, London, W,C.2.

Resistance
Capacity
Coupling
because

only by this method of inter -valve
coupling can a practically con-stant Amplification Factor be
obtained. With Polar R.C.C.
Units the impedance varies less
than 1 per cent., and the Ampli-
fication Factor is almost constant
at all frequencies from 100 to
10,000 cycles per second.
Proof of the quality of Resistance -
Capacity Coupling, if such is
needed, is contained in the fact
that this method is almost
universally adopted by the B.B.C.
in their transmissions. Moreover,
the " Daily News " specified this
method when equipping hospitals
with wireless apparatus.

Polar
R.C.C. Units

because
they are the only complete units of
their kind designed especially for L.F.
Amplification purposes. They are
logically designed for easy assem-
bling of an amplifying circuit, and
have four clearly -marked terminals
spaced for convenient wiring -up.
The Polar R.C.C. Unit consists of: --
An Anode Resistance wire -wound
in such a way as to be free from
crackling noises, with low self -
capacity and small induction ;
high insulation ; no joints ; no
danger of corrosion.
A Coupling Condenser specially
constructed by the Dubilier Co.,
of mica di -electric type, of large
enough capacity to bypass all
frequencies down to 20 cycles
per second.
A Gridleak of Mallard type
having a resistance value high
enough to avoid shunting of low
frequency.
Rough handling of terminals cannot
upset internal wiring.

566 In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.



T the time of going to press there are two
events of outstanding importance in the
offing. One of these is the Transatlantic

Tests, from which we are expecting some very
interesting results in view of the developments
which have taken place during the past year.
The other item is the second sitting of the Broad-
casting Committee, at which evidence will be
taken on behalf of the Radio Society of Great
Britain, the Radio Association, the Performing
Rights Society, and other bodies. Reports of
both these subjects appear in the columns of our
weekly publications, Wireless
Weekly and Wireless, to which
our readers may turn for detailed
information.

Quality of Reproduction
Many people require a set

which is capable of achieving a
certain range and yet will give
signals of a truly pleasing quality.
In this issue Mr. Barber describes
a set in, which particular attention
has been paid to this aspect of the
design. Mr. Allinson describes a
three -valve receiver employing a
neutralised high -frequency stage
followed by a simple detector and
note magnifier, an arrangement
which renders long distance recep-
tion comparatively simple.

Mr. Johnson -Randall describes
a Reinartz receiver with a note
magnifier which employs interchangeable 'home -
wound coils, so obtaining a flexible arrangement.
Finally, we have a remote control single -valve
receiver designed by Mr. UnderdoVin which
enables the set to be switched on or off from a
distant point, and a new type of crystal circuit
described by Mr. Harris in which, by means of a
simple switching arrangement, it is possible to find
the best adjustment for a given aerial very quickly.

Can Valves be Eliminated ?
Many owners of crystal sets must have wondered

The " Quality

MODERN WIRELESS

whether it is possible to obtain loud speaker
results without the use of valve amplifiers. Capt.
Crowther discusses this question, and shows that
although alternative methods are available, the
valve amplifier gives the best results. Some
highly interesting comparisons of the selectivity
of various types of aerial circuit are given by Mr.
Kendall, who treats the subject in his usual con
elusive style.

True Neutrodyning
Many methods have been adopted in order to

neutralise the effects of valve
capacity in high - frequency
amplifiers, but too often the action
obtained is of the nature of
negative reaction rather than true
neutralisation. In an article on
the subject Mr. Reyner discusses
the necessity for symmetry in
such circuits in order that the
true action may be obtained, and
gives a number of interesting
examples.

Dr. Robinson answers a ques-
tion which must have been asked
by many readers-namely, What
are harmonics ?-while Mr. Bar-
ton-Chapple discusses the real
significance of resistance in wire-
less circuits. As promised last
month, we hay.e an article on the
Dublin station,and it is hoped to
give a description of the Hilver-

sum station next month.

567

Four."

Testing Readers' Sets
We would draw the attention of our readers to

the notice on page 588 to the effect that the testing
of readers' sets has now been discontinued. It was
felt that this service was of assistance to such a
small percentage of our readers that the resources
of our Elstree laboratories would be far better
employed in active research work, and we have no
doubt that our readers will reap the benefit of this
step in the future.
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&JOHN W. BARBER

A sensitive receiver in which particular attention
quality of reproduction.

PURITY
of reproduction of

broadcast speech and music
is an ideal towards which

the broadcast engineer and listener
both strive, the engineer to give the
most perfect sounds to his audience,
and the listener to eliminate from
his receiver anything that tends to
introduce distortion and so destroy
his ideal. We have to trust the
engineer to do his part well, and,
in fact, we need have no fear that
he will neglect his side of the
bargain, for, barring unforeseen
occurrences, his transmissions are
beyond reproach.

It is therefore up to the listener
to complete the good work by mak-
ing his set as free from distortion as
possible, and as this necessitates
a knowledge of the various sources
from which distortion may arise,
it will generally be found that the
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listener prefers to follow some
design, when constructing his set,
which is intended to fulfil the stated
requirements.

Choke Coupling
The causes of distortion are many

and somewhat complex in nature,
and it is outside the scope of the
present article to go into them all
in detail.

The writer has found in his own
experiments that the purest repro-
duction with freedom from un-
wanted noises is obtained by the
use of reactance -capacity, or choke,
coupling on the low -frequency side,
and this has been borne out by the
success of his instrument entitled
" A Unit Choke Amplifier," which
was described in the April, 1925, issue
of the Wireless Constructor.

Suitable Valves
When this form of note magnifi-

has been paid to the

cation is employed, it is essential
that a valve having a high ampli-
fication factor should be employed,
as the amplification obtained by
this method of coupling takes place
in the valve itself, and not partly
in the inter -valve coupling circuits,
as in the case of transformer ampli-
fiers. Suitable valves are those
manufactured specially for resist-
ance -capacity coupling, such as the
D.E.5B, D.E.3B, D.F.A.4, and S6.

High Frequency Amplification
The present receiver has been

designed for distant reception,
hence the use of a high -frequency
amplifying valve as seen in the
circuit diagram. The tuned anode
method of coupling has been
employed, and in order to obviate
the necessity for coil changing in
this circuit a tapped anode react-
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ance is incorporated, which tunes
from zoo to .4,000 metres (r,3oo kc
to 75 kc). For stabilisation pur-
poses, a potentiom Aer is used,
while a tight -coupled aerial is em-
ployed, obtained by the use of
Gambrell Trap Coils, in conjunction
with ordinary Gambrell coils in
the grid circuit. This method of
aerial coupling somewhat increases
the sharpness of tuning, and will

sistance, thereby effecting a saving
in components and panel space
with no sacrifice of efficiency.

Components
Before considering in detail the

constructional work, it will be
advantageous to draw up a list of the
components used in the receiver,
and for the guidance of readers,
makers' names will be found in
connection with each piece of ap-

.0003,L,F. " Cyldon " ground xd
rotor type (Sydney S. Bird).

One tapped anode reactancel
(Radio Instruments, Ltd.).

One combined .0003µF condenser
and 2Mn grid -leak (Watmel Wireless
Co., Ltd.).

Two " Success " super -chokes
(Beard and Fitch, Ltd.).

Three filament resistances, dual

0

2"

ANODE CONDENSER

. 1.F. VALVES

LVE5 4 VALVES

6

0

DETECTOR VALVE

Fig. 2.-The layout of the panel is symmetrical and straightforward. Blue print No. 145a
may be obtained on application (price 1 /6 post free).

prove useful in the reduction of
interference.

In order to permit of reception in
various degrees of loudness, jacks
have been inserted after the de-
tector valve, first note magnifier,
and last valve,. thus rendering it
possible to tune in on the phones
with, say, one low - frequency
amplifier, and then to switch over
to the loud -speaker
With all valves on.

Filament Controls
The arrangement

of the filament
circuit calls for
some comment, as
it will be seen that
separate rheostats
are provided for
the first and second
valves, the last
two being con-
trolled by one
resistance. Fur-
ther, it will be
noticed that when
the telephones are
inserted in the
second jack, the last filament
is automatically switched off. It
is intended that the. last two valves
shall have a similar filament
rating, in fact the author uses
valves of the quarter ampere type
throughout, the actual valves being
a D.E.3, two D.E.5B.'s, and
another D.E.5 in the last stage.

It is thus possible to control the
last two valves from the same re-

paratus. It must not, however,
be assumed that the list given
need be strictly adhered to, as in
most cases other components of
reputable manufacture may be
substituted without loss of
efficiency.

One Radion panel, 26 in. by 8 in.
by in. (American Hard Rubber
Co.; Ltd..).

The arrangements at the back of the panel may be
seen from this photograph.

One mahogany cabinet, 26in.
by 8 in. (Cameo).

One baseboard for above, 26in.
by 8in. (Cameo).

One pair brackets (Camco).
Four " Clearer Tone " valve

holders (Benjamin Electric Co.,
Ltd.).

Two square law variable con-
densers, one .000312F and one

569

type (" Peerless "-Bedford Elec-
rical and Radio Co., Ltd.).

One potentiometer, Soo ohms
(L. McMichael, Ltd.).

Two coupling condensers, .015 t.LIT
each (Dubilier Condenser Co., Ltd.).

leaks, .5 M.S2 each, to-
gether with mounting bases (L.
McMichael, Ltd.).

One terminal strip, II in. by
2111. containing
eleven terminals,
the centre one
being removed in
order entirely to
separate the high-
tension terminals
from the re-
mainder (Burne-
Jones and Co. ,
Ltd.).

One terminal
strip 31 in. by 2 in.,
containing t w o
terminals at oppo-'
site ends, for aerial
and earth (Burne-
Jones and Co.,
Ltd.).

Two " Decko "
dial indicators (A. F. Bulgin
and Co.).

One single -coil mount (Borne -
Jones and Co., Ltd.).

One double circuit jack, No. 63
(Igranic-Pacent).

One five -spring automatic jack,
No. 66 (Igranic-Pacent).

One single open jack,. No. 61
(Igranic-Pacent),
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One universal No. 40 plug
(Igranic-Pacent).

One multiple fixed condenser,
.00f tiF to .015 pF (C. A. Vandervell
and Co., Ltd.).

Twenty feet " Glazite " for wiring
up (London
Electric Wire Co.
and Smiths,
Ltd.).

Four counter-
sunk 6 B.A.
screws with nuts
and washers, for
securing panel to
brackets.

Several wood
screws for fixing
components.

Two spade tags,
and a short length
of flexible wire.

Set of " Trap "
coils (Gambrell
Bros., Ltd.).

Radio Press
panel transfers.

Choke Coils
The choke coils,

of course, are. of
primary impor-
tance where the
tonal quality is
concerned, a n d
a good deal of disappointment will
be obviated by employing only tho-
roughly reliable components in the
first place.

Turning now to the construc-
tional work, the panel lay out and
drilling diagram is seen in Fig. 2,

MODERN WIRELESS
the variable condensers, and no
difficulty will be' experienced in
correctly drilling the four holes
necessary for each.

Mounting Up
Care should be taken when drill -

jacks upon the panel, after which
the attention may be turned to the
baseboard and the components
which are mounted thereon. The
Watmel grid condenser and leak is
provided with lugs and small

screws with nuts,
and )3y enlarging

This view shows the wiring of the L.F. end of the
receiver.

ing the four holes for fixing the
panel to the brackets, in order
that the whole may fit neatly into
the cabinet without recourse being
had to force. This part of the work
should preferably be done before
any parts are mounted on the

slightly the holes
in the lugs of the
valve -ho Id er s,
these screws may
be passed through
the latter lugs,
thus ensuring
minimum length
of path from the
anode of the
high - frequency
amplifier to the
grid of the recti-
fier. Similar
short paths are
arranged for in
other parts of the
layout, and it is
advisable to
adhere to these
as closely as
possible.

Wiring
The filament

wiring is long in
some parts, but

this is of no consequence, and
there is therefore no necessity for
anxiety on this point.

A word as to the use of Glazite
may not be out of place here. To
bare the end of a length, run round
the casing at the required position

Ample space is provided at the back of the panel as will be seen from this photograph.

iyhich also gives the details of
panel transfers. All the com-
ponents, with the exception of the
variable condensers, are of the one -
hole fixing variety, thus greatly
simplifying the routine work.
Drilling templates are supplied with

panel. Appearance will be enhanced
considerably if these four holes be
countersunk, thus allowing the
screw -heads to lie flush with the
surface of the panel.

Next mount the condensers,
rheostats, anode reactance, and

571

with a sharp knife, after which the
piece of covering will come away
quite easily. To bare a portion of
wire other than an end, two such
cuts should be made, at a distance
apart of, say, half an inch, and then
a lengthwise cut made with the
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knife. The.wire may then be rolled
in the fingers, and it will be found
that the cut portion will come away
quite easily. The remainder of
the wiring is fairly straightforward,
and calls for little comment, the
only connections needing special care
are those to the jack switch, and in
these cases the wiring diagram
should be carefully followed.

Coils required
A flexible lead ending in a spade

tag is joined to each of the aerial

the set will oscillate over the whole
range of the condensers, by suitable
adjustment of the potentiometer.

Keeping the set just off the oscil:
lation point, the condensers are sim-
ultaneously adjusted, and it will be
found quite easy to pick up several
stations, provided that one is not
too close to a powerful transmitter
working at full strength.

A Note on Valves
It has been previously mentioned

The front of the panel is of neat appearance.

and earth terminals, to be joined
later on to the trap coil, which is
screwed to the side of the grid
tuning coil L2 by means of a piece of
screwed rod and nuts provided with
each trap coil. These coils are
almost identical in form with the
ordinary Gambrell coils, but are
provided with terminals at the base
instead of plug and socket, and it is
to these terminals that the flexible
leads are joined. The aT coil will
be found suitable for the lower
broadcast band, while for Daventry
and such stations a DT coil will be
necessary.

Testing Out
A Gambrell B coil will be found

suitable in the grid circuit for. the
band of wavelengths 200 metres to
52o metres (1,500 kc. to 576.9 kc).
The aT coil will serve for aerial
coupling throughout this band.

It will be advisable to test the
wiring of the receiver before the
high-tension battery is connected,
and this may be done by joining the
L.T. - to H.T. - and all the
terminals (four) to L.T. +. If no
valve lights up now, all may safely
be assumed correct, and the bat-
teries may be joined up in the usual
manner.

Plug the telephones into the first
jack, and turn on the first two
valves. With the potentiometer
set slightly toward the negative
end, rotate both condensers slowly
from the minimum position, ad-
justing each one in turn if neces-
sary, until signs of oscillation are
heard. This may necessitate put-
ting the potentiometer further over
o the negative side. Observe that

that the valves having a choke in the
anode circuit should be special
valves of high amplification factor,
and it may be of use to those who
are not well versed in the various
types of valves if a few notes on
this subject be added. The sim-
plest manner in which this can be
done is to set out in tabular form
some suitable valves for each
position. Other equivalent makes
may, of course, be employed.

In cases where no H.F. valve is
indicated, it may be assumed that
any H.F. valve of suitable filament
voltage may be used, in fact, this is
so in all cases, but in the first two

Test Report
London, on three valves, gives

good loud -speaking at. 41 miles
approximately, purity being all that
can be desired, using a standard
C.A.V. loud -speaker. On four
valves, with suitable grid bias, no
distortion is introduced, and the
concert can be. followed corn
fortably on the ground floor, with
the speaker on the second. The
following stations have also been
heard :-Birmingham, comfortably
loud on L.S. ; Bournemouth (after
London had closed) good 'phone
strength on three valves ; Union
Radio, Madrid, loud on the speaker
with four ; Bern, Munich, San
Sebastian and Hamburg-good ;
Radio Belge and Radio Toulouse,
easily audible on ground floor
using four valves ; Zurich, at good
loud 'phone strength on three valves.
Those stations heard only on
telephones were received fairly late
in the evening, and were not put.
on the loud -speaker for purely
domestic reasons, although there is
every reason to believe that had the
last valve been added in these cases,
the loud -speaker would have been
operated satisfactorily.

Grid Bias
Purity of reproduction is the

great point of this receiver, and in
this connection it may be pointed
out that similar results will only be
obtained when the valves are
suited to their functions, and when
correct grid bias is employed.
Using a D.E.5B in the third socket
with 80-100 volts on the anode,
about if volts negative bias should
be applied to GB-i terminal, whilst
with a D.E.5 in the last stage, and

High Accumu-
Some frequency Detector. 1st note 2nd note lator

suitable amplifier
to

magnifier. magnifier voltage.
valves
use may
be seen D.E. 5 D.E. 5B D.E. 5B D.E. 5 6

from this D.E._ 3table. D.E. 3B
D.F.A. 4

D.E. 3B
D.F.A. 4

D.E. 3
D.F.A. r

4
6

S6 S6 D.F.A. o 4

series the valve shown is recom-
mended.

As regards stations heard, the
fact that Zurich (515 metres) is
heard at about 152 degrees on the
grid circuit condenser signifies that
the coil in use (Gambrell B) amply
covers the upper portions of the
waveband, whilst on the lower por-
tions of the scale several amateur
transmitters on 197 metres and
thereabouts have also been heard.
No change of grid coil is thus
necessary for the broacast band.

120 volts on the anode a negative
bias on terminal G.B. - 2 of 4i
volts will be found to give satis-
factory results. It is impossible
to give the correct grid bias for all
types of valves, and the author
gives the above as examples, owing
to the fact that such valves are in
use with the receiver, and the
voltages are as stated. In the case
of other valves, the correct grid
bias should be ascertained either
from the maker's curves, or printel
instructions.
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GIFTED authors, or perhaps
I should say other gifted
authors, may _have written

thrilling stories of blood and passion
with a wireless motif, but all I can
say is that if they have I have not
so far come across them. " It seems
to me that there is a gap here that
ought to be filled, and this being
the case I hasten to put before
you my great new romance.

SHORT-CIRCUITED
or'

TANGLED LEADS.

I should like to say by way of
introduction that all rights are left -
and that the story may be drama-
tised and acted in public without
fee or licence, or used, if you prefer

. . . grabbed both portions
of the acid drop.

it, for wrapping up sandwiches on
the same terms. All the characters
are purely imaginary, and if any-
body is misguided enough to
identify himself with any of them,
that is his funeral.

Characters in the Story.
RUPERT STRONGREART, a rising

young wireless engineer who has
already obtained the highest
honours in three poStal courses. He
is on the threshold of a wonderful
career when his prospects are
blighted by the villain (for details
see below). Rupert is madly in
love with

GWLADYS GUSHi3HsTGLE, a beau-
tiful and noble -hearted example of
all that is best in Britain's woman-
hood (further particulars will be
supplied on request by any of your
friends who has recently become
engaged. You can always stop him
when you have had enough by
dotting him over the head with a
soldering iron). Gwladys has given
her heart to Rupert, but the whole
business is being badly messed up
by

Ic

JASPER STONEFACE, a villain of
the vilest kind, who has ground his
teeth so violently all his life that
they are reduced to mere stumps
whilst his eyeballs are badly sprained
owing to incessant rolling,

PROFESSOR ST RONGHEART,
Rupert's dear old father, who loves
his boy and is resolved to stand by
him through thick and clear when
he is in the soup. And

PROFESSOR GOOP, a well renowned
but absent-minded wireless inventor-,

Synofisis of Previous Chapters.
Many years ago romance was

weaving her fairy web round two
young hearts in the old-world
village of Little Sloshton. On the
evening of his departure for school
Rupert Strongheart broke an acid
drop in two, giving one half to little
Gwladys Gushbingle and keeping
the other for himself. " Treasure
your half," he said, " and I will
treasure mine. They shall be
tokens of our love." Hardly had
the words left his mouth when a
snarl was heard from behind the
hedge, over which leapt the loath-
some Jasper Stoneface who grabbed
both portions of the acid drop, -
crammed them. into his mouth and
disappeared at top speed, pausing
only to shake his fist in the direction
of the young pair and to shout,
" Foiled, Rupert Strongheart ! " in
a voice whose tones were made yet
more unpleasant by adenoids. On the
threshold of his great career Rupert
proposed, and Gwladys, the local
solo -whist champion, accepted auto-
matically. Little did they know
what tricks were awaiting them.
Rupert obtained a splendid *post
with a great wireless firm. He
rapidly rose to the position of right
hand man of the general manager.
Owing to the kindly offices of
Rupert, Jasper, who could barely
distinguish between impedance and
reactance, was given employment
by the same firm. The romance of
Rupert and Gwladys appeared to
be going as merrily as a dinner bell
when the blow fell. During the
annual stocktaking the firm's
accountant discovered a terrible
discrepancy, and before Rupert
knew what was happening he was
in the dock accused of embezzling
Qix gridleaks. Both Professor
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Strongheart and Professor Goop
were called ,for the defence as
expert witnesses and did their best.
The latter, however, had been called
in two cases, and believing that he
-was giving- evidence against his
next-door neighbour, who was
accused of howling, unintentionally
denounced Rupert and diverted the
whole of the court's sympathies
from him. Rupert was convicted
and sentenced to seven days' penal
servitude. He was dismissed by
the firm, and Jasper Stoneface was
promoted to his position. Rupert
enlisted in the Royal Engineers
and, on account of his special know-
ledge, was drafted to the wireless
section, where, having thoroughly
steeled himself, he proceeded to
carve out a career.

CHAPTER XXIII.
The snow was falling in great

flakes, some as big as a shilling and
others as large as fifteen -pence, upon
the officers' mess of the 1729th
Company, R.E. (and upon quite a
number of other places as well),
when the day dawned which

The smartest soldier in the
British Army.

ushered in the memorable morning
on which the never -to -be -forgotten
Slocum-cum-Slushby meet of the
Flom Draghounds took place.'
Colonel Dash-Spatterby, the gallant
commander of the Sappers and also
Master of the Flom, awoke feeling
that yesterday had been Tuesday.
This was quite correct since to -day
was Wednesday.

At length, opening one eye, he ob-
served a little notice neatly printed
by the bell push, " Out of Order."
" Ah, excellent Strongheart," he
smiled, " always efficient, alway&.
efficient." He picked up a boot
from beside his bed and lobbed it
at the door. In an instant there
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entered Sapper Strongheart, the
,smartest soldier in the British
Army, bearing tea and shaving

The cream of the country-
side and some the skim as

well.

water. ,Colonel Dash Spatterby
drained the former at a gulp and
leapt from his bed. " A fine
hunting morning," he cried. " It
has frozen harder, I see, so that the
going should be good." In a
matter of moments he was attired
in all his hunting finery, the scarlet
coat with its carved pearl buttons,
the yellow -spotted blue stock, the
chessboard breeches, the glossy
thigh boots and the gleaming gold
spurs. As eleven o'clock drew on, the
cream of the countryside, and a cer-
tain amount of the skim as well, came
galloping to the meet on high-
mettled Percherons, fleet -footed
Clydesdales, and fleet Suffolk
Punches. Rupert, wearing the full
uniform of the hunt as the Master's
second horseman, was upon the
lawn operating a loudspeaker from
whose spout issued hunting
choruses specially transmitted from
2LO, in which all the guests joined.
It was a brave sight. Hardly had
the notes of the last song died away
when the Master stepped out from
the mess. Ringing cheers rent the
welkin as he sprang into the saddle
and leapt lightly over the table
supporting the receiving set into
the midst of the throng. " Where
are we going to -day, sir ? " asked
one young spark. " Ali," cried
the Master, " to -day we are to have
a hunt indeed. Near Slocum-cum-
Slushby we have harboured the
famous drag that has been laying
waste the countryside so long. To-
day he shall pay for his mis-
deeds."

CHAPTER XXIV.
Fairest of all the splendid field that

rode out that day and conspicuous
for her fine horsemanship was
Gwladys Gushbingle. But though
she quitted herself nobly, heading
the drag on no fewer than seven
occasions, for which she received
the Master's warmest thanks, her
heart was not in the sport. She was
wondering where her Rupert was,
what he was doing, whether he was
well. She had never so much as
glanced at the Master's second

horseman when he skilfully ad-
justed her cropper at the meet. Ah,
me!

It was a long stem hunt that day
for the Slocum-cum-Slushby drag
with a disdainful flick of his brush
had made for the stiffest part of
the country. More and more saddles
were emptied as the hunt went on.
At length only three riders were
left. Far ahead of the hounds and
hard upon the brush of the drag
was Gwladys Gushbingle., the lcitg
ostrich plume in her hat streaming
out behind her as she flew fence or
stream or gate. Behind came
Colonel Dash-Spatterby and Rupert
Strongheart showing what a model
second horseman should be by
never leaving his master for an
instant and clearing every fence by
his side.* * *

At last a check, as  welcome now
as on Quarter Day. Scent has
failed. Try as he will the Master
cannot pick up the line. But stay.
What is Rupert doing ? From a
pouch strapped to the front of his
saddle he draws a pair of tele-
phones and a tapping key. Above
,his head he raises an umbrella-the
Master had laughed at him for
carrying this instead of a hunting
crop ; he does not laugh now. He
notices that a wire runs from
Rupert's saddle to his horse's near
foreshoe. " Hullo CQ," Rupert
taps out, " has anybody seen our
drag ? Rupert Strongheart over to

.CQ." Rupert's face lights up. " He
has just passed through Gopples-
thorpe," he cries. " We must lift
hounds " thunders the Master.
" Pick out the six best." Rupert
does so and the Colonel helps him
to place one under each of Gwladys
Gushbingle's arms, takes a second
pair himself and entrusts the last
to Rupert. Thus the gallant three
gallop like the wind for .Gopples-
thorpe where the hounds are
dropped and pick up the line at
once. The pace is a cracker now
and soon the sinking drag is found
not far ahead. In front 'gallops
Gwladys down a woodland ride
with Rupert close behind her. But
what is that hateful slinking figure
amongst the trees ? Who is it
that suddenly stretches a clothes-
line tight across the ride ? No-
thing can save Gwladys. Yes, yes,
something can ; something does.
Quick as a flash Rupert draws his
revolver fromits holster, and with
unerring aim severs the line at a
single shot. Jasper Stoneface, for
'tis he, in case you did not know,
picks himself up and takes to
flight, but trips over the pack just
as they pull down the drag. In a
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moment all is confusion. The
hounds are worrying the drag, and
the drag, which is fastened round his
knees, is seriously worrying Jasper.
At last the hunted animal's eyes
glaze in death, and Rupert prises
open its horrid jaws. True to the
teachings of his race Rupert lays
his fallen foe tenderly upon a gorse
bush, and borrowing the Colonel's
cap fills it with water from a neigh-
bouring ditch. The prising having
been thoroughly well done Jasper's
mouth is still open and into it
Rupert pours the healing draught.
Such is the shock of the un-
accustomed beverage that Jasper
opens his eyes at once and snatches
the gasper from Rupert's lips.

CHAPTER XXV.
Meanwhile the Colonel is handing

the brush to Gwladys with a
courtly bow. This done he walks
across, to Rupert. "'kneel down ! "
he orders. Amazed, but ever
obedient to authority, Rupert com-
plies with the order.. " That was a
gallant deed of yours," cries
Colonel Dash-Spatterby. And I will
mark my appreciation in a fitting
way." He intends to tap Rupert
on the shoulder with his hunting
crop, but his foot slipping, gives him
a rather nasty whack on the funny
bone. " Arise, Captain Strong -
heart," he said in clarion
tones. " Captain Who ?" mutters
a sweet feminine voice. " Captain
Strongheart," smiles the Colonel,

Captain Strongheart, the smartest
soldier in the British Army."

" Rupert 1 "
" Gwladys ! "

CHAPTER XXVI.
And what of Jasper ? Lying there

he knew that he had got it in the
neck and he reviewed his past-a
messy business. " Rupert," he
faltered, in a weak voice.
" Gwladys." They went across to
him, Rupert pressing him gently
back into the bush from which in
the last effort he was striving to
raise himself. " I have wronged
you," said the dying Jasper. " It
was I who embezzled the gridleaks.
I who . ." His eyes closed. Rupert
and the Colonel stood bareheaded.
After a few 'moments the latter
reverently wirelessed for the dust-
cart. THE LISTENER IN.
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What are Harmonics ?
By Major JAMES ROBINSON, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P.

The real significance of harmonics in wireless work is often not understood.
This article explains the position very clearly.

HE word Harmonics has been
very prevalent in wireless in the
last few years. Sometimes we
hear them discussed as if they are
a nuisance, and at other times
they are being employed for some
useful purpose. Thus they have

properties which need controlling or to be used
with discretion.

Acoustical Effects
To understand the effect of harmonics in wire-

less it will be useful to consider the case of acous-
tics, where a very large
amount of work has been
done on harmonics.
Most sounds with which
we are familiar have
certain charactenstics,
some of the characteris-
tics being the same for

O

different instruments
which produce the sound.

(0)

The first characteristic is t.)
t:)

the frequency of the
sound which is heard.
We can have notes of
the same frequency pro-
duced by different in--
struments, but yet there
are great differences in
the quality of the sound
which is heard. The
reason for this is that
there are usually many Fig.
frequencies present in the
same note, and when we

these high frequencies are not exact multiples
of the fundamental, and in such cases they are
called overtones. Instruments which produce
harmonics are string instruments, such as the
violin and the piano, and certain wind instruments,
while overtones are produced by instruments
which have reeds and diaphragms, such as the
harmonium and the drum.

Both types occur in wireless, but the harmonics
are most prevalent.

Composite Waves
A simple wave can be represented by means

of a curve as shown in the top line of Fig. I, where
we plot time along the
horizontal axis, and dis-
placement (voltage or
current, as the case may
be) along the vertical
axis. At equal intervals
of time the displacement
is zero, and the whole
curve is quite regular.
This form of curve is
due to simple harmonic

Tine motion, and is called a
sine wave. The only
musical instrument with
a vibration somewhat of
this form is the tuning
fork, and its quality or

(a) Fundamental

_ICI

Time

(b) .Second Harmonic

Time

(c) Composite WOW'

1.-The addition of the second harmonic
produces a complex waveform.

talk about a particular note having a given pitch
we refer only to one of the frequencies present, that
of the lowest frequency, which also is usually of the
greatest intensity. This is called the fundamental.
Accompanying the fundamental there are usually a
number of higher frequencies, these varying in
relative intensity and in actual frequency. The
number and relative intensity of these higher
frequencies controls the quality and timbre of
the note.

Overtones
In some musical instruments these higher

frequencies are irk an integral relation to the
frequency of the fundamental, that is to say they
are exactly 2, 3, 4, 5, etc., times the frequency of
the fundamental, and when this occurs they are
called harmonics. Cases arise, however, where
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timbre is, as we know,
not good. Let us con-
sider what happens if we
add an oscillation to this
simple oscillation of the
same type, but of double
the frequency. We can

choose any amplitude for this frequency and a
particular example is shown on the second line
of Fig. 1. For convenience we have chosen the
zero point of the main vibration to coincide with
a zero point of the double frequency. The result
is shown in the third line, and it is immediately
obvious that the simple curve shown in Fig. i (a)
has become distorted.

This combined curve thus contains two separate
frequencies, the higher frequency being exactly
double that of the lower frequency. It has been
obtained by an actual combination of two curves.
However, had we not known how the curve was
obtained, there are means which make it possible
to determine these two actual freqfiencies, and
their relative amplitudes. In other words, this
comparatively complicated curve can be resolved
into its simple frequencies.
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Other Frequencies
We can have combinations of still more frequencies

by taking the fundamental, the double, treble
and quadruple frequencies, etc., and combining
them into one final result, and so we can obtain
a large variety of curves each of which is then
capable of being resolved into each of its separate
frequencies. These complicated curves still pos-
sess a periodic nature in so far as they are repro-
duced identically time after time. Wherever we

M P NC
Fig. 2. --In order to produce a pure wave the
valve must work on the straight line

position of the characteristic.

get such a periodic effect it is possible to resolve
this into a combination of frequencies, these
frequencies being actual multiples of the funda-
mental. In some cases we shall find some of
these multiples absent.

These general principles concerning the com-
bination of frequencies are of importance in
acoustics, in electrical engineering, in wireless,
and in other fields. We shall now consider the
application to wireless.

One Frequency Only
As regards transmission it is essential to have

only one freqUency generated and transmitted.
In this case we are not concerned with quality
or timbre as in the case of acoustics, but it is
important that there shall be no energy lost in
the production of other frequencies. It is also
essential that only one frequency shall be trans-
mitted because of the interference that is caused
by a number of frequencies. For instance, if we
considdr a high power transmitter which is working
on a frequency of 3o kilocycles (ro,000 'metres) it
is highlydesirable that no higher frequencies shall
be transmitted, and unless great care is taken
these higher frequencies, bo k.c., 90 k.c., 120 k.c.
and so on, will accompany the fundamental
frequency, and so interfere with services which
are operating on or near these other frequencies-.

The essential requirement for a wireless -trans-
mitter is that its wave form shall be of the simple
type shown -in Fig. r (a) and not of any more compli-
cated type such as that shown in Fig, 1(c). If the
wave form deviates from that shown in Fig. 1(a),
but is still periodic, it is apparent from the pre -
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ceding remarks that there are higher frequencies
present, each of which must be an exact
multiple of the fundamental. Depending on the
amount of deviation of the actual wave form
from that shown in Fig. 1(a), we shall get more or
less of these higher frequencies or harmonics,
which may have large or small amplitudes in
comparison with that of the fundamental.

Proportional Amplification
Actually it is not easy in transmission to make the

wave form exactly of the type shown in Fig. I (a) ,
but it is possible to approach fairly near to it. In the
case of a valve transmitter the working point
of the characteristic is all important in controlling
the effect of the wave fc,m. The correct working
point to give the purest wave form is on the
straight part of the characteristic. A particular
anode current -grid volts characteristic is shown
in Fig. 2 and the correct working point is at A,
about halfway up the straight portion of the
characteristic.

Now if the characteristic is actually straight
over the whole portion over which oscillations
are produced, a pure wave will result. The grid
voltage is shown as varying on both sides of the
mean potential P, to M and N, and the corre-
sponding anode current variation is shown at
Q.R.S. If the characteristic is straight over the
whole working part, then equal changes of grid
volts will produce equal changes of anode current,
and a pure sine wave of anode current will result.

Distortion
Actually, however, in practice the characteristic

is not absolutely straight, so that deviations from
the pure wave form are produced. To show how
distortion of the wave form arises, a rather exagger-
ated example is shown in Fig. 3. In this case
where the mean grid volts is OP and the variation
is from M, to N,, we get greater increase in the

MI P1 N1

Fig. 3.= -If the characteristic is curved the
wave form is asymmetrical and harmonics

- are introduced.

anode current when the grid volts change from
P, to N, than decrease when the grid volts change
from P, to M The steady anode current corre-
,sporiding to the grid volts OP, is represented by
-the line AV. Oscillations produced under these
-conditions thus give a wave form for the anode
Current 0,R,S, where the two halves of the
curve about the line AV are different. This wave
form thus differs from the pure wave form required

0
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Valve Adjustments
Various forms of deviation from the pure wave

form of Fig. i(a) can thus be obtained in an oscil-
lating valve circuit, and each such distorted wave
form has its own peculiar number of harmonics,
with the relative intensities of the various har-
monies varying according to circumstances.

Thus in valve transmitters, in order to keep the
disturbing effect of harmonics down, it is essential
to pay careful attention to the valve characteristics
and to the adjustments of the transmission circuits.

The large transmitting stations working on
low frequencies often give serious trouble with
harmonics.

Interference from high power stations has been
known to occur on very high harmonics greater
than the loth. The nuisance of this is that
interference can be obtained on the comparatively
high frequencies of the broadcasting band from
stations on frequencies very much lower (of
wavelengths of 3,000 metres and above).

Considerable assistance is derived by using
coupled aerials at the transmitting station, and
the disturbing effect of harmonics can be cut down
in this way.

High power broadcasting stations are not
always free from harmonic disturbances. For
instance, the 4th harmonic of Daventry is very near
to the frequency of the Newcastle station. Again,
it is possible to hear the harmonics of the ordinary
broadcasting stations on the B.B.Q. band when
working on higher frequencies in the neighbour-
hood of 5,000 k.c. (6o metres).

This is a point which
those selfish people who allow
their receivers to oscillate should
note particularly, because they
not only cause interference to
their neighbours who are listen-
ing on the same frequency, but
also those who are listening on
some higher frequencies. Thus
an oscillating receiver on a
wavelength of 36o metres may
cause interference on wave-
lengths  of 18o, 120, 90, 72
metres, etc.

Utility of Harmonics
The fact that harmonics

generated by a valve in a closed
oscillating circuit are absolutely
exact multiples of the funda-
mental frequency is of very
great importance in wireless
m:Asurements. An oscillating
or heterodyne wavemeter be-
comes a very important instru-
ment, as a large number of
harmonics can be obtained with
it. Thus if the wavemeter is
set to any particular wavelength,
say 1,000 metres, it can be de-
tected on the various wave-
lengths, 500, 333i, 250, 200, 1661
metres, etc. This is exceedipgly
useful for calibration purposes.

It should be observed, however, that the
overtones are only exact multiples of the funda-
mental in the case of oscillation generated by a
valve, an arc or some such means. An ordinary
aerial system possesses an infinite number of
natural frequencies-a fundamental and a series
of overtones. Except in the case of a simple aerial
without either coil or condenser in circuit (a case
which does not obtain in practice), these over-
tones are not true multiples of the fundamental.
This, however, is a point which is not of much
importance for ordinary working, since oscillations
are usually supplied to the aerial from some
external source, in which case the overtones are
exact multiples of the fundamental.

Not Correct
There have been rumours to the effect that

the Sheffield Relay Station is to be closed down
and that a new higher power station may be
erected about twenty five miles north east of
Sheffield. We understand that the B.B.C. deny
that this is contemplated.

An Official Visit
The Rugby Radio Station (GBR) is now in

full swing, and the Postmaster -General paid his
first visit to the station on January iith, when
he witnessed the transmission of the foreign
news service at mid -day. The transmissions are
well received in Australia.

Television would actually appear 'to have been accomplished
by Mr. J. L. Baird, who is to demonstrate his method shortly

before the Royal Institution.
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HIS is a scientific genera-
tion, and while even in
comparatively recent times

the general attitude towards
scientific discoveries was dis-
tinctly conservative, nowadays the
public is anxious to enjoy, to the
utmost, any new ameliorations of
life that the march of science may
reveal.

The studio

_,doosiosommomIlminsummiii046a.

91i11111ni1

13y
T. J. MONAGHAN B.SANG),M.I.E.E

Mr. Monaghan ,the chief Radio Engineer of the
Irish Free State Post Office, and was actively concerned
in the design and construction of the new Dublin Station.

exist ; to -day, one is tempted to
misquote- and say " to the building
of broadcasting stations there is no
end " ; Europe and America are
crowded with stations-so crowded
that new problems, involving ethics,
altruism and philosophy, rather
than pure science, are beginning to
clamour insistently for solution.

The most recent entrant to' the

at 2RN. Note that the Round -Sykes type of
microphone is employed.

Public Welcome.

This readiness to welcome and
utilise scientific development has
been demonstrated in a remarkable
fashion by the eagerness the public,
theworld over, has shown in greeting,
and in taking to its hearths and
homes, broadcasting. A very few
rears ago broadcasting did not

European broadcasting ether band
is a station owned by the Irish
Free State Government and oper-
ated by the Department of Posts
and Telegrauhs, Dublin, 2RN,
which made its official bow to Ire-
land and the world at large on
January r, and since has been
giving regular evening programmes,
using a wavelength of 390 metres.
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Choice of Site.
When it had been decided that

the site of the first Irish Free State
Station should be in the neigh-
bourhood of the capital city, the
first task was to find a suitable
site. The requirements of the ideal
site are well known ; high ground
free from tall trees, remote from high
buildings, especially those having
steel frameworks, with the ground
a really good " earth," and, let it
not be forgotten, if possible, within
the area of supply of a public elec-
tricity ,undertaking. The woes of
the broadcasting engineer may not
depress the public much, but they
do exist, and no engineer respon-
sible for a broadcasting station is
at all anxious to have the additional
load of runnino-b an electrical gener-
ating station added to his burden.
Whilst it is not claimed that the
site of the Dublin transmitter is
ideal (ideals are seldom attainable
in this work -a -day world) it can be
confidently asserted that the site
is an extremely good one.

Good Situation.
Situated in a large field, adjoining

McKee Barracks, and quite close
to the Phcenix Park, the site is on
ground as high as any in the city of
Dublin, about roo feet above sea -
level, and the nature of the ground
ensures a really good earth. The
site is easy of access by the staff,
a not unimportant consideration
when the late programmes the
public likes are given, and within
the area of the City of Dublin
Electricity Undertaking by which
electrical energy at 3.46 volts, 3
phase, 5o periods, is supplied as the
primary source of power.

The heading picture shows the
general arrangement of the trans-
mitting station. The transmitter
building is the single storey one on
the extreme right of the photo.
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The Transmitter.
The transmitter is of the

well-known Marconi Q type,
with 6 k.w. A.C. power input
and 1,50o watts oscillatory
input to the antenna, and
is housed in a wooden build-
ing about 6o feet by 20
feet. An involuntary shut
down . of a, broadcasting
station no doubt seems long
to the listener, but to the
station staff it is janus-faced;
every second seems to be
an hour while . thinking of
the waiting public, yet
these second -hours flash by
with appalling rapidity
while searching for and
remedying, the defect.
Since an open layout of the
plant reduces the likelihood
of faults and renders their
discovery when they do
occur much easier, particu-
lar care has been taken in
the arrangement of the.
Dublin equipment to have
all parts perfectly accessible.
The building is divided into four
rooms, housing respectively stores,
rotating machinery, transmitter
proper and filament battery.

H.T. Supply.
The rotating machinery consists

of a motor alternator delivering the
500 volt, 30o cycle, single phase,
alternating current to the step up
transformer, and a motor -driven
direct current generator for charg-
ing the 24 volt, 50o ampere hour
battery used for lighting the fila-
ments of the oscillator and modu-
lator valves. Duplicate machines
were not installed at the outset, but
the concrete foundations for a
second set of plant were provided
during construction. A view of
the rotating machines and their
control gear is appended.

In the next room is the trans-
former which steps up the 30o cycle
voltage to 11,25o volts, which is
fed to the first of a row of four panels
or units of equipment, the rectifier
unit, where the alternating curren t
is converted to io,000 volt direct
current by means of two two -
electrode rectifiers and suitable
smoothing circuits.

Master Oscillator.
Alongside the rectifier is the

independent drive panel which
controls the wavelength of the
transmitter and keeps it remarkably
steady. Next comes the power
oscillator unit which, controlled as
to wavelength by the independent
drive panel, energises the antenna.
On the extreme right of our row of
units is the modulator panel, with

The station building and one of the
120 ft. masts can be seen in this photo.

its sub -modulator valve, and three
main modulating valves. The land
lines over which the speech and
music from the studio travel to the
transmitter terminate at trans-
formers on the modulator panel.
A wooden railing normally runs
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good natural light for
daytime maintenance.

The Antenna
The 500 ampere hour

filament battery is housed
by itself in a well ventilated
room adjoining the trans-
mitter.

The antenna is of the T
pattern, each lithb being 6o
feet long, down -lead zoo
feet. The limbs and down
lead are all made up of
4 stranded bronze wires,
equally spaced round the
circumference of several
duralumin hoops, 4 feet 6
inches in diameter. The
antenna is supported by two
masts 120 feet high, spaced
225 feet apart. The masts
are of the usual ship type,
in three sections, 7o feet, 45
feet and 3o feet; there is
about six feet overlap be-
tween sections and the butt
of the mainmast is buried
about To feet deep. The
masts were built up of '

ordinary telegraph poles taken
from the local stock and were
erected by the Post Office Engineer=
ing staff. Symmetrically placed
with respect to the antenna is the 
main earth circle 7o feet in dia-
meter, a continuous ring of plates,

The various processes are carried out in separate and
distinct units all adequately spaced.

the whole length of the room in
front of the transformer and the
transmitter units. The layout of
the four transmitter units can be
seen from the photograph on this
page, which shows that there is
ample space between the units and
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2 feet 6 inches deep, buried ver-
tically with their upper edges just
flush with the surface of the ground.
Buried earth wires fan out from the
earth plate circle beneath and well
beyond the spread of the antenna ;
the main earth connection of the
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transmitter passes through the wall
of the building via a special in-
sulator to insulators on the top of a
short pole at the centre of the earth
plate circle whence a cone of
radiating wires makes connection to
the earth plates. So much for the
transmitter.

The Studio.
The Dublin Station, is the for-

tunate possessor of a really good
studio about 5o feet by 17 feet on
the second floor of a building in
Little Denmark Street, a traffic -free
street quite close to the centre of
the city. The walls and ceiling of
the studio are draped with fairly
heavy curtains all of which are
adjustable so that any desired
condition as to sound reflection
effects can quite quickly be ob-
tained. A spacious control room
has a large double plate glass win-
dow through which all parts of the
studio can be seen by the operator
of the amplifiers, which step up the
microphone output before it is put
on the underground cable leading
to the transmitter, distant about it
miles away as the crow flies.
The photo clearly shows one end of
the studio ; behind the microphone
(which like all good sitters faces
the camera for this photograph-
actually, of course, the business
end " faces the music ") can be
seen the control room observation
window. Adequate visual signal-
ling arrangements between the an-
nouncer and the control room are
installed. Alongside the studio is
a waiting room for the artistes,
while on the floor above are offices
for the Station Director and his
itaff.

Reports of Reception.
Many reports of reception of

Dublin's transmission have been
-eceived since the station went " on
the air " ; we are grateful to
listeners who have been so good

The switchboard control-
ling the filament battery.

as to write to us from Norway,
Germany, Italy, Spain, Fiance.
(reports of excellent reception in
Paris are quite numerous),
North-East Scotland, and all parts
of England and Wales. At the
moment we are busy collecting
information from our Irish listeners,
and, with some trepidation be it
said, seeking to discover whether
we have any home " blind spots."

That Irish Free State broadcasting
will extend and develop is certain ;

A view of the machinery room at the Dublin Station.
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the exact form that development
will take cannot yet be definitely
stated, but while this is being
decided, 2 RN will welcome reports
of reception from listeners where -
ever they may be.

EMINEIMIAMSIMMIEMIRMEIRIES11161410191
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A Valve=Crystal
113Receiver.

DiEMII3!$E1133 41.".

SIR,-Having a few spare parts
by me I decided to try the set
described in the May, 1925, issue
of MODERN WIRELESS, under the
title " An Interesting Valve -Crystal
Receiver," by Harold H. Warwick.
I built the set on a panel 9 M. by

in., using a cheap variable con-
denser .0005 pF, not square law,
Peerless rheostat, General Radio
transformer, Dubilier fixed con-
densers, and no C.A.T condenser.

Using a Marconi D.E.R. valve
and to volts H.T., I received the
following stations :-Daventry and
Nottingham, 5o and 17 miles
distant respectively, on a small
loudspeaker at good strength for
an ordinary -sized room. k

All the B.B.C. main stations and
two relays have been received at
very good phone strength, and of
the Continental stations I have
received the following at very good
phone strength : - Radio Paris,
Koenigswusterhausen, Hilversum,
Voxhaiis Berlin, Munich, Frank
furt, Barcelona, Catalana, Ecol
Superieure, Toulouse, Rome, Bres
lau, Munster, Hamburg, Madrid
Oslo, Petit Parisien, San Sebastian.
Dortmund, Brussels, Elberfeldt.
have also received other Continentai
stations, but I have not identified
them. I received these stations
during two weeks' experimenting,
so I think this speaks wonders for
such a small set. I have not yet
received KDKA, as the designer
did, but hope to in the near future.

Thanking Mr. Warwick for such a
splendid article and also Mr. John
Scott -Taggart for a splendid circuit
and for many others.-Yours truly,

W. STORER.
Loughborough.

Have you heard
Boundbrook?

so.sb NNN %mar ..,.....son.a.1Irs,

The new Boundbrook (New Jersey)
Station, W.I.Z, is now operating on coo
and 455 metres. The input to the
oscillators is 5o kilowatts.

The carrier wave is received well in
this country, but so far reports of
successful reception are lacking.
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rconnection with the unit
described in the last issue
for providing high-tension vol-

tage from D.C. mains, the question
of the lamps employed in series
with the smoothing valve is one of
considerable importance. The pro-
blem is somewhat complicated
because the ordinary rating of the
lamps employed in practice is not
of very much assistance in deter-
mining their suitability.

Effect of Temperature
In the particular unit in ques-

tion the lamps run at a much lower
temperature than normal, and in
such cases the resistance of the
filament is substantially different
from that at the normal white heat.
In order to facilitate calculations on
this subject, therefore, the resist-
ances of a large number of lamps
have been measured at varying
currents. In actually working out
the value of lamps required, it is
more useful to know the actual
voltage developed across the lamp
when it is carrying a given current.
This figure, therefore, has been
plotted against the current for six
different types of lamps.

Types of Lamp Measured
The lamps on which measure-

ments were made are as follows :-
No. 1.-25 candle -power carbon

filament lamp 22o volts.
No. 2.-5o candle - power carbon

filament lamp 220 volts.
No. 3.-4o Watt metallic filament

220 volts.
No. 4.-6o Watt metallic filament

220 volts.
No. 5.-I0o Watt metallic filament

22G volts.
No. 6.-6o Watt gas -filled metallic

filament 220 volt.
In every case more than one lamp

was tested. There were slight
deviations from lamp to lamp in one
or two of the cases, but generally
speaking good uniformity was
obtained among different lamps of
the same type.

An Example
The use of these curves will be

best understood if a simple example
is given. Suppose we wish to run
a B4 valve from 220 volt mains.
Six volts are required far the fila-

ment, so that we have 214 volts to
dissipate through the lamps. The
current taken by the filament of the
B4 valve is 0.25 amps., and refer-
ence to the curves will show that no
single lamp develops 214 volts
across it at this current. We must
therefore use a combination of two
lamps, and inspection will show
that curve No. i has a voltage of
about 135 volts across it at .25
ampere, while curve No. 5 develops
a voltage of about 80. Thus the
voltage across the two lamps in
series would be 215 volts, which
would be of the order required.

Ocher Arrangernents
The slight discrepancy between

the required voltage and the actual
voltage developed at this current is
not of importance because in prac-
tice the current through the com-
bination would adjust itself to a
steady state, the current through
the lamps and the valve being
actually slightly less than .25
ampere. Another satisfactory com-
bination would be two so candle-
power carbon lamps, curve No. 2,
in series with a resistance of about
15o ohms.

Several Valves in Series
If more than one valve is required

the problem is slightly modified.
E.g., four B4 valves in series,
when the voltage required across
the valves will be 24. volts instead
of 6, so that the voltage developed
across -the lamps is required to be
196 volts. The actual combination
of lamps required in this voltage
can then be found in the same
manner as before.

50
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curves show the voltage developed across different
lamps when carrying a given current.
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NEW -DAYS"
RYSTAL SET

Li PERCY W HARRIS. MIRE.
Assistant editor

The circuit incorporated in this receiver is one which can rapidly be
adjusted to suit a variety of aerials.

THERE is rarely any magic
in a new crystal set. Every
now and again we read

wonderful stories in the non -techni-
cal papers of some new crystal
receiver built by a humble expert
for a few shillings which is able to
work a loud -speaker at full volume
(using no batteries or amplifiers)
twenty or more miles from a broad-
casting station. It is strange that
whenever a really competent obser-
ver wishes to hear these wonderful
crystal sets, the conditions that
night happen to be particularly bad
and the results are " nothing like so
good as they were last evening."

A Departure
This is by way of being a pre-

liminary to the statement that the

" New -days " crystal receiver is not
put forward as a means of revolu-
tionising radio reception. The
virtues I claim for it are just a
signal strength somewhat above
the average, a selectivity much
higher than usual, rather an
interesting new circuit, and a really
businesslike and professional, ap-
pearance. The total cost of con-
struction will not be excessive,
for although a special switch (not
generally found in crystal sets) is
included, the cost of this is saved
in the coils, for neither Daventry
nor the local station requires the
purchase of a special tuning coil,
as the requisite inductances can be
made at home very rapidly and
efficiently at the cost of a few
pence.

This photograph of the inside of the set will prove
helpful when wiring up.
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The Circuit
I have called this receiver the

" New -days " set, as it represents
several points of modern practice
which differentiate it from earlier
crystal sits and it enables a good

E

Fig. 1.-This .diagram shows
the circuit employed. The
Daventry coil is inserted at
the point X when desired.

working adjustment to be found for
the particular aerial with which it
is used. In the past we have been
liable to overlook the electrical
differences between aerials, and it
is now recognised that not only is
it unnecessary to place the crystal
detector across the whole of the
tuning inductance (thus introducing
quite a considerable damping, with
a consequent flattening of 'the
tuning), but it is usually also
distinctly advantageous to tap the
aerial across a portion of the coil
only. The circuit used is one I
put forward, as a result of some
experiments, some weeks ago in
IVireless. Weekly. It is shown in

1.Fig. Here it will be seen that
both aerial and crystal are shunted
across only a portion of the induct-
ance, simplicity being effected by
joining the aerial lead and the
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detector to the switch S. There
will be several tuning positions for
yourbroadcasting station according
to the switch point adjustment,
and one of these will give the, best

x Ebonite panel to fit, f in. thick.
(Paragon.)

Rotary crystal detector. (Eureka.)
x Panel mounting switch. (King

Radio Products.)

Fig. 2.-Theiayout may be
con'acts or the switch

results on your particular aerial.
The series condenser in the aerial
lead has a value of 430o2 ILE
and has been placed there as the
result of experiments made by Mr.
G. P. Kendall, and described in
IVireless Weekly. Experimenters
may care to try short circuiting it.

Components Required
It may seem strange to some

readers to see a variable condenser
with a vernier adjustment used in a
crystal set, but on some points of
the switch the tuning is so sharp

Fig. 3.-Alternate studs of
the switch are left blank
in order to prevent sections
of the coil ueing shorted by

th3 switch arm.

that many people will find it an
advantage. The set would work
just as well, of course, with the
ordinary type Of condenser without
vernier, but the adjustment would
not be quite so easy. The com-
ponents used in this set are as
follow
I Oak cabinet to take an ebonite

panel 9 ins. by 6 ins. (Artcraft.)

seen from this diagram. The
are behind the panel.

4 Terminals, marked " Aerial,"
" Earth," and " Telephones."
(Belling -Lee.)

I 43005 µF. square -law condenser
with vernier attachment (Utility).

I Fixed condenser, 000z µF. (Wat-
mel.)

About half a pound of No. 18
S.W.G. double cotton covered
wire.

About half a pound of No. 22
S.W.G. double cotton covered
wire.

4 Clix.
Glazite wire for wiring up.
A few yards of Empire tape.

Notes on the Switch
The compon-

ents listed above
are those I have
actually used in
the set, although
it is possible to
employ alterna-
tive makes of
components to
those given
without sacrific-
ing efficiency,
providing, of
course, the sub-
stituted com-
ponents are of
good quality. In
the case of the
switch, however,
this particular
type saves a
great deal of
trouble to the
constructor, for
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it is I mounted on the panel
with only two securing screws, the
switch -arm and studs being very
conveniently mounted behind the
panel. It is just as easily
fitted to the panel as a variable
condenser, and it is quite un-
necessary to solder an con-
nections to it, as a securing screw
for the wire is provided for each
stud. Actually the switch in ques-
tion has fourteen studs. Of these
I have used alternate studs only,
for in this manner it is possible
to avoid short circuiting any turns
as the switch -arm passes from one
stud to another. Remember this
if you are intending to use another
kind of switch.

Use of Alternate Studs
It might appear to be more

ath'antageous to use each stud, thus
giving a finer tapping division, but
if y u examine Fig. 3 you
will see that if all the studs were
used a complete section of the coil
would be short-circuited when the
switch -arm happened to be touch-
ing two studs at once. The pres-
ence of a short-circuited section
of this coil may seriously affect its
operation and should be avoided.
If you use the " Utility " condenser
illustrated, you will find full par-
ticulars as to how it is mounted in
the maker's leaflet in the box. The
switch mounting is also very easily
effected.

Winding the Tapped Coil
When the four terminals, the

switch, the condenser and the
detector are secured in place, it is
only necessary to attach the ebonite
panel to the baseboard by two wood
screws. The baseboard will be
provided with the cabinet and will
probably be thick enough to afford

The tapped coil is secured to the baseboard
by means of a piece of wood and a suitable

brass screw.
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sufficient support without the use
of any special brackets. Before pro-
ceeding further, it is now necessary
to wind the two tuning coils,
one for the ordinary broadcast
range and the other for Daventry.
For this take a cardboard tube,
or any other similar cylindrical
object of about 31 ins. in diameter,
and wind, not too tightly on it,
seven turns of wire. Holding the
seventh turn in place, twist a small
loop so as to form a projecting
tapping and carry on for another
five turns, making a tapping at a
point on the coil just in advance
of that at which you have made
the first loop. Carry on again for
five turns, make a similar loop
and so on until you have six loops,
five turns apart. From the sixth
loop carry on with another five
turns, leave a small projecting
piece, and cut the wire. Slide the
coil off the former, and temporarily
secure the end of the wire to the
coil with cotton or string, leaving
about an inch of the end project-
ing beyond the string. The be-
ginning of the coil should also
project about an inch, so that you
will have six loops and two pro-
jecting ends.

Finishing the Coils
The next step is to place the coil

in a warm oven for about half an
hour to dry up the moisture in
the cotton covering and wind round
it the Empire tape, making sure
that the turns of tape are tight
and that each turn overlaps the
previous one by about Bin. As
you come to the loops, allow them
to project through the tape. 'When

Fig. 4.-A Clix plug -socket
is attached to each end
of the Daventry coil for

connecting purposes.

you have completely covered the
coil with tape secure the end with
a touch of suitable adhesive-
such as Seccotine-and lay the coil
aside. For the Daventry coil wind
too turns of No. 22 wire round a
2 in. tube (or similar object, such
as a tumbler of about this diameter)
there being no need to take tap-

pings. Dry the coil and wind
tape around it as before.

Final Construction
In winding these two coils do

not trouble to make them in a single

the switch arm being placed upon
about the middle stud and the
condenser turned backwards and
forwards until the local station is
heard. If yo,u hear nothing adjust
the crystal detector and try again.

0 e
DETECTOR

1,\AER/AL

BASEBOARD 9;55/8"X 5/8"

Fig. 5.-The wiring of the receiver will present no
difficulties if this diagram is carefully followed.

layer, but wind them in what may
be termed " hank " form so as to
produce a coil of circular section.
With both coils made, remove the
cotton insulation from the ends of
the tappings on the first coil,
lay the coil with the tappings on
the baseboard and secure it in
place with a piece of wood held
down by a brass screw of some
kind. Do not use an iron or
steel screw. I have used a
brass dresser hook to secure my own
coil. The wiring up is quite simple
if the diagram is followed. Solder
the connecting wires to the coil
ends and loops. Mark the front
panel to show the positions of
the " live " switch studs.

Operating the Receiver
Aerial, earth and telephones are

connected in the usual fashion,
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Once the crystal detector is ad.
justed you can experiment to find
which is the best stud on which
to work. Every new stud tried
will require a different tuning
position of the condenser. You
will find that the fewer turns
included in circuit with the aerial
and crystal detector, the sharper
will be the tuning. For the re-
ception of Daventry it is only
necessary to open the two clix
terminals shown and to connect
in series the Daventry coil, which
should have attached at each end
a clix terminal for the purpose.
For this station the switch Must be
placed on the first stud.

A CORRECTION.
In two lists of components, en pages 446 and
457 in our January issue, the manufacturers
of T. C. C. condensers were given as The Tele-
phone Condenser Co. This should have read
The Telegraph Condenser Co.
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Is neutrodyning the same thing as reversed reaction? If not,
where does the difference lie ? Read this interesting article.

Split Coil Methods of Neutroclyning
By

J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.LC.,

VARIOLTS methods of neutralising the effects
of valve inter -electrode capacity in high.
frequency amplifiers have been devised

and tried out. In fact practically every high -fre-
quency circuit which is designed to -day incor-
porates some arrangement for neutralising the
valve capacity. There is an increasing tendency
to employ for this purpose coils having a tapping
at the electrical centre of the coil, and this practice
has much to commend it in view of the symmetry
of the resulting arrangements.

(b)
Fig. .-A true neutrodyne arrangement

resembles a bridge.

There are, however, some difficulties which will
have been encountered by expenmenters in this
direction, and it is proposed in this article to re-
view the various methods which may be employed
and to indicate how many of the difficulties may
satisfactorily be overcome. In following the
arguments put forward a brief statement of the
principles involved will be of assistance.

The circuit shown in Fig. is is a skeleton type
of circuit employing a neutralising circuit. We have
a tuned grid circuit and a coil in the anode circuit
which mayor may not be tuned as required. The
centre point of this coil is tapped and connected to
the H.T. battery, while the extreme end of the coil
remote from- that connected to the anode is con-
nected to the grid through a suitable neutrodyne
condenser.

A Bridge Arrangement
The circuit is redrawn in Fig. ib, from which

it will be seen that the arrangement resembles a
bridge. One half of the bridge contains the grid
to anode capacity of the valve and one half of the
split coil. The other half of the bridge contains
the neutralising capacity and the other half of the
split coil. The point C, which is connected to the
high-tension battery, is thus at earth potential as
far as high frequency oscillations are concerned,
so that the grid circuit is across the points A and C.

It will be obvious that if the bridge is symmet-
rical, then any variation of voltage across the
points. BD will produce no effect across AC.
This means to say that the voltages developed
across the coil in the anode circuit cannot produce
any voltage across the grid and filament of the
valve, so that there will be no feed -back.

Very Small Capacity
From this 'consideration, it will be obvious that

the product L1 C1 must equal L, C,. Many
of the methods of neutrodyning which have been
employed utilise a smaller coil for L, than for L1,
and in this case the condenser C2 must be pro-
portionately larger. In the particular case under
consideration, however, where we are employing
a split coil, L1 and L2 are equal, so that C1 and C,
must also be equal. C1, of course, is the inter -
electrode capacity of the valve itself, which is of
the order of io micro-microfarads only, so that
C, must be very "small, considerably more so than
with many of the methods which have hitherto
been used.

Now the coil in the anode circuit may either be
the primary of a transformer, or the circuit may
be arranged as a tuned anode. I shall deal in this
article exclusively with the tuned anode arrange-
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Fig. 2.-This circuit is symmetrical, but may
give rise to certain secondary effects.

ment, as there are several interesting combinations
which can be evolved. The obvious circuit em-
bodying this principle is that which is shown in
Fig. z. Here the coil in the anode circuit has been
tuned and the anode of the valve is connected
through a condenser to the grid of the succeeding
valve, a suitable leak being taken to the filament
through an appropriate grid bias battery. The
centre point of the coil is connected to H.T. +, the
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remote end of the coil L, being connected to the
grid of V. through a neutrodyne condenser.

Symmetry Desirable
It should be observed that the arrangement

shown in Fig. 2. is perfectly symmetrical. This
being the case, it is possible to obtain a suitable

Fig. 3,-This circuit is not symmetrical and
trouble may arise from this cause.

adjustment for the neutralising condenser such
that the circuit will then remain stable over the
whole tuning range of the condenser C.. More-
over, the circuit will still remain neutralised even
if the coil L, is changed for one covering another
frequency band. This is a most desirable pro-
perty, and is one which can only be obtained with
a symmetrical arrangement such as that shown.

Some readers may have expenenced difficulty
with this type of circuit, due .very often to the pro-
duction of parasitic oscillations at
frequencies other than that being
received, but with suitable precau-
tions these troubles may be elimi-
nated. This trouble will be referred
`o later.

Tuning Half the Coil
In order to overcome such trouble,

recourse is sometimes made to a
circuit such as that shown in Fig. 3,
where only half of the anode coil is
tuned. Such a circuit certainly
tends to eliminate the production
of any parasitic frequencies, but it
numbers several disadvantages. In
the first place the symmetry is
destroyed with consequent less of
such advantages as accrue from this
cause, while, secondly, the arrange-
ment is liable to become unstable
towards the bottom end of the
condenser scale. Obviously if the tuning con-
denser is completely removed then the coil is
simply tuned by its own self capacity, which is
evident across both halves of the coil. The tuning
capacity: however, is only introduced across half
the coil, thereby destroying the symmetry and
causing instability.

Not True Neutralisation
There is no doubt that such circuits do function

and that very good results 'can be obtained with
them. It is not, however, a true neutralisation, of
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the valve capacity, but is rather of the nature of
a negative reaction. This point is accentuated by
the fact that magnetic reaction is often obtained
due to stray fields produced by the disposition of
the circuit, and this has also to be neutralised by
an increase in the value of the neutrodyne con-
denser. It stands to reason that such an arrange-
ment is more liable to instability and is more
prone to give peculiar effect than one which is
essentially based on a symmetrical balance.

Several Stages
The problem becomes a little more difficult

where two or more stages are employed. Fig. 4
shows a circuit in which two stages of tuned anode
coupling are employed using the split coil arrange-
ment sin -filar to that shown in Fig. 2. Now this
type of circuit is prone to a curious and somewhat
puzzling effect- due to the self oscillation of one
half of the coils only. The lower half of L. is
connected between the gnd of Vg and HT+.
Since this latter point is substantially at earth
potential, this portion of the coil is connected in
effect across the grid circuit of the valve V.. The
anode circuit of this same valve, however, contains
the lower half of the coil L3. Since the coils are
similar the two halves of the coils will be approxi-
mately tuned and will oscillate at their own natural
frequency.

Parasitic Oscillations
For a coil suitable for the, broadcast band, this

frequency is of the order of 4,000 to 5,000 kilo-
cycles (corresponding to wave lengths of 75 and 6o

r
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Fig. 4.-Difficulties arise in this circuit due to the presence
of parasitic oscillations.
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metres respectively). This oscillation therefore
takes place independent of the signal being re-
ceived and does not give rise to any of the usual
heterodyning effects, the principal symptom of its
presence being a marked decrease in the signal
strength of the particular station being received.

The defect may be overcome in several ways.
One method is to adopt a scheme somewhat similar
to the T.A.T. scheme employed in pre-neutrodyne -

days by Mr. John Scott -Taggart. The second
coil is not centre tapped like the first one, but
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the H.T. connection is taken to the end of the
coil. It is still necessary to neutralise the capacity
effect of the valve V2, and this may conveniently
be done by connecting a neutrodyne condenser
between the anode of the valve V2 and the end of
the coil L2. The circuit then becomes as shown
in Fig. 5 and the circuit is quite stable. A third
stage of high -frequency coupling may be employed
as shown in Fig. 5, in which case the split coil
connection can be used for the third tuned anode.

In this way a perfectly stable amplifier may be
built up which possesses all the advantages pre -

a very small capacity across L, which is sufficient
to throw the two circuits out of tune so that the
oscillation is thus obviated. A similar con-
denser is also desirable across L2. This con-
denser need orly be 10 or 20 piLF, in fact the
smaller it can t made the better. It has the dis-
advantage of increasing the effective resistance
of the circuit slightly, but the effect is small if
the parallel capacity is kept low.

Another method of overcoming the difficulty
is to use a plain tuned anode circuit for the 'valve
V2, so obtaining a sort of T.A.T. scheme as in the

previous case. Such a circuit is
shown in Fig. 8. The third valve

L,

3 77 " "

-IF
c,

2.z Fa

7- 7-

HT+

Vd

E

Fig. 5.-The troubles experienc_pd with the circuit in Fig. 4
may be overcome by not employing a tapped coil for the

second stage.

viously mentioned, principally that of remaining
adjusted over the whole band and also remaining
stable if the coils are changed to those suitable
for another frequency band, always assuming that
the coils are accurately matched and that the
centre tappings are correctly taken in each case.
This method is one which has been developed and
patented by MesSrs. McMichael, Ltd.

Another Arrangement
Another very interesting circuit employing a

split coil in the anode circuit of the valve is that
shown in Fig. 6. Here a series tuned
anode arrangement is adopted. The coil in this
case is completely broken in the middle, and a
condenser is inserted. One half of the coil is con-
nected between the anode and the H.T. + the
other half being connected between the negative
of the filament and the grid of the succeeding
valve V2.. The condenser C2 is connected across
the whole coil, and if the condenser C, is made
large, it will have no appreciable influence on the
tuning of the circuit. Neutralisation of the capa-
city of the valve V1 is effected by the condenser C$
and of the valve V, by the condenser CS.

A Similar Trouble
If two such circuits are employed in succession,

we obtain a similar difficulty to that experienced
in Fig. 3. Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 7. Here
L, is in the grid circuit of the valve V2 and L, in
the anode circuit and these two, being similar,
will produce a spurious high -frequency oscillation.
This may be cured in various ways as in the previous
case. One satisfactory way of doing it is to add

may either be arranged to act as a
detector or may include a third
stage of high -frequency amplifica-
tion, the anode circuit of the valve
being exactly similar to that of Vl.

Obviously the method of shunting
a small capacity across a part of
the coil in order to check the
spurious oscillation may be applied
to the previous type of circuit such
as was shown in Fig. 3.

Centre Tapped Coils
It will be seen from these few

remarks that the applications of a
coil having a centre tapping are

very numerous. At the request of Mr. Harris,
Messrs. Gambrells have been making coils with a
tapping at the electrical centre for some con-
siderable period. Another coil which is par-
ticularly applicable to this type of work is th-;
new Dimic coil manufactured by Messrs. McMichael.
This coil is arranged to have the two halves accu-
rately matched and the ends are brought out to

,.,- .....

4

3

H.T.+

Fig. 6.-In this case a type of series tuned
anode is employed.

four springs which fit into special clips. The
particular advantage of this type of coil lies in the
fact that it is possible to separate the two halves
of the winding completely if it is so desired, thus
enabling the circuits shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8 to
be constructed with the minimum of difficulty.
The coil, incidentally, is of low -loss construction
and has quite a low high -frequency resistance
for a coil of its size.
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Stray Magnetic .Coupling

I pointed out earlier that there were many advan-
tages to be derived from the use of a perfectly
symmetrical arrangement such as those which have
been described. In trying these circuits it should
be remembered that the neutrodyne condenser
required for efficient operation is quite small, and in
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employed this neutralisation then holds good
even if the coils are changed. Reaction may
definitely be introduced upon one of the' later
stages in the receiver. It is then completely
under control without affecting, in any way, the
stability of the receiver. Another valuable pro-
perty of such an arrangement is that, even if the

circuit in question is allowed to
oscillate, it will not cause any

Hi+ interference on the aerial circuit
provided that the preceding high -
frequency stages have been correctly
neutralised.

Fig. 7.--Parasitic oscillations in this circuit are checked
by the condensers C7 and C..

fact is below the minimum_ of some of the stan-
dard types of neutrodyne condenser now marketed.
Difficulty may be experienced due to stray
magnetic coupling between the various coils in
the circuit, and no little trouble should be taken
to avoid such coupling. If magnetic coupling
is present then stability can only
be obtained by increasing the value
of the neutrodyne condenser so that
sufficient negative feed - back is
obtained to counteract the defect of
the magnetic reaction. It will be
obvious that if this has to be done
the circuit cannot be expected to
remain adjusted over the whole band
of frequencies, and therefore when
laying out the circuit particular care
should be taken to avoid stray
magnetic couplings, where possible,
so that true neutralisation of the
valve capacity only is all that has
to be obtained.

Other Methods
Neutralising is by no means fully

appreciated by many amateurs.
Stability in high - frequency am-
plifiers can be obtained, and often
is, by means of reverse reaction,
which is often spoken of as

neutralising." The difference
between a reverse reaction receiver
and a correctly neutralised receiver,
however, is very marked, and I
would strongly recommend experi-

menters to adopt methods which enable correct
neutralisation to be employed, when a much
more satisfactory receiver will result.

The methods described in this article are by no
means the only ones, and several interesting
circuits have been devised by the Radio Press

pv.,"'C5-10.par

lilis

HT+

E

Fig-. 8.-The .series tuned anode may be followed by a
plain parallel arrangement.

Reaction Effects
The practice of using the neutralising Condenser

to obtain reaction is also one which is not strictly
desirable. It is far better to neutralise the circuit
accurately, and if a symmetrical type of circuit is'

Laboratories which will be described in a further
article. In particular, trouble is often obtained
with parasitic oscillations even when only one
high -frequency valve is employed, and I shall
give methods for counteracting this effect.

BEI 111f300113E1111131Egfill11101 allEflall:6111131111111til 

TESTING OF READERS' SETS DISCONTINUED.
The Radio Press Laboratories will in future confine their activities principally to the development ofnew design's and inventions which will be published in our journals. The testing of readers' sets willcease until further notice.
This testing work, while applied only to a relatively small number of sets, is exceptionally costly,and it is felt that devoting extra space and staff to experimental and design work will be to the greatadvantage of our readers.
Sets, of course, will continue to be on view at our Bush House offices, and if the efficacy of anyof our sets is ever challenged, we shall continue to be happy to demonstrate the results at our Elstreelaboratories.
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Distant Reception
with

Three
Valves

Good results may be obtained with only a single stage of highz frequency
amplification followed by a detector and note magnifier.

HERE is no doubt
that one of the
most popular of
multi -valve sets is
that employing
three valves func-
tioning as high
frequency,detector

and L.F. valve respectively. This
is not surprising, since such
a receiver is not only reason-
ably cheap to
build and run,
but it also com-
bines the advan-
tages of loud -
speaker reception
on the local
station up to
distances of from
20 to 3o miles
under average
conditions, while
on- the phones
it will give
excellent strength
on distant sta-
tions considerably
more than ten
times this dis-
tance away.
Successful DX
performance will
depend, of course,
not only on
conditions being
favourable for
reception, but also en
the operator himself.

The method of H.F. coupling
,adopted is one which still has a
large number of adherents, the
.tuned anode. This method of
.H.F. amplification has, however,
certain drawbacks, viz., it is prone
to undue self oscillation, which
necessitates the application of a
positive, potential on the grid of the

high- frequency valve in order to
control this oscillation, resulting in
a loss of signal strength and
selectivity.

Neat Appearance
If, however, a neutrodyned stage

of tuned anode amplification is
used it is possible to apply a nega-
tive bias to the grid of the H.F.
valve thus reducing damping in

The receiver employs a special
the tuned anode

the skill of

centre -tapped coil for
winding.

this circuit, enabling maximum
amplification and selectivity to be
obtained, and this principle has
been adopted in the receiver under
consideration.

If will be seen from the photo-
graphs that the set strikes a very
distinctive note, the silver frosted
dials presenting a striking contrast
to the highly polished panel. The
well:balanced and symmetrical lay -
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out makes the whole effect pleasing
to the eye, while all coils are con-
tained within the cabinet,

The cabinet shown in the
photograph is of dark polished,oak,
but the choice of the wood for this
purpose is, of course, a matter
purely of personal preference. The
terminals for connecting the
batteries are carried on a special
strip at the back of the baseboard

which projects
through the
cabinet so that
battery leads may
be kept out of
sight.
Aerial Arrange.

ments
The circuit

diagram is shown
in Fig. x from
which it will be
seen that an
auto-coupled
aerial is employed
and in order that
a varying amount
of inductance
may be included
in the aerial
circuit two plug-
in coils are utilised
in series, being
joined together
at the point where
the aerial is

tapped. The coil L1 may consist
of a 20 or 25 turn coil, L2 being
5o Turns, the whole being tuned
by the condenser C/ which is
of .0005 µF capacity. This
condenser is that which is controlled
by the left hand dial seen on the
panel. The right hand dial con-
trols the anode tuning condenser
C2 (capacity, .0003 IAF) and it will
be seen from the circuit diagram
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that this serves to tune one half of
the anode coil L 3, the other half
being used as a neutrodyne winding.
The high - tension tapring is also
taken to this centre point of the
coil, and by connecting the moving
vanes of the condenser to this

NWT to.

COND. r

CI

' voitviF

C. /34

711V PLUG -/N
COILS

Fig. 1.-A tuned

with the H.F. and detector valves
or else a loud -speaker switched into
circuit with the last valve. This
switch, which is seen in the centre of
the panel, also switches the last valve
on or off, as required.

The three filament resistances are

One ebonite panel, z6in. by 8in.
by din., Radion polished black
(American Hard Rubber Company).

One cabinet for same (The
Artcraft Co.).

One .0003 ILF square law
variable condenser (Igranic Elec-

R. .5-6
MO

2

3

2

anode

point hand capacity effects may be
eliminated. The neutrodyne con-
denser is controlled by the small
knob seen on the left hand side of
the panel between the aerial tuning
condenser, and the aerial -earth

arrangement Is employed with

placed symmetrically at the bottom
of the panel and the' small knob on
the right-hand side' is the variable
grid -leak, which is used in con-
junction with the detector valve.

. The components required to build

LI.

B 1

a neutralising winding.

tric Co. Ltd.)
One .00031.1.F square law variable

condenser(Igranic Electric Co. Ltd).
One Brandes 5-1 ratio L.F.

transformer (Brandes, Ltd.).
One Polar Micro Vernier con.

AEPA4t

EARri.

TABILMER

254'

/%2" - TELEPHONES +

411,
111"

6

/6'
Fig. 2.-The panel layout is both neat and simple to follow. Blue print No. 145a is

available on application (price is. 6d. post free).

terminals, and is thus at hand for
making any adjustments that may
be required.

Controls
A double pole double throw

switch has been incorporated in this
receiver in order that either tele-
phones may be used in conjunction

this receiver are as follows, the exact
makes of the various components
being specified for the benefit of
those who wish to duplicate this
receiver exactly. As long as com-
ponents of known quality are used,
however, the receiver should
function perfectly satisfactorily.
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denser (Radio Communication Co.,
Ltd.).

Three 3o ohm filament resist-
ances (Edison Swan Electric Co.
Ltd.)
(Suitable for valves mentioned later.
If other types are used suitable
resistances must be employed.)
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Three anti - vibration valve
holders (C. A. Vandervell and Co.
Ltd.)

Two base mounting coil holders,
and one variable grid -leak (Beard
and Fifch, Ltd.).

One D.P.D.T. anti 7 capacity
switch (Wilkins and Wright, Ltd.).

One .0003 IX capacity fixed con-
denser (Sel-Ezi Wireless Supply Co.,
Ltd.).

One .00r /IF capacity fixed con-
denser (Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd.).

One Dimic anode unit No. IA
(L. McMichael, Ltd.).

One 1.5 volt dry cell.

Two Gee - Haw Vernier dials
(Rothermel Radio Corporation of
Gt, Britain, Ltd).

Twelve indicating terminals
(Belling and Lee, Ltd.), as follow:-

Aerial, earth, LT , LT-, HT-,
HT -Fr, HT+2, HT+3. LS+,
LS-, GB+ , GB-,TEL + , TEL-.
A quantity of tinned square copper
wire and Glazite for making con-
nections, soldering tags, etc.

Providing that guaranteed
ebonite is used, such as that used
by the writer, the panel may be
drilled right away, and for this
purpose the panel lay -out shown in
Fig. 2 will prove of great help in
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determining the positions at which
the various components will be
fixed. Where hig-hly polished
ebonite is being used particular
care should be taken not to scratch
the face of the panel, otherwise
the appea'rance of the completed
receiver may be spoiled, and it is
therefore advisable to mark out the
positions of all holes to be drilled
on the back of the panel, laying the
face of the panel carefully on a
piece of paper.

Mounting the Switch
The only point" thatis likely to

file. The small metal plate previ-
ously referred to will also enable
the position of the holes through
which the fixing screws pass to be
determined, and these may be
drilled with a No. 25 drill, the size
of which is 85iin.

The Condensers
The- templates supplied by the

makers with the variable con-
densers will be found to be correct
for marking out the back of the
panel, and should, of course, be
used: If the reduction dials used
by the writer are fitted by the

Where possible, connecting leads are
taken by. the shortest route, as will be

seen from the photograph.

present any difficulty in preparing
the panel for mounting the com-
ponents is cutting .the slot through
which the lever of the Telephone -
Loud -speaker switch works. The
easiest way to do this, however, is
to use the metal plate which fixes
on the front of the panel as a
template, running a scriber round
the inside of the slot. A line is then
drawn down the centre of this slot,
as marked on thepanel, and a num-
ber of Ain. holes drilled along
this centre line. They may then
be run together with a small tri-
angular or round pie, and the slot
then finished off with a small flat
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constructor, it should be noted that
the holes should be deeply coun-
tersunk on the face of the panel so
that the fixing screws to the con-
densers do not project above its
surface at any point. A straight
edge should be used in order to
determine that this is the case.

The Telephone - Loud - speaker
switch should not be mounted on
the panel until certain of the con-
nections have been made which
will be specified later. The panel
should now be fixed to the base-
board by means of five small wood
screws and the various components
which are mounted on the base-
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board fixed in position. The- 3
valve holders, although primarily
intended for panel mounting are
easily fixed to the baseboard by
means of screws, a 4 B.A. tapping
hole (No. 33 drill) being drilled
in the baseboard for the purpose.
It will be advisable to fix soldering
Lags beneath the connecting screws

Wiring up
The first step in wiring this

receiver is to place the low-tension
negative bus bar (which runs under
the three terminals of the filament
resistances) close against the panel.
After this has been done the double
pole double throw switch may be
fitted on the panel, as the connection

moving plate of the neutrodyne
condenser will come out again if
pushed in too far. As it was found,
however, in the operation of this
receiver, that it was never required
to have the moving plate of the
neutrodyne condenser in this
position, this need not cause the
constructor any anxiety.

Loup
SPEAKER

EARTH

-Ca2+ - LT + - HT + 3 +2 +1
Fig. 3.-The wiring of the receiver. A full-size blue print (No, 146b) of this diagram

may be obtained, if required (price 1/6 post free).

of these valve holders in order to
facilitate making the connections to
them.

The positions of the components
on the baseboard may be deter-
mined from the wiring diagram
 shown in Fig. 3, and since this is
drawn to scale no difficulty will be
experienced in fixing their localities.

mentioned is the only one that
requires to be made before mounting
the switch.

It will be noticed that when a
coil is in position in the inner of
the two coil holders which are
mounted side by side on the right
hand of the baseboard looking at.
the receiver from the back, the
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A Warning
Where a neutrodyne condenser of

a different make from that specified
is employed it should be ascertained
that this does not short-circuit at
its maximum position, for, should
this occur, the H.T. battery will be
placed in parallel with the L.T.
battery, thus resulting in the
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burning out of two or more valves.
Care should also, therefore, be taken
to see that the plates of this con-
denser are not distorted in any way
or bent by carel( s3 handling so
that it becomes possible for ti*na
to touch at any point.

Testing Out
Having comy leted all the con-

nections, these should carefully be
checked over, after which the
receiver may be tested out. First,
connect the L.T. battery and insert
he three valves suitable for use

with the battery being employed.
With the Telephone -Loud -speaker
switch in the upper position turn
on the filament of the first two
valves and see that these light
correctly and that they are properly
controlled by the resistances. Next
place the switch in the lower
position and see that this closes

to employ with this circuit for the
broadcast band is No. IA, which
when tuned by the .0003 1.4F con-
denser gives a range of approxi-
mately 25o to 600 metres.

For the reception of Daventry a
suitable coil will be a D for L1 and
E for L2 (or equivalent coils) while
the correct Dimic unit will be No.
3A.

The aerial and earth leads may
now be attached, telephones and
lcud-speaker being cmnected to
their respective terminals.

Neutralising Adjustment
A preliminary test should be

made while broadcasting is not in
progress in order to get the neu-
trodyne adjustment of the receiver.
For this purpose place the anode
tuning condenser about two thirds
of the way in and revolve the grid
tuning condenser slowly back -

The panel is of pleasing appearance.
the circuit for the low - frequency
valve, which should now light up.

A suitable value for the H.F.
valve will be between 20 and 40 volts.
The detector valve may be some-
what higher. while roo to 120 volts
will be a suitable value for the low -
frequency amplifier.

Coils to Use
Suitable coils for L1 and L2 to

cover the broadcast wavelength
area Gambrell " a " for L1 and B
for L2. If other types are being
employed suitable values are a 25 and
a 5o. Where it is desired to obtain
increased selectivity the size of the
coil L1 should be reduced, such
coils as the Gambrell a/2 being
suitable. Another method of em-
ploying auto -coupling that may
be used is to short the coil holder
for L1 and insert a Lissen X or a
Gambrell trap coil at L2, taking
the aerial lead straight to the term-
inal which gives the desired tapping
on the coil.

The correct Dimic anode unit

wards and forwards. It will prob-
ably be found that at a certain
point a click' is heard and the set
goes into oscillation. The value
of the neutrodyne condenser should
now be altered until the set goes out
of oscillation. The grid -condenser
should then be readjusted to deter-
mine whether the set once more
breaks into oscillation. If it does
so the neutrodyne condenser should
again be adjusted. This operation
should be continued until an
adjustment of the neutrodyne con-
denser is found at which the set
does not go into oscillation what-
ever the relative values of C, and C2.

Stability
Another point to be borne in

mind is that in some cases the neu-
trodyne condenser may not hold its
setting over all adjustments of
the two tuning condensers, and
slight readjustments may require
to be made from time to time
according to the wavelength being
received.
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In any case the neutrodyne con-
denser gives a handy means of
obtaining a reaction control, and it
will be found in most cases that.
there is a certain point at which
stability is obtained, and either a
decrease or increase of capacity to
either side of this point will result
in the set going into oscillation.

Distant Reception
Having neutralised the set cor-

rectly the receiver may now be tried
out during broadcast hours and the
local station picked up. A distant
station should next be tried for by
slowly revolving the two condensers
in the same direction in unison
until a carrier is picked up which
will be characterised by a slight
hissing sound.

The receiver should not, of
course, be allowed to oscillate during
broadcast hours for if it does so
nearby listeners will be interfered
with, and for the benefit of those
who have not had much experience
of wireless reception it may 'be
stated that when whistles are heard
which change in pitch with the
adjustment of either of the tuning
condensers of the set, the set is
oscillating.

Test Report
Having tuned in to the local

station on the headphones it may
next be put on the loud -speaker
by throwing the change -over switch
down, and the value of the grid -bias
battery may now be adjusted to
maximum negative value consistent
with good reproduction. It must
be remembered that too much neg-
ative bias is just as bad from the
point of view of faithful reproduc-
tion as too little.

Tested on  an aerial about ro
miles from 2L0 excellent results
were obtained with this receiver.

Using a D.E. 8 H.F., a D.E. 5 B,
and a D.E. 5 valve, an a/2 and
B Gambrell coils for L, and L,
respectively, and a No. IA Dimic
coil, the following stations were
received at good loud -speaker
strength and identified :

Elberfeld, Brussels, Malmo,
Hanover, Bern, Petit Parisien,
Bournemouth, Hamburg, Mun-
ster, Franfurt, and Birmingham.
Other stations, both British and
Continental, were heard at varying
strengths, including relays, but not
definitely identified. 2L0 was
rather loud for comfort.

With a D and E for L1 and L,
and a No. 3A Dimic coil, Daventry
was received at full loud -speaker
strength, as was Radio Paris ;
Hilversum was also received on
the loud -speaker.
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What is 1-lighoFrequency esistance
By H. J. BARTON.CHAPPLE,

Wh.Sch., B.Sc.( Hons.), A.C.G. I., D.I.C., A. M.I.E.E.

Resistance enters into discussions of wireless circuits in a variety of ways.
This article throws light on the real significance of this quantity.

ance is
of the

T is reasonable to suppose that
readers of this journal are fairly
familiar with the term resistance,
but when dealing with direct
current circuits it must be admit-
ted that only a very elementary
idea of the true concept of resist -

secured. When turning to the study
high - frequency alternating currents

encountered in wire-
less practice, however,
it is necessary to take

R into consideration many
factors which will have

E an, important bearing
-on the ultimate result,

0111 although, for simple
Fig. 1.-The battery direct current working,
E sends a current they may be negligiblethrougn the resist- or may completely fail.ance R. to make their presence

felt.

Direct Current Working
If we take the simple circuit shown in Fig. r,

we know that the pressure or electro-motive
force (E.M.F.) of the battery causes a current to.
flow through the resistance R (which may, for
example, be the filament of a valve), the circuit
being completed through the battery itself. This

Fig. 3.-The magnetic field of a coil is
distributed somewhat as shown in this

diagram.

current of electricity is really a flow of minute nega-
tive charges of electricity called electrons, the
connecting wires and other apparatus merely
serving as a convenient path for the travel of these
electrons. The magnitude of the resistance deter -
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mines the value of the current flowing from the
source of E.M.F. in much the same way as the
friction of an ordinary water -pipe regulates the
rate at which water will flow through the system.

Ohm's Law
For ordinary working a simple law has been

enunciated, which in itself is generally sufficient
to define resistance, and expressed in terms of
symbols this becomes

R -E /I, where

R =tesistance of conductor in ohms
E =Electrical pressure (or E.M.F.) in volts
I =Resultant current in amperes.
The symbol E represents the total E.M.F. in

the circuit. Thus if there is any counter or back
pressure in the circuit, due, fdr instance, to a
battery in opposition to the main voltage, then the
effective E.M.F. will be the difference between
the applied pressure and the " back " pressure.

Resistance from Heat Measurements
When attention is turned to alternating currents

which flow first in one direction and then in the
other it is found that cer-
tain additional E.M.F's.
are produced due to the
fact that the current is
continually fluctuating.

Thus the simple law
just given will not hold
good, and that is why the
problem of high -frequency work always appears
a little more difficult. We may, however, view
the subject from a different aspect, which renders
the problem somewhat simpler.

Whenever a direct or alternating current flows
through a circuit heat is generated, a fact known
to all who take advantage of electrical heating
methods. Now the amount of electrical energy
liberated in the form of heat is proportional to
I2Rt where t =the time in seconds that the current
is flowing and R and I still retain their same
meaning.

Difficulties in Measurement
It would seem from this data that we have here

a simple means whereby H.F. resistance could be
adequately measured, and thus offer a solution to
the problems which confront the experimenter
seeking for knowledge of this important 'quantity
in his circuits. By what is known as calorimeter

X

Fig. 2.-Due to the
current, energy is
transferred f rom

X to Y.
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methods It is possible to measure the heat
generated with a fair degree of accuracy, but
a little thought will bring to mind the many
difficulties. I and t are readily found, but the
measurement of the total heat generated is not
easy because of the losses which will inevitably
occur due to convection, radiation, conduction, etc.

Further Considerations
The important point to bear in mind with all

these calculations, however, is that electrical
energy may be dissipated in other forms than heat.
For example, we have only to realise that we
receive our broadcasting as a result of the -dissi-
pation, nto space of electro-magnetic energy in the
form of waves from the transmitting aerial.

Another Concept
We are thus led to adopt an idea of resistance

based on the question of the transference of energy
from one part of a circuit to another, or vice versa.
Since the time for the
energy interchange will
be the same both for
the " transmitting "
and the " receiving "
portions of the circuit,
we can eliminate the
time element, in which
case we are simply
concerned with the
power. Now, the power
in an electrical circuit
is obtained by multi-
plying the voltage by
the effective value of
the current. The
practical unit of power
is the watt, so that we
may write W=EI,
where W -power in
watts, E and I re-
maining as before.
But from our know-
ledge of Ohm's Law E =IR.

Hence W=I2R.
Thus the power transferred is the product of the

square of the current (in amperes) and the resist-
ance (in ohms).

Power Transference
Thus if we take two points in a part of the

circuit under consideration, the resistance is found
by dividing the power transferred between these
two points by the square of the current. Referring
to Fig. 2 this means that if we take the two points
X and Y, then

Power transferred between X and Y
R-

In this connection it must be clearly understood
that the power transferred can be either entering
or leaving the circuit, according to whether the
power is being generated or lost. This idea may
appear a trifle strange at first, but it will enable
the reader to obtain a much better knowledge of
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high -frequency resistance, and its application will
become clearer later.

Factors Influencing Resigtance
Many factors contribute in a large or small

measure to the resistance of a circuit at high -
frequencies, and amongst the most important
may be mentioned the following :-

(a) The resistance of the conductor itself.
(b) The resistance of neighbouring closed cir-

cuits considered mainly from the question
of their proximity to the circuit in question

(c) Various losses in the condenser dielectric
when a capacity is present.

(d) Magnetic material which is close enough to
be magnetised as a result of the stray fields
produced by current flowing in the original
circuit.

(e) Any corona losses in parts of the circuit.
(f) The radiation of electro-magnetic energy.

Now, these factors will be found to vary with the
frequency in the cir-
cuit, and with the
magnetic and electric
fields set up, so that
a full analysis should
treat all of them in
their correct per-
spective.

A high -fre-
quency test-

ing set recently described
by Mr. Reyner in "Wire-

less Weekly."

The Resistance of
the Conductor

Without going into
the modern electron
theory we must ap-
preciate the fact that
when a voltage is
applied to a con-
ductor it causes a
movement of what are
termed " free elec-
trons," and it is the
summation of the in-
dividual resistances to

their motion that constitutes the total normal resist-
ance of the conductor. From these considerations it
will be evident that the resistance will depend
upon the type of material composing the conductor
and its dimensions-i.e., sectional area and
length.

IN ow, when the conductor is carrying alternating
current of high -frequency, the to and fro move-
ments of the electrons will be confined to the
outer layer of the conductor, since there is in-
sufficient time for them to penetrate to the inner
sections. Thus the sectional area of the conductor
carrying current can be regarded as being reduced,
and the resistance will thus be increased, giving
rise to what is popularly termed " skin effect."
This was referred to in an article by Mr. J. H.
Reyner in MODERN WIRELESS, Vol. V., No. 3, so
will not be stressed here.

Resistance of Coils.
When the conductor is wound in the form of a

coil the problem becomes very complicated, due

595
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to the magnetic field produced inside the coil,
which in the case of a short solenoid is of the form
shown in Fig. 3, so that the electrons do not take
up the fairly uniform distribution as in a straight
conductor. It can be shown that the current
now tends to crowd into that part of the wire
which is on the inside of the coil,
see Fig. 4,50 that the resistance is
still .further increased. It is this
redistribution of the electrons
across the section of the con-
ductor that makes the calcu--
lation of the high -frequency
resistance of a coil such a diffi-
cult problem.
Neighbouring Closed Circuits

The resistance of a circuit is
always increased by the presence
of neighbouring circuits in which
current is induced. From our
power standpoint, it will be ap-
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will naturally depend' on the tuning of the other
circuit, and problems of this nature frequently
arise in wireless circuits.

Dielectric Losses
It has been shown quite recently in this journal

that there is a capacity effect between the various
turns and layers of a coil. This

4110:004114 40100
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4.-In a coil the

high -frequency current all
crowds towards the inside
of the coil as shown here.

preciated that the power for sup-
plying the losses in the other circuit must be fur-
nished by the coil inducing the current. Hence this
effects an apparent increase in the resistance of the
original coil, which will be evidenced in any
nethod of measurement unless extreme pre-
tutions are adopted. The increase in resistance

means that small high -frequency
currents will flow through this
resultant capacity and produce a
dielectric absorption of power,
which will depend in magnitude
on the value of the distributed
capacity, being quite large for
coils with an imperfect insulation
between the windings. This will
still further increase the resistance.

Magnetic Material
If a magnetic material is close

enough to be magnetised by the
stray fields of the original circuit,
what is known as " eddy cur-

rents are produced. These currents circulate to
and fro round the magnetic material and result in
a waste of power. They can be greatly minimised
by laminating the magnetic material, and for wire-
less frequencies the thickness of these laminations
should not exceed a few hundredths of a milli-
meter.

Aerial Resistance
The question of corona losses does not arise

except in cases where a very high voltage is em-
ployed, but in the aerial system losses will
occur in the network of wires and in the earth
itself. In addition, we must allow f the induced
currents in the guy ropes and any imperfect
dielectrics such as brick -work, trees, etc. Finally,
we have electro-magnetic power radiated into
space due to the particular orientation of the
circuit, and it is only the last named that can be
regarded as useful resistance. All the other
factors increase the resistance of the aerial but
do not perform a useful function.

A view of the masts at the Beam Receiving Station, erected by the Marconi Co. for the
Post Office at Bridgwater. The masts on the left are for reception from Canada, and

those on the right from South Africa.
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FLEXIBILITY

REINARTZ
CIRCUIT

Mat .4pr-
By

Ai 0 HN S ON -RANDALL,

A simple receiver employing :home wound interchangeable coils.

RECENT coil research indi-
cates that the resistance of
coils wound with the finer

gauges of wire is not so high at
radio -frequencies as was considered
previously. In fact the results of
actual measurements point to the
fact that coils wound with 3o-36
gauge wire and of an inductance of
the order of 15o -too µH may in
many cases have a lower resistance
than the more
commonly known
" low loss " types.
In substantiation
)f this may be
quoted the contri-
butions of Mr. J. H.
Reyner.

Fine Wire
The use of coils

wound with moder-
ately fine wire has
an important ad-
vantage inasmuch
as the lay -out of
the receiver can be
simplified to a
marked extent, and
in addition the con-
struction of the
coils is rendered
much easier.

In the receiver
described ,in this
article an easily
constructed single
layer coil is em -

tends to increase selectivity. The
wavelength range is not limited to
the 250-55o metre band, since the
construction of coils with a suitable
number of turns will enable the
keen experimenter to cover a large
field. For reception on wave-
lengths in the vicinity of Daventry,
however, an extra radio choke in
series with that in the set may be
found necessary.

be obtained. A plug and jack
switching system enables either
one or both valves to be used.

Components
The foll wing components are

necessary, but it is not essential to
use those makes mentioned, since
the efficiency of the receiver should
not suffer provided those substituted
are of equal quality.

x cabinet 4 in.

Fig.

Ji

000s,uF

E

+1

 +2,,.. -I,. .'-c1,g;
.___,-,...

by 7 in., with a
loose baseboard
7 in. deep (W.
H. Agar.)

T insulating panel
in. by 7 in. by

3-16 in. (Radion.)
-0005 µF vari-

able condenser,
square -law pat-
tern. (Bowyer -
Lowe Co., Ltd.)

2 r .0002 tLF vari-
able condenser,
square -law pat-
tern. (Bowyer -
Lowe Co., Ltd.)

I Radio- frequency
choke. (Lissen,
Ltd.)

1.-The circuit is straightforward, the
reaction coils being combined.

LT

C. B,a .
aerial and

ployed, the wire
being finer than is normally used in
similar inductances.

Flexibility
The receiver may therefore be

said to employ a " low -loss " type
of coil of moderately low H.F. resis-
tance which, coupled with the tight
coupled type of aerial arrangement,

The Circuit
The circuit employed is simple

and is a well-known modified Rein-
artz arrangement, whereby the
untuned aerial turns are also em-
ployed as the reaction coil. By
means of a clip a suitable adjust-
ment of the turns to combine good
selectivity and reaction control may

597

I L.F. trans.
former ratio 5:x
(Brandes, Ltd.)

x double circuit
jack. (Igranic-
Pacent.)

I single circuit jack.
(Igranic-Pacent.)

I .0003 IX. grid condenser. (Dor-
wood Precision.)_,_

r grid leak of r or 2 Mn (Edi-
swan Electric Co.)

2 " Vibro " valve holders. (Burne-
Jones and Co., Ltd.)

2 terminal strips, one 3 in. by 2 in.,
one 7 ill. by 2 in.

2 angle brackets.
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"

2 filament rheostats, dual type.
(Radio Instruments, Ltd.)

I spring clip. (Peto-Scott Co.,
Ltd.)

i set Radio Press panel transfers.
A quantity of 16 S.W.G. glazite

wire and a few wood screws and

tight the application of a smooth
file will remove sufficient from the
edges to ensure a good fit. The
panel should then be marked out and
drilled in accordance with the
dimensions given in the drilling dia-
gram.

TUNING REACTION

-V*

h.- e?  344
JACK

I VALVE t
4' y e

2 VALVES

Fig. 2.-The lay -out of the panel is straightforward. Blue print
No. 147a (price 1/6 post free) is obtainable on application.

4.B.A. screws with nuts and
washers.

Construction
In constructing the receiver work

should be commenced first of all on
the panel, and it should be ascer-
tained whether or not it fits the
cabinet. If the panel is a little

The two variable condensers
make use of the three point sus-
pencion system, and a template is
supplied by the maker to facilitate
mounting. The r in. drill used for
drilling the spindle clearing holes
serves also for the single -hole -fixing
dual rheostats. In drilling holes of

this type the usa of a r-16 in. pilot
drill ensures a correctly centred
hole. A 7-i6 in. drill should be
employed for the two jacks.

Baseboard Layout
Fix the baseboard to the panel

by means of two small angle brackets
and two wood screws. The holes
for the wood screws should be
drilled and countersunk I in. verti-
cally from the bottom of the panel,
since the baseboard has a thickness
of l in. For all countersinking
work use a rose bit and an ordinary
carpenter's brace.

Assuming that all the com-
ponents have been secured to the
panel, and that the panel has been
fixed to the baseboard, the next
operation will be to screw the re-
maining components to the base-
board as shown in Fig. 3. It is not
necessary to adhere to any specified
dimensions, but the lay -out of the
wiring diagram should be followed
as closely as possible. One of the
chief points to bear in mind is to
allow adequate clearance between
the valve holders and the components
in their immediate vicinity for the
largest types of valves.

Wiring Up
The two terminal strips are

mounted one inch from each end
of the baseboard, the terminals of

Ample space is provided for the various components.
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LISSENIUM

A Tambourine and the Lissenola
will make a Loud Speaker

FIRST fit the LISSEN REED to the LISSENOLA as
shown below-then lightly rest the skin of the tam-

bourine on top of the LISSEN REED, and you will be
pleasantly surprised with this simple loud -speaker arrange-
ment.

The LISSENOLA is a real loud -speaking, sound -reproducing
base. Fitted with the LISSEN REED you can use a dozen
different things to give you loud -speaker effect-all worth
listening to, and all so economical.

Even the lid of a cardboard box can be turned into a loud
speaker, if you use a good high-tension supply (LISSEN
CELLS will shortly be introduced for this purpose)
AND YOU CAN ALSO BUILD YOURSELF A PROVED HORN,
for with each LISSENOLA unit you are given a FULL-SIZE, EXACT
PATTERN and clear instructions, which show you how to make a horn
for a few pence, so that your total cost will be less than 15 /-. YET YOUR
COMPLETED LOUD SPEAKER WILL COMPARE WITH THE
BEST, because the electro-magnetic sound -reproducing mechanism of the
LISSENOLA is concentrated in the most effective manner yet achieved.

Make this Test-Before You Buy :-
Go to your nearest dealer-ask him to put on the best loud speaker
in his stock-then have the horn put on the LISSENOLA - keep
the input voltage the same,. no matter how high-AND SEE IF
YOU CAN NOTICE ANY DIFFERENCE.

LISSENOLA LOUD SPEAKING UNIT Price only
(Patent pending.)

If with LISSEN REED ... 14/6 13/6
The LISSEN REED (patent pending) is sold separately for r/--. Takes

only a moment to fit.
THE LISSENOLA FITS THE TONE ARM OF ANY GRAMOPHONE TOO.

Your Dealer will gladly Demonstrate
-If he is out of stock send postal order direct for 13/6, or for

14/6 if the LISSEN REED is also required.

LISSEN LIMITED
LISSENIUM WORKS, 20-24, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY.
'Phone : Richmond 2285 (4 lines). 'Grams : LISSENIUM, PHONE, LONDON.

Discard Your Telephones - Build Your Own Loud Speaker

In reblvin2. to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 599
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OURSELVES -AND THE

A)N

THE TABLE -TALKER
The new goose -neck design is
the result of research in radio
acoustics, which definitely es-
tablishes its value in relation to
the diaphragm fitted. Patent
material used in the construction
of the horn eliminates metallic
harshness. Volume and sensitivity
controlled with small lever located
at the rear of the base. Elegantly
shaped, tasteful neutral brown
finish, felt -padded base. Height
18 ins., bell to ins.

30/ -

February, 1926

ELECTRICAL IMPULSE

\, \\\,1

his secrets are ours
Think of it ! Seventeen years' patient study of the vagaries of our jolly
impulsive friend, the electrical impulse. And our laboratory experts have
come through with intellects unscathed. Nay ! Not only unscathed, but
brightly furbished. They were able to establish friendly contact with the
electrical impulse ; he helped them with their plans for building radio sound
reproducing instruments and encouraged their scientific research. Now,

this electrical impulse uses his electrical energy to bring the radio as far as
your receiver. To get him to talk easily and naturally is an operation we
have perfected with his own help and advice. Seventeen years' study of
the best way to capture and transform this spirit of radio sound has
helped us to build the best radio speakers of the age ; his secrets are ours.
Get a Brandes and you will know that the properties of radio sound
are harnessed as effectually as you can possibly desire.

Any good dealer stocks Brandes
MATCHED TONE HEADPHONES THE AUDIO TRANSFORMER

The whole secret of Matched
Tone is that one receiver refuses
to have any quarrel with its
twin. Ably schooled in these
generous sentiments by our
specially erected Matched Tone
apparatus, their synchronised
effort discovers greater sensi-
tivity and volume and truer tone.
There is no possibility of the
sound from one earpiece being
half a tone lower than its mate.

20/ -

Ratio r to 5. The main objects
in view are high amplification
applied voltage, together with
a straight line amplification -
frequency curve. That is to
say, for a given input voltage, the
amplification is constant over a
wide band of frequencies, thus
eliminating resonance. Mechanic-
ally protected and shielded so
that the transformers may be
placed close together without
interaction.

17/6
Brandes, Limited, 296 Regent St., London, W.x.: Works-Slough, Burks:

THE BRANDOLA
Specially built to bring greater

input and exceptional clarity
over the full frequency range. A
large diaphragm gives new
rounded fulness to the low
registers and new clarified light-
ness to the high. Reproduction
controlled by a thumb screw on
the base. Polished walnut plinth
with electro-plated fittings.
Height 26 ins., bell 12

90/ -

EXPERTS IN RADIO ACOUSTICS SINCE
29-233

boo In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.

1908
Service Advertising
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the larger strip being spaced i in.
apart and those on the aerial -
earth strip 2 in. The wiring -
up should be commenced by joining
the necessary leads to the terminals
on the filament rheostats and then
proceeding with those to the con-
tacts of the double circuit jack.
The remainder of the wiring is
fraightforward 

action coil. Tappings are arranged
at 12 and 15 turns on this coil.
Two valve pins are screwed to the
ebonite tubing for the purpose of
plugging in to a small base consist-
ing of two valve sockets.

The distance between the centres
of these pins is x a in. One end
of the winding is joined to one of
the pins, and after 35 turns have

r in., the 12 turn tapping being
joined to th:, first pin, the 15 turn:,
tapping to the second, and the end
of the coil to the third. Connection
is made to the tappings by means
of a spring clip or valve socket
attached to a short length of flexible
wire. The free end of the coil, that
is, the commencement of the wind-
ing, is joined via the coil base to the

(.2.0002p F

\MOVING
0

O
0

01

+ - +1 +2 - + -

TOP EDGE OF
,(BASEBOARD

BOTTOM LINE
OF PANEL

R32 Mil

C3 .0003p1:

EARTH AERIAL
Fig. 3.-The layout of the components and the wiring up may be seen from this figure.

Blue print No. 147b may be obtained if desired, price 1/6 post free.

The Coil
The coil L1 consists of a length of.

3 in. diameter ebonite tube wound
with 53 turns of 3o S.W.G. d.s.c.
wire unspaced. The first 35 turns
with the variable condenser C, form
the tuned grid circuit, the remaining
18 turns comprising the aerial -re -

been wound a tapping is taken
to the other pin. The grid coil is
therefore connected across the two
pins. .-

The aerial -reaction tappings are
taken to three more valve pins
attached to the outside edge of the
ebonite tube at intervals of about

(or

grid condenser. The other end of
the grid coil is joined to the earth
terminal and to the moving vanes
of the grid circuit and tuning con-
denser. This coil may be purchased
ready made by those who do not
wish to make it, from Messrs.
Borne -Jones & Co., Ltd.

is
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Operation
The operation of the receiver is

quite simple, since there are but two
controls. Having connected the
'H.T. G.B. and L.T. leads to their
respective terminals and noted
whether the valves light correctly,
the telephones should be plugged
into say, the first jack and the
aerial and - earth leads joined up.
For the ordinary B.B.C. waveband
the 15 turn tapping should first be
tried, the condenser C. being slowly
rotated until the local station is
heard. The value of the reaction
condenser C. should then be in -
Creased from zero nntilsignals are
obtained at their maximum volume
free from distortion. Distortion is
prone to occur if excessive reaction
is used, and the receiverwill certainly
oscillate if the value of 'the reaction
condenser is increased too much.

Valves to Use
The x2 turn and t8 turn tappings

may next be tried with a suitable
readjustment of C2 and slight
alteration of C1. The grid coil
will tune from about 250-55o metres.
The detector valve should preferably
be of the D.E.5b or D.E.3b
type, and a suitable valve of the
same filament rating should be
chosen for the low -frequency stage.

For use with the D.E.5b as detec-
tor the LF valve may be a B.4,
D.E.5., D.F.A.t or similar type.
With the D. E. 3b type, a D. E. 3,
B.5, A.R. o6 or a sfnall power valve
of the B.6 type would be suitable.
It is not necessary to use a small
power valve with this receiver, but

This photograph shows the wiring clearly.

I personally use them in all L.F.
work, particularly if a loud -speaker
is employed.

Test Report
The set was tested upon an out-

door aerial roo feet in length, 35
feet high, at a distance of 15 miles
from 2L0. Using the two valves,
this station was received at fair
loud -speaker strength, and a number
of German stations were heard at
good telephone strength, while
Brussels was clear on the lower end
of the grid tuning condenser.

The anode voltage was 120 with a
negative grid -bias of 6 volts.

Short wave reception was possi-
ble by using a different coil. For
this purpose a  special coil was
wound upon a 3 in. former of 18
S.W.G. d.c.c.- wire, ten turns
forming the grid coil and five
turns the aerial -reaction coil. A
number of amateur transmitting'
stations were logged in the neig]'-
bourhood of 6o --8o metres and
some weak telephony was heard.
A .00005 fiF condenser was used in
series with the aerial in this case.

V.i)080003020000E.000042:0VBE0000000000000E00E000a81300000

A Reader's Experiences with

the D ..X . 5

it.00040000020240000000(800000300300000SE0000£00aE00030.800*

SIR,-I wish to you of the
very excellent results I have 0132
tamed from the D.X.5 Set des -
scribed in the December, 1925,
MODERN WIRELESS, by Mr. D. J. S.
Rana, B.Sc. . .

I am situated 21 miles from
2L0 and use an' unselective single
wire aerial apprnximately 3o ft.
high and 5o ft. long. The lead-in
passes through two rooms before
reaching the set, and the aerial is
partially shielded by adjacent high
buildings, and, therefore, cannot be
termed efficient.

The results so far obtained have
exceeded my expectations, and the

following stations have been re-
ceived at loud speaker strength
whilst 2L0 has been working :-
Bournemouth x, Cardiff, Binning -
ham x, Newcastle, Glasgow, Aber-
deen x, Plyniduth, Hull, Belfast,
Radio Toulouse x, Rome, Radio
Iberica, Frankfort, Munster,
Stuttgart, Seville, Oslo.

The stations marked " x ". have
to be detuned with 5 valves, as
they are too powerful for a moderate.
sized room.

As a firm believer in adhering
strictly to the layout given by
the designer, no modifications have
been made except in the following

602

components :- (t) No switching
arrangement ; (2) Igranic L. F.
Transformers ; (3) Burndept
Rheostats ; (4) Igranic condensers.

Apart from these, the Compo-
nents used are exactly as described
in MODERN WIRELESS.

The valves used were as follows :-
H.T. G.B.

H.F. D.E.5 3
Rectifier D.E.5.B 66
1st L.F., D.E.8 too 3
2nd L.F., D.E.5 ... 120

In conclusion I found the selec-
tivity so great that low -geared
vernier dials are absolutely essen-
tial.-Yours truly,

ALFRED A. COOPER.
.Kennington,,

A Troublesome Friend
. HoW often is your evening spoilt
by the man who pesters you with
questions 1 Why riot recommend
him to purchase. " 500 Wireless
Questions Answered," by G. P.
Kendall, B.Sc. and E. Redpath.
price 2 /6, or 2/8, post free ?
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STE RLI N G
SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS

The Condensers that make tuning a pleasure. They give " straight-line " tuning,
are compact in assembly and made of the finest materials procurable. Sterling
Condensers have almost zero capacity, are suitable for " low loss" working,
and are the best obtainable for all radio requirements.

ow, L7. moo
.... MM. ; v 1

fit low

Types for every Radio purpose
PANEL TYPES.

With Vernier Adjustment. Without Vernier Adjustment.
No. Capacity. Price. No. Capacity. Price.

R.2724 ... .00025 Infd.... ft : o : 6 R.2729 ....00025 mid-. fo 18 : o
R.2725....0005 mfd. ... fr : 4 : 0 R .2730 .. . '.0003 MEd . ... -C, I : I : 0
R.2726 . . . .00x mfd. ... ft : 8 : 6 R.2731 ... .oca mfd. ... '!1 : 6 : o

ENCLOSED TYPES
With Vernier Adjustment.

No. Capacity. Price.
R.2733 ....00025 mfd.... ft : 19 : o
R.2734 ... .0005 mfd. : 2 : o
R.2735 ....001 mfd.  £2 : 6 : o

GEARED TYPE.
No. Capacity. Price.

R.2720 .. .00025.0fd... : 3 : o
R.2721 .0005 mfd. : 6 : 6
R.2722 . . .00r mfd. ft : 10 : 6

IN METAL CASE.
Without Vernier Adjustment.

No. Capacity. Price.
R.2737 ...00025 mfd. £x : 17 o
R.2733 .0005 mfd. : o : o
R.2739 ...001 mid, : 4 :0

FOR TUNED RADIO
FREQUENCY AMPLI-

FICATION.
Capacity

No. each unit. Price.
R.274o(Double) .00025 mfd.fr : 4.: o
R.2743(Triple) .00025 mfd. ft . 10 : 0

AT ALL RADIO DEALERS.
Write for Sterling Publications Nos. M.W. 440 and M. W.370,

The New " Miniloss " Type
THESE condensers have a high maximum to minimum

capacity ratio. The novel slow-motion movement has
a ratio of 7-1, it is very smooth in operation, and allows of no
back -lash or grating.
" Pyrex " glass plugs are used for insulating the fixed plates,
these plugs are outside the electrostatic field, consequently High
Frequency losses are reduced to the minimum. Sterling, first
to introduce the vernier and square -law, are now the first in
England to use " Pyrex " (a proved insulator of the highest
quality) as a condenser insulator.
The moving vanes are so mounted that there can be no side -play,
they are attached permanently to the framework with a flexible
connection. This obviates the possibility of grating due to bad
or high resistance contact, an essential feature when working on
very short wavelengths or Super Receivers.
The conveniently shaped control knob is clear of the dial, this,
together with the fixed scale and movable pointer, makes the
operation of these condensers quicker and less trying than with
the usual type.
One hole is needed for fixing and, another small one for the
control spindle, allowance is made for mounting on any thickness
of panel up to a in.

Made in three capacities :
.00025 mfd. .. Price 21/-
.0005 mfd. ,, 24/-
.00i mfd. 30/.

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY, LIMITED,
Registered Office : Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.2. Head Office : 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.

Sole Agents for STERLING TELEPHONE AND ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Branches : Aberdeen, Bristol, Birmingham, Belfast, Cardiff, Cheltenham, Dublin, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Nottingham, Southampton, Swansea.

In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 603
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AMERICA'S FOREMOST VALVE MADE
IN BRITAIN'S NEWEST FACTORY.

February, 1926
WITH BRITISH BASES FOR
BRITISH SETS AND SOCKETS.

.....CLEARTRON MADE
DULL EMITTER VALVES

FROM THE FIRST
The whole CLEARTRON organisation has concentrated
on dull emitter valve manufacture from the beginning.
Consequently the specialised construction of the CLEAR-
TRON dull emitter valve is in a much more advanced stage
than those which have gradually replaced the bright emitter.,
CLEARTRON are dull emitters with lowest current con-
sumption ; they are sold at popular prices and can be used
with your existing accumulator. Send for 'full technical
data or ask your Dealer.

C. T. o8 and C. T. 15

12/6
Also makers of American
type C.T.r99 at 12/6. Full
technical data on request.
ALL CLEARTRON
'VALVES ARE DULL
EMITTERS.

THE IRONCLAD
GUARANTEE
means positively
perfect valve service
or instant replace-
ment without cost

or question.

C. T. 25 and C. T. 25B

15/ -
Also makers of American
type C.T.2orA at 15/, Full
technical data on request.
ALL CLEARTRON
VALVES ARE DULL
EMITTERS.

CLEARTROINI RADIO LIIIMIIITED
CHARING CROSS, LONDON,

AND BIRMINGHAM
Phone: Regent 223112. 'Grams: " Cleartron, Westrand, London."

CONSOLE MASTER SPEAKER
Another CLEARTRON product. A much -needed loud speaker
Cabinet which houses all unsightly accessories, batteries, etc., with a
self-contained unit of remarkable quality. £12:12:0 (mahogany or oak)

Send for full particulars.

CLE/ARTIPOINI
BRITirn MAC)

29/355 sums aaven.,,,,g,

6o4 In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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c$3.Some Interesting Letters
Readers' results with the
"Special Five," a Threes
Valve Set, the "Harmony
Four" and the "All
Conert de Luxe.

(1,9699s9$4616496e69$$$$*9$6996

The " Special Five "
SIR,-I am enclosing a photo

of my " Special Five " in all its
glory, which I have made to Mr.
Percy W. Harris's instructions in
the November, 1925, issue of
MODERN WIRELESS. I do hope
you will have some little corner in
your publication to show it. The
results are very wonderful now I
have got used to it. With many
thanks.-Yours truly,

HARRY ANSPACH.
Dartford,

"Full Volume from Three Valves"
SIR,-With reference to the de-

scription of the set published in
the July, 1925, number of MODERN
WIRELESS, under the title " Full
Volume from Three Valves," by
Mr. A. Johnson -Randall, I wish to
congratulate the designer of this
receiver.

I made up the set on an old
panel with very untidy wiring, etc.,
but the results were so good that
I made the set up in style, using
best components. I also con-
structed the Combined Filter and
Tone Control Unit described in the
same number of MODERN WIRELESS
by Mr. C. P. Allinson.

The result is that I consider
I now possess as good, a set as
Money can buy. The volume is
tremendous and the tone ab-
solutely perfect on the loud -speaker ;
in fact, on London it is impossible
to use the three valves, two being
quite sufficient to give all the
volume one requires. The tone
control unit is a very useful
addition to the set. I have also
received many other stations on the
speaker, although the set is not
really made for distance. You will
be interested to hear also that a
friend of mine made this set up for
a relative and took it 30 miles
south of London, and by a move-
ment of the vernier was able to
tune in five Continental stations on
the speaker. I ,am not exaggerat-
ing when I inform you that someone
*rho heard the set, and realised its
`possibilities, promptly started to

This handsome " Special Five" receiver, built by
Mr. Anspach, has an elaborate cabinet.

dismantle his Super -het." which
he was building in the hope of
getting purity and distance.

Personally I have been com-
missioned to make three other
similar sets for friends, and after
having tried nearly all the Radio
Press circuits from one to six
valves, I am keeping this one as a
stock set.-Yours truly,

P. GLADSTONE.
Kensington, TV.

The " Harmony Four "
SIR,-You may be interested to

know of the results I have obtained
with the " Harmony Four " re-
ceiver which I constructed recently
from Mr. Percy Harris's instructions
(always so clear) in the September,
1925, issue of MODERN WIRELESS.
I am surprised at the strength and
purity with which the numerous
stations come in on the loud-
speaker. I find C.A.T. the most

The "All -Concert de Luxe"
receiver constructed by

Mr. Sheward.

6o5

useful method to use for all the
zoo-5oo metre band, as it makes
tuning so selective.

I am giving my results, --and
would point out that I am situated
zo miles and 18 miles from . the
Manchester and Liverpool B.B.C.
stations . respectively

Stations received (using outside
aerial, 35 ft. high, single wire) are
Manchester, Liverpool and most
relay stations, Birmingham, Daven-
try, Madrid, EA Jf 2, EAJ3, Stutt-
gart, Leipzig, Berlin, Toulouse,
Radio Paris, Radio Beige, Belfast
and Hanover. Received on loud-
speaker with ease most nights.
American stations : KDKA (309
metres), 1.5o to 3 a.m., good phone
and up to fair loud -speaker strength;
WGY, 2-30 am., good phone ; WBZ,
3.4o a.m., good phone ; also two
Chicago stations, but could not get
the call signs owing to bad atmo-
spherics developing.

Frame aerial, z ft. square, zo
turns No. 22 enamelled wire.
Manchester, Liverpool, Daventry ;
loud -speaker strength. Several
others on phones.-Yours truly,

H. H. DARBY.
Gathurst.

Envelope Ne. 4
SIR,-I enclose photograph of my

three -valve "All -Concert de Luxe "
Receiver described by Mr. PercyW.
Harris, M.I.R.E., in Radio Press
Envelope No. 4.

I have added another stage of
L.F., using a power valve, each
valve having separate H.T. control.

Excellent results are obtained
from both British and Continental
stations.

Wishing Mr. Harris and all the
Radio Press publications every
success.-Yours truly,

F. H. SHEWARD.
Stoke-on-Trent.
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The Choice of a Coil
By

W. S. PERCIV AL, B.Sc.
(Hons.), A.R.C.S.

There are many factors which influence the efficiency of a tuning coil;
this article summarises a few of the more important considerations

THERE are so many different coils on the
market at the present time, that the would-
be purchaser often finds it a matter

of some difficulty to select the best coil
for his particular purpose It is thought, there-
fore, that an article
on this subject will
assist those numerous
amateurs who wish to
render their sets as
efficient as possible,
and yet have neither
the time nor Money to
test a large number of
coils for themselves.

Initially the choice
of a coil generally re-
solves itself into bal-
ancing advantages
and disadvantages.
Thus a coil which is
highly efficient from
the electrical stand- A home-made
point, may be bulky coil
and thus unsuitable for use in certain receivers.

Points to be Considered.
The main qualities of a coil which it is necessary

to consider may be grouped roughly under two
headings, i.e. (A) Mechanical and general, and
(B) Electrical, as follows :-

. MECHANICAL. AND GENERAL.
I. Appearance.
2. Price.
3. Weight, size, and shape.
4. Rigidity and mechanical strength.
5. Nomenclature.

ELECTRICAL.
1. Inductance.
2. High -frequency Resistance.
3. Self -capacity and natural frequency.
4. External field.
5. Resistance to exposure.
6. Nature of mounting.

Appearance and Price
The first thing that strikes one . about a . coil is

its. appearance. If the coil is to be housed within
the cabinet this is often of secondary importance,
but it, must not be forgotten that a coil of poor

plug-in

6o6

and

appearance will probably reveal its bad workman-
ship in actual performance. The reverse is not
necessarily the case, however, and many coils of
the most prepossessing external appearance have
been found on test to be unsatisfactory from the
electrical point of view.

Price alone is not a good guide to the quality
of a coil, and the purchaser who chooses the most
expensive coil, under the impression that it is the
best, may be sadly disillusioned. On the -other
hand, it is false economy to buy a cheap coil, when
inspection indicates that it is of an inefficient or
unsuitable type:

Weight, Size and Shape
Considerations of weight, size and shape are of

importance, and yet too frequently are overlooked.
When a two- or three-way coil -holder is used in
certain positions a heavy coil will often not keep
in position, and much time and energy may be
spent in trying to increase the friction of the coil -
holder. In this connection those coil -holders in
which the degree of friction is, adjustable are
invaluable. In designing a compact set it is very
easy to allow just sufficient clearance for a coil
which is handy at the moment, and if a larger and
perhaps more efficient coil is purchased later much
annoyance may be caused on finding that it fouls
other components.. At the present time low -loss

litoo,,ur
VfillitY''11

51111,1101.111

aftifill
t

A typical spaced winding
coils are generally conspicuous by their large
size, and in some receivers this is sufficient to
render their use out of the question.

Rigidity and Mechanical Strength
The majority of plug-in coils are satisfactory as

regards rigidity and mechanical strength for
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Lightning Arrester

sEi

414

Combined Switch and

A novel and really effi-
cient combination for
the protection of re-
ceiving apparatus, and
for the safety of owner
and property is now
available in the

" DUCO" COMBINED SWITCH AND
LIGHTNING ARRESTER S.P.D.T. & D.P.D.T.

Whilst offering the benefits
associated with a well -made
switch, the " Duco" also
embodies a permanent safe-
guard against electrical dis-
charges. Illustration clearly
shows the design of the por-
celain base, in which is incor-
porated a lightning arrester in
each pole. Operative always
even though switch be acci-
dentally left open. Another refinement is the position of the on and
off markings on the handle; these show at a glance how the switch is
functioning. List No.: RS41 /21 S.P.D.T. 1 /4 each.

FIS41 /22 D.P.D.T. 2 /3 each.

BrownBroth
ii - Allied Cochrscnies
# THOMSON AND BROWN BROTHERS LTII
.: BROWN BROTHERS (IRELAND ) LTD.

W HOLES A LE ONLY
us GREAT EASTERN STREET, LONDON, E.C. 2.
1,126, George St., EDINBURGH, and Branches.:

makes all the difference to
the results obtained from
your receiver. Consider
the Watmel Variable Grid
Leak. Not only does it
allow you to apply the
exactly correct grid leak
value to your detector
valve, but by virtue of its
ingenious con -
struction ensures
that value being
maintained. And
then the Watmel
FixedCondensers

Please
order
from
Your
local

Wireless
Dealer

-built in a different way
to eliminate edge losses,
no wax is used in their
construction. Mica sheets
securely clamped between
the plates render it impos-
sible for the capacity to
vary. One -hole fixing is
provided. And now they

are sold at re-
duced prices -
made possible
by our greatly
increased pro-
duction.

gmantithebestposstble
Grid Leak

(Black Knob)
5 to 5 megohms

2/6
Anode Res:stance

(Red Knob)
50,000 to too,000

ohms
3/6

io,oce to 50,000
ohms

(Green Knob)
316

THE

WIRELESS CO.) LTD.,
332a, Goswell Road, London E.C.1

Telephone; 7990
Lancashire and Cheshire Representative: Mr. J. B.
Levee, 23,Hartley Street, Levenshulnze, Manchester.

In replying to

2:- reduced
from 216

2/6 reduced
from 316

(size .00h is the
ideal condenser
for choke and re-
sistancecouplin g

26 reduced
from 3/ -

Combined Variable
Grid Leak and Con
denser (new model)

3/6
Advertisers,

MODERN WIRELESS

FESCA
iNfemistat

''/Wl((fff11111111101110

OP

ELICATE

FILAMENT CONTROL
THE Efesca Vernistat provides the most delicate

filament control yet invented, and is par-
ticularly useful in circuits requiring in-

div.dual control of valves, where filament
temperature plays an important part in efficient
reception. It is especially suitable fcr the
control of H.F. and detector valves.
The Vernistat absolutely safeguards valves from acci-
dental burn outs, as three complete turns of the knob
are required to bring in or take out the whole resistance:
For Bright Emitter Valves, Resistance 5 ohms, 6/ -
For Dull Emitter Valves, Resistance 3o ohms, 6 /-

Ask your Wireless Dealer to show you theEfesca Vernistat and the complete range of

Write for Catalogue No. 559/3
describing all Efesca Components

WHOLESALE ONLY :

FALK, STADELMANN & Co., Ltd.,
Efesca Electrical Works,

83-93, Farringdon Rd., London, E.C. 1
and at Glasgow, Manchester and Birmingham

L.P. Trans. Anti -capacity Square Lour
former Switch Condenser
Type "C'

Use Order Form enclosed. - Co 7
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SHORT

This is the switch
that changes over
front long to short
waves-in one simple
flick!

The " long -short " set
illustrated above is the
5 -valve FADA
RADIO receiver No.
175 - AL otherwise
similar to the FADA
Neutroceiver £45.

Manufactured under
Hazeltine Neutro lyne
Patents granted in
Great Britain.

Po
74.f.ebAt_

v7.4?.044,
ok._tsob

004'ce
S0.0

14,-7. 00,

d o

Achieves the
`Impossible'!

RA D I 0 circles had always said it couldn't be done.
Certainly the obstacles were many-but FADA
RADIO has overcome them and developed the

" long -short wave " receiver-a Neutrodyne that covers the
whole band of broadcasting wave -lengths !

This new set solves the growing problem of Morse inter,
ference for coastal listeners. Switch down for 200.600
metres-switch up for 1050.2500-that's all that is needed,
besides the simple dial -setting, to bring in the wanted
station perfectly. And with this big new advantage the
wonderful FADA combination of selectivity, distance
and volume is retained in full measure.

All the standard FADA RADIO 5 -valve cabinets can be
supplied with this " long -short wave " circuit.

AJDAL
Radio Ltd

31, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2.

638 In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.

M W.
-on
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ordinary reception purposes, For use in wave -
meters, as in all measuring instruments, rigidity
is of prime- consideration. Home-made coils are
often not _very rigid or durable, but an improve-
ment- in these respects may be obtained by the use
of some binding material. This should not be too
thick, or too heavily impregnated, as lack of
electrical efficiency will result. -

Importance of Inductance
Perhaps there is no point which is more perplexing

to the beginner than the nomenclature of coils.
It is a very common' practice to
give the turn number of a cbil,
e.g., a No. 75 coil is a coil with
75 turns. When we remember
that the inductance of a coil de-
pends not only on the number of
turns, but also upon their spacing
and the area enclosed by each, it
is clear that the turn number is
a -very ' uns'atisfact oi y indication
of the performance of a coil: The
only real guide is the inductance,
and it is unfortunate that this is
not always stated. by the manu-
facturers.

This brings us to the elec-
trical properties of _coils, and
the best value of . inductance to
use in different circumstances.
While space does not permit a full discussion
of this very interesting subject, a few general
remarks may prove useful.

Aerial COil
In the case of a crystal set the tuning inductance

should, on an efficient aerial, be of such a size that
it tunes as nearly as possible without any added
capacity. There should also be some provision
for tapping the crystal across an optimum number
of turns.

In a single -valve detector the aerial coil should
be as large as is consistent with the necessity to
tune the required maximum frequency. The
problem is rather different from
that of the crystal receiver, as
each coil is generally required
to cover a band of frequencies
instead of to receive on one
frequency. The reaction coil
should be no larger than is
necessary to make the receiver
oscillate on the frequency band
to be covered.

Intervalve Coupling
In the case of tuned anode and

tuned transformer couplings be-
tween valves, the best induc-
tar.c3 value to employ depends
on a variety of factors. There
is always an optimum value of in-
ductance for any given frequency,
but the calculation of this quan-
tity is rendered extremely difficult. owing to
stray reaction effects.

The best value of the inductance for the
untuned winding of a- transformer is largely a

Fig. 1,-A toroid is equivalent
to a single turn as far as the
external field is concerned.

MODERN WIRELESS
matter of experiment, and it is not easy to
lay down any definite rules.

Self -Capacity
- Closely associated with the inductance of a coil
is its self -capacity. These two constants determine
its natural frequency, which can be obtained from

159.2the formula f where f is the naturalCLC
frequency in kilocycles, L the inductance in
microhenries, and C its self -capacity in micro -

farads.
Among other things, self -cap-

acity restricts the tuning range,
and in certain cases increases
the apparent high -frequency
resistance of a coil. For a dis-
cussion on the effects of self
capacity the reader is referred
to an article by H. J. Barton
Chapple, in the November, 1925,
issue of MODERN WIRELESS.

It is almost impossible to gauge
the self -capacity of a coil by
merely looking at it, but there
are certain indications which
may be borne in mind. Thus -a
coil with well -spaced turns will
probably have a smaller self -
capacity than one less spaced.

The use of thick wire and impregnating material
also tends to increase the self -capacity, while a
constant source of self -capacity is in the coil -
holder.

H.F. Resistance
We now come to the high -frequency resistance

of a coil, which next to inductance is probably
its main characteristic. It is perhaps unnecessary
to say that the 'high -frequency resistance of a coil
is very different from its D.C. resistance, but it is
interesting to note that the higher the frequency
the greater the resistance of a coil and the more
care must be expended in producing a good

design. At the very highest
frequencies it is necessary to
discard all attempts to produce

re ,.../ ,...
Fig 2.-By the Use of an
astatic winding the external
field may be made very small.

609

a coil of the ordinary plug-in
type, and recourse must be made
to bare wire skeleton coils.

The high -frequency resistance
of a coil is due to several factors,
the most important of which are
skin effect and dielectric losses.
Skin effect is due to the current
travelling backwards and for-
wards on the surface of the wire,
there being no time between
reversal for it to penetrate
into the interior, and this effect
is increased by winding the wire
in the form_of a coil. For a given
frequency there is an optimum

diameter of wire and a given inductance of
the coil at which the resistance is least. Thus
coils should not necessarily be wound with thick
wire. Dielectric loss is -hie to losses in the
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perfect dielectric between the turns of a coil,
and increases with self -capacity owing to the
greater current flowing in the dielectric.

It is an exceedingly difficult matter to estimate
the high -frequency resistance of a coil without
recourse to somewhat elaborate experiments.
It must not be forgotten, however, that there is
no point in using an ultra
low -loss coil where other
losses 'are much larger than
those in the coil. Generally
speaking, it may be said that
the lower the losses in other
parts of the circuit the more
will be the gain in using good
coils.

Field of a Coil
The next property of a

coil to be considered is its
magnetic field, a feature which
is often overlooked. Unlike'
other properties of a coil it is A Three -step coil
difficult to generalise upon it, for sometimes'
we want the magnetic field of a coil to be large,
while at other times great care must be expended
to reduce it as much as possible.

In a single -valve detector it is clear that both
the aerial and reaction coils must have external
magnetic fields. On the other hand, in receivers em-
ploying several stages of high -frequency amplifi-
cation, the fields of the intermediate transformers
should be restricted where possible, otherwise there
will be interaction between the different stages and
consequent instability. Generally speaking, a
small coil or transformer will have a smaller
external field than a large one.

Special Coils
With toroidal coils the external field is very small

as shown in Fig. r,; this being really a solenoidal
coil with its ends bent round
until they meet, thus forming a
complete ring. Here, the magnetic
flux urges backwards and forwards
round the circular axis of the coil,
and causes little interference else-
where. Toroidal coils are, however,
awkward to make, are often clumsy

*in appearance and have a higher
resistance at high -frequencies than
an equivalent coil wound in a
straightforward manner so that
they are seldom employed.

Binocular coils are more fre-
quently employed in America than
in this country, and are composed
of two solenoidal coils side by side,
wound so that the flux travels up
the axis of one coil and down that
of the other. Thus the external
field is reduced, except near the
ends of the coils.

Another disadvantage of coils
with considerable magnetic field is
that they are liable to act as

February, 1926

miniature loops and pick up incoming waves
directly, thus decreasing the selectivity of a receiver.

Exposure
It might be thought that the question of ex-

posure would be a small matter, and not worth
taking into consideration owing to the sheltered
conditions under which a coil is generally used.

This is, however, not always
the case, and due attention
should be paid to the
means adopted to shield the
coil from the effects of
dampness. This becomes much
more important when the
turns of a coil press heavily
upon each other, and corrosion
must be considered when
using bare wire coils on low -
loss formers.

wound for
The Coil Plug

In conclusion, mention must
be made of the coil plug,

and the electrical connections between the plug
and socket and ends of the coil. The latter should
preferably be soldered, while the ebonite of
the coil plug should always be examined to see
that it is of good quality and therefore not
likely to produce bad leakage.

5XX

IF YOU WANT TO BE UP TO DATE
and to have the latest information
concerning lowloss coils, new aerial
circuits, neutrodyning, screened
HF amplifiers, etc., you should read

6D. WIRELESS WEEKLY 6D
EVERY WEDNESDAY.

The machinery room at the Post Office Beam
Bodmin, in Cornwall..

610

Station at
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Six of the Best from the
double IGRANIC range

THE IGRANIC-PACENT TRUE
STRAIGHT LINE FREQUENCY

VARIABLE CONDENSER
A high-grade variable condenser with low -loss
characteristics, a true straight line frequency
curve and negligible minimum capacity. Fixed
and moving plates are of brass, riveted together,
and soldered, ensuring permanent alignment and
sound electrical connection.
Rigid channel shaped framework in continuous
electrical connection with moving plates, prevent
hand capacity effects.
Only two small pieces of highest quality insulating
material are used, so arranged that the absorption
losses are negligible.
Dust -proof bearing results in smooth, silky move-
ment. Positive stops at minimum and maximum

' are contained within the bearing.
Single or three -hole fixing is provided for.
Two condensers can be mounted to form a dual
with single dial control.

Prices :
.00035 mfd., 14)6; .0005 mfd., 18/6.

IGRANIC LOW -LOSS SQUARE
LAW VARIABLE CONDENSER

(Pat. No. 220312).
Igranic Low -Loss Variable Condensers are equally
suitable for reception or transmission on low power
and will give excellent results in all types of
circuits. They are manufactured from the finest
materials only, and, while the construction is
extremely robust, ' the finish is of the highest
possible standard.

Prices :
m003 mfd.,21!-; .0005 mfd., 24/-; .oca mfd.,27/8

IGRANIC RADIO DEVICES
INCLUDE:

Honeycomb Duolateral Coils, Variable Condensers,
Fixed Condensers, Filament Rheostats, Intervalve
Transformers, Variable Grid Leaks, Variometers,
Vario-couplers, Coil Holders, Potentiometers,
Combined Instruments, Vernier Tuning Devices,
Switches, Anti-Microphonic Valve Holders, Knobs
and Dials, Stand off Insulators, etc., also the
Igranic Super -Heterodyne Receiver Outfit.

149, Queen Victoria
Street - - London

The range of Igranic Radio Devices is now
doubled by addition of the famous American
Pacent Radio Essentials -of which the
Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., are exclusive
manufacturing licensees.
If an Igranic Radio Device is not suitable
for your circuit then an Igranic-Pacent
Radio Essential will be-and vice versa.

THE IGRANIC-PACENT PORCELAIN RHEOSTATS AND
POTENTIOMETERS.

A porcelain base is used on these Igranic-Pacent Rheostats
and Potentiometers. Fitted with moulded knob and gold or
silver finished dial. Two unit construction.; winding spaced
to give maximum cooling effect. A 3/16 in. shaft with flat
sides to facilitate mounting. Elongated holes to accommodate
varying spaced mounting holes on panel.

Rheostats.
Supplied in Resistances of 6, to, 20, 3o or 5o ohms., with
current carrying capacity of from .3 to r.5 amps. Price 2/6 each.

Potentiometers.
Supplied in Resistance of 400 ohms., with current carrying
capacity of .25 amps. Price 2/6 each.

IGRANIC
Filament
Rheostat.
(Plain Type) (Pat. No. 195003). Supplied with 4, 6, 8 or TO
ohms resistance. Specially suitable for highly efficient
filament control and critical control of regeneration. Prices
with fixing screws and drilling templates for panel mounting.
Plain type, 3/6. Vernier type, 5/6; and Dull Emitter type,
20 or 3o ohms, 50.
Write For t e IGRANIC Booklet Z 964

which gives full details of them all.

)14PAPIN

Exclusive Manufacturing Licensees
of Pacent Radio Essentials.

THE IGRANIC-PACENT SUPER
AUDIOFORMER.

A low frequency transformer remarkable for its
unique amplification curve. The special con-
struction of the core and coils gives a uniform
amplification of frequencies as low as zoo and as
high as 8,000, resulting in perfect, distortionless
amplification of speech and music.
It is eminently suitable for use with general
purpose valves and particularly for power ampli-
fication up to plate voltages of 500 volts.
Robust construction and careful manufacture
eliminate breakdowns or other troubles.
Soldering tags and terminals are provided to the
clearly marked primary and secondary. Price 271...

IGRANIC " E " Type
Audio -Frequency Transformers.

Pat. No. 205013.)
(Regd. Nos. 697459 and 701368).

Igranic " E " Type Audio Frequency Shrouded
Transformers possess a high amplification factor
which is constant over a very wide range of
audible frequencies. They are absolutely free
from distortion and from parasitic noises which
are so detrimental to faithful reproduction.
Ratio 1.5 (First Stage) ... 21 /-
Ratio 5.3 (Second and subsequent stages) 10/0
The 1-3 ratio Transformer is highly efficient
for power amplification. ,

IGRANIC-PACENT RADIO
ESSENTIALS INCLUDE :

The Superaudioforrner, Porcelain and Bakelite
Rheostats and Potentiometers, The True Straight
Line Frequency Variable Condenser, the Elegant
Microvern Dial, The Balcon, The most complete
line of Plugs, Jacks and Switches in the world,
Jack Nameplates, The Radiodyle, The Radiofde,

etc.

Works : Elstow Road
BedfordAAAAAwwwwwwv

In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 611
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INDUCTANCE COILS.

Nos. 20, 25, 35, go, 45, 5o, 6o, and 75
too

3/-
4/3

The set 20 to goo inclusive 150
200

4/6
5/-

62 10a. List price bought
singly 82 151. 9d.

250
300

56t6

400 6266;6

VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
These are true low loss condensers with direct reading vernier

movement. Complete with clial and knob.
13/6

0005 ... 10;6

0003 9;6

0002 ... 6;6

THE increasing demand for components
of quality is the surest indication that
constructors realise the importance of

building radio receivers and amplifiers with
reliable parts, if they wish to obtain the best
results from their outlay and their work.
A. J.S. specialise in well -made components.
The A.J.S. Coil is an example. It is highly
efficient owing to its small high frequency
resistance and low distributed capacity. It
is the most reasonably priced efficient pro-
tected coil obtainable. The case is moulded
back and front, with the coil size in an ivorine
disc on the side. The fittings are nickel -
plated.
The Variable Condenser is truly a low loss
model, with a very low minimum capacity, is
of the straight line wavelength type and each
has a direct reading vernier movement.
Compare the prices.
Conscientious Constructors are considering the choke
method of intervalve coupling, it has many points in
its favour, besides that of making better radio repro-
duction possible.
Full details of these and other components may be
obtained in our Publication No. 115 which will be sent
on receipt of the coupon.

it? A

O

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (194), LTD
Radio Branch, WOLVERHAMPTON.

Telephone : 1748-(7 lines). Telegrams: " Reception, Wolverhampton."

London -Showrooms : 122/124, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2.
Telephone : Regent 7161-2. Telegrams : " Ajayesseo, Wes tcent, London."

G'asgow Showrooms : 223, St. George's Road, Glasgow.
Telephone : Douglas 3449. Telegrams : " Reception, Glasgow."

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914), LTD.,
Radio Branch, WOLVERHAMPTON.

Please send publication No. 115.

NAME

ADDRESS

M.W. Feb. 26.

Issued by the Publicity Department A.J.S.

61 z In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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egular Programmes
roadcasting StationsID)

from American

Hours of transmission given in Greenwich mean time and in local time prevailing.
Telephony only. Corrected up. to January 18th, 1926.

Edited by Captain L. F. PLUGGE, B.Sc., F.R.Ae.S., F.R.Met.S.

No. G.M.T.
Local Time
prevailing. Station.

Call
Sign and
Wave-
length.

Town.
Nature of

Transmission.
Approx.
Duration

WEEK -DAYS.

A. c7 10.3o p.m. 4.30 Fort Worth WBAP Fort Worth, Texas Police News hr.
C.S.T. Star Telegram 475.9 m

A. 10 10.45 a.m. 5.45 1).111 Westinghouse Elec. KDKA Pittsburg, Pa. Children's Hour hr.
E.S.T. & Mfg. Co. 309 and

64 M.
A. s I T.0 p.m. 6.o p.m.

E.S.T.
Willard Storage

Battery
WTAM
389.4 m.

Cleveland, Ohio Dinner Concert hr.

A. 65 ILO p.m. 6.o p.m. American Tel. & Tel. WEAF. New York Musical Programme 5 hrs.
E.S.T. Co. 492 m.

A. 61 xi.° p.m. 6.o p.m. " The Detroit News " wwj Detroit, Mich. Dinner Concert 2 hr.
E.S.T. 352.7 m. (except Sat.)

A. 4 11.15 p.m. 6.15 p.m. Westinghouse Elec. KDKA Pittsburg, Pa. Dinner Concert I hr.
E.S.T. & Mfg. Co. 309 and

64 m.
A. 98 11.15 p.m. 6.15 p.m. L. Bamberger & Co. WOR Newark, N.J. Talk, Sports, News 15 min.

E.S.T. 405 Tn.
A. 99 11.30 p.m. 6.3o p.m.,

E.S.T.
L. Bamberger & Co. WOR

405 m.
Newark, N.J. Dinner Music (ex-

cept Tues. and
hr.

Fri.)
A. 55 11.30 p.m. 6.3o p.m. General Electric Co. WGY Schenectady, N.Y. Music and/or Talks 3o min.

E.S.T. 379.5 In. (except Fri. and
Sat.)

A. 'co 11.30 p.m. 6.30 p.m.
E.S.T.

Pittsburg Press,
Kaufmann & Baer

WCAE
461.3 m.

Pittsburg, Pa. Dinner Concert hr.

Co.
A. 5 11.50 p.m. 5.5o p.m.

C.S.T.
" Kansas City Star " WDAF

365.6 in.
Kansas City, Mo. Market, Weather,

Time and Road
To min.

Report
A. 8o Midnight 7.0 .in. Gimbell Bros. 'VIP Philadelphia, Pa. Children's Corner hr.

E.S.T. 508.2 m.
A. 6 Midnight 6.o p.m.

C.S.T.
" Kansas City Star ' WDAF

365.6 M.
Kansas City, Mo. Talks, Stories,

Music
hr.

A. 8 Midnight 6.o p.m. Westinghouse Elec. KYW Chicago, Ill. Dinner Music hr.
C.S:T. & Mfg. Co. 536 m.

A. 66 Midnight 6.o p.m. Chicago Tribune WGN Chicago, Ill. Dinner Concert
C.S.T. Broadcasting Co. 37o M.

A. 9 Midnight 7.0 p.m. Goodyear Tyre & WEAR Cleveland, Ohio Orchestra (except hr.
E.S.T. Rubber Co. 389.4 in. Saturday)

A. 12 Midnight 6.o p.m. Woodmen of the WOAW Omaha, Nebraska Talk or Concert hr.
C.S.T. World 526 m. (except Wed.)

A. 89 Midnight 7.0 p.m. Henry Field Seed Co. KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa Concert 2 hrs.
266 m.

A. TOT Midnight 6.o p.m.
C.S.T.

Fort Worth Star Tele-
gram

WBAP
475.9 m

Forth. Worth, Texas Dinner Music (ex-
cept Sat.)

hr.

A. 102 Midnight 7.0 p.m. Jewett Radio & WJR Detroit, Mich. Orchestra and 2 hrs.
E.S.T. Phonograph Co. 517 m. Paige Six

A. 503 Midnight 7.0 p.m.
'E.S.T.

Chesapeake Tel. Co. WCAP
469 m

Washington Market News fol-
lowed by Concert
(Mon., Wed. and
Fri.)

4

A. 17 12.15 a.m. 6.15 p.m. Sears -Roebuck & Co. WIS Chicago, Ill. Music and Concert
C.S.T. 345 m. (except Sat.)

A. 104 12.30 a.m. 7.3o p.m. John Wanamaker WOO Philadelphia, Pa. Dinner Concert hr.
E.S.T. 508.2 M. (Mon., Tues. and

Fri.)
A. 105 12.30 a.m. 7.30' p.m.

E.S.T.
Pittsburg Press,

Kaufmann & Baer
WCAE
461.3 m.

Pittsburg, Pa. Children's Hour
(except Mon. and

15 min

Co. Tues.)
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No. G.M.T.
Local Time
prevailing. Station.

Call
Sign and

Wave-
length.

Town.
Nature of.

Transmission.
Approx.

duration.

WEEK DAYS (Contd.).

A. 16

A. 106

12.35 a.m.

12.45 a.m.

6.35 p.m.
C.S.T.
7.45 p.m.
E.S.T.

Westinghouse Elec.
& Mfg. Co:

Westinghouse Elec.
& Mfg. Co.

KYW
536 M.
KDKA
309 m.
and 64 m.

Chicago, ill.

Pittsburg, Pa.

Children's Hour

Address from Uni-
versity (except
Sat.)

25 min.

1 hr.

A. 7o r.o a.m. 7.o p.m. ,St. Louis Post Dis- KSD St. Louis Concert (except 2 hrs.
C.S.T. patch 545.1 m. Tues. and Thurs.)

A. 64 i.o a.m. 8.o p.m. The Shepherd Stores WNAC Boston, Mass. Concert II hrs.
E.S.T. 280.3 in.

A. 107 5.o a.m. 7.o p.m. Westinghouse Elec. KYW Chicago, Ill. Dinner Concert jhr.
 C.S.T. & Mfg. Co. 536 m.

A. 1°8 r.o a.m. 8.o p.m. Watch Tower WBBR Staten I., N.Y. Concert and News 1 hr.
E.S.T. 272.6 M. (Mon., Thur. and

Sat.)
A. 85 1.o a.m. 8.o p.m. ." The Detroit News " WWJ Detroit, Mich. News and Music 1 hr.

E.S.T. 352.7 m.. (Mon., Wed.,
Fri.)

A. ir 1.0 a.m. 8.o p.m. Westinghouse Elec. WBZ Springfield, Mass. Concert or Musical 3o min.
E.S.T. & Mfg. Co. 333.1 m. Programme (ex-

cept Sat.)
A. 13 1 . to a.m. 8. ro p.m.

E.S.T.
Westinghouse Elec.

& Mfg., Co.
KDKA
309 and
64 m.

Pittsburg, Pa. News, Talk, Mar-
ket Reports (ex -
cept Sat.)

1.5 min.

A. 63 1.15 a.m. 8.15 p.m.
E.S.T.

Radio Lighthouse WEMC
286 m.

Berrion Springs,
Mich.

Concert i i hr.

A. 19 1.3o a.m. 7.3o p.m. Fort Worth Star WBAP Fort Worth, Texas Alusical Programme I hr.
C.S.T. Telegram 475.9 m. (except Sat.)

A. 28 2.0 a.m. 8.o p.m. Westinghouse Elec. KYW Chicago, Ill. Musical Entertain- 1-2 hrs.
C.S.T. & Mfg. Co. 536 M. . ment(except Mon.)

A. Si 2.0 a.m. 9.o p.m.
E.S.T.

American Radio Co. KFQX .
394 m.

Washington, D.C. Concert (Thurs.,
Silent)

-
A. 20 2.0 a.m. 8.o p.m. "Kansas City Star" WDAF Kansas City, Mo. Musical Programme 2 hrs.

C.S.T. 365.6 m.
A. 67 2.0 a.m. 8.o p.m.

C.S.T.
Chicago Tribune

Broadcasting Co.
WGN
37o m.

Chicago, Ill. Vocal and Instru-
mental Music

1 hr.

(except Mon.)
A. 109 2.0 a.m. 9.o p.m. Westinghouse Elec. KDKA Pittsburg, Pa. Concert or Variety 5o min.

E.S.T. & Mfg. Co. 309 m.
and 64 m.

Entertainment
(8.3o Wed.,Sat.)

A. 110 2.0 a.m. 9.o p.m.
E.S.T.

Rensselaer Polytech-
nic

WHAZ
379.5 m.

Troy, N.Y. Concert, Address,
Dance Music

2 hrs.

(Mon. only)
A. III 2.o a.m. 6.o p.m. "Morning Oregon " KGW Portland, Oregon Dinner Concert I hr.

P.S.T. 495.5 in.
A. 86 2.0 a.m. 8.o p.m. Wilbur Glenn Voliva WCBD Zion, Ill. Concert (Tues. and 2 hrs.

C.S.T. 344.6 m. Thurs.)
A. 87 2.0 a.m. 9.o p.in.

E.S.T.
Pittsburg Press,

Kaufman & Baer
Co.

WCAE
,6.1.3 m.

Pittsburg, Pa. Concert, Music
(Mon .,Tues.,Wed
and Thurs.)

1 hr.

A. 2I 2.55 a.m. 9.55 p.m.
E.S.T.

John Wanamaker WOO
508.2 M.

Philadelphia, Pa.
.

U.S. Naval Obser-
vatory Time Sig-
nal, followed by

-
U.S. weather
forecast

A. 22 2.55 a.m. 9.55 p.m. Westinghouse Elec. KDKA Pittsburg, Pa. Do. do. -
E.S.T. & Mfg. Co. 309 and

64 m.
A. 24 3.o a.m. 9. o p.m. Woodmen of the WOAW . Omaha, Nebraska. Concert -
A. SS 3.o a.m.

C.S.T.
7.o p.m.

World.
General Electric Co.

526 111,
KG0 Oakland, California

(Ex. Wed.).
News, Baseball -

P.S.T. PacificCoast Broad-
casting Station

361 m. Scores, Weather
Report, Stocks
and Shares (ex-
cept Sat.)

A. 73 3.o a.m. 7.o p.m. Radio Central Super KFI Los Angeles, Cal. Musical Programme 4 hrs.
P.S.T. Station 467 m.

A. 27 3.3o a.m. 9.3o p.m. Fort Worth Star WBAP Fort Worth, Texas Musical Programme it hr.
C.S.T. Telegram 475.9 m. (except Sat.)

A. 26 3.3o a.m. 7.3o p.m.
P.S.T.

" Morning
Oregonian "

KGW
491.5 m.

Portland, Oregon Market, Weather,
News, Police re-
ports

15 min.
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No Condensers Required. Automatic Tuning.
An 111 Component which dispenses with Control in
HF stages and ensures maximum selectivity, range, and
rock -like stability to all HF receivers.

FACTS.
. I have obtained one Type " A " Curtis

H.F.Amplifier, and am pleased to say it is everything
you claim for it. I tried the 3 valves and the 5. with
success beyond my expectations.

" I think for the benefit derived the Amplifiers are
very cheap. I received Hamburg, Toulouse, Vienna
and of course several B,H.C. stations on an indoor aerial
-9 ft. of bell wire slung in the kitchen. " G. A. W."

Beverley, E. Yorks.

As used with the DUODYNE

Duodyne V Open Cabinet Model.
Ref. No. D,430.

The World's Most Powerful Broadcast Receiver.
MORE FACTS.

. . . I have built your Duodyne V Receiver,
aand mvery glad to say that I've never heard a set so

powerful as the Duodyne. I've had all the stations inGreat
Britain on loud speaker, and foreigners come in on the
loud speaker. I have built 2 -valve, 3 -valve and 4 -valve
sets, but none to equal the Duodyne. On the detector
valve alone I can get foreigners. I don't know what the
set would be like if I used the extra 120 volts H.T., es
60 volts is more than sufficient."

Middlewich; Cheshire.
. . . Los Angeles, California, on a loud speaker

in Scotland. F. N., S.S.- (6,500 nautical miles)."
. . . Daventry on a loud speaker in the Caribbean

Sea. A. P., S.S. ."
LOUD SPEAKER RANGE, 2-6,000 MILES.
Indispensable for Imperial and Continental Markets

BUILD YOUR OWN
DUODYNE

CONSTRUCTOR'S TREATISE.
Contains -

1. Circuit Diagrams. 3 and
5 Valves.

2. Simplified Wiring and Lay-
, -out. 3 and 5 Valves.

3. Instructions for Operation.
4. Complet 3 Schedule of

Components.
PRICE 2/6.

ACHIEVEMENT
IN SUPER -HET. CONSTRUCTION

THE CURTIS INTERMEDIATE UNIT.
4 VALVES, 31 F, 1 FILTER £7 10 0
3 VALVES, 21 g, 1 FILTER £6 6 0

The Curtis Intermediate Unit is a complete component
consisting of the intermediate frequency and
filter transformers, with corresponding valve sockets and
accessories. Wired up, boxed, tested and matched ready
for use in any supersonic circuit.

We have built the Super -Het.
for you. What is left is of

so little consequence
that the connect.

ing wires may
be run

any-
how

The
illustration
shows the unit
wired to the cir-
cuit of the Curtis
Double Circuit
Super -Het. 8. All con-
nections are made with
ordinary rubber insulated
flex, left loose and run any=
how without regard for orthodox
consideration or the least loss of
efficiency.

The
Curtis

Imperial
Model

Double
Circuit
Super -
Het. 8.

ANYWHERE FROM ANYWHERE AT ANY TIME.
Free Demonstration at Your House.

PRICES FROM £40. CASH OR DEFERRED.
Your existing instrument taken in part exchange.

Write now for Catalogues.

PETE CU TIS, Ltd.
75a, CAMDEN RD., LONDON, N.W.1.
Telephone-North 3112-3. Telegrams-"Paraeurtex."

MANCHESTER : 312, DEANSGATE.
Telephone-Central 50 )5.

GLASGOW : 47, CARRICK STREET.
Telephone -6759.

BUILD YOUR OWN
CURTIS "ullet" SUPER-BET.8Circui

CONSTRUCTOR'S TREATISE.
Contains -

1. Circuit Diagrams.
2. Simplified Layout and

Wiring Charts.
3. Instructions for Operation.
4. Complete Schedule of

Components.
PRICE 2/6.

In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 615
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Load
Speakers

Type H 1
21 high.

120013m5 £5 5 0
2000 ohms £5 8 0
4000 ohms £5 to 0
Type H 2

52 ins. high.
120 011105 £2 3 0
2000 ohms £2 8 o
4000 ohms I0
Type H 3

15 ins. high,
2000 ohms £3 0 0
Type H 4

to ins. high.
2000 ohms 1,,1 xo 0

jiijiiiiiliii iii
lif.11;+' ''

Loud
Such a reputation for fine workmanship Speakers

has been woven around the name rrown Type H Q
that prospective purchasers know in advance 20 ins. high. 120

zthat each of the new models will fulfil every ohms, oo° ohms and
4000 ohm £6 o o

requirement for volume, tonal purity and Cabinet Typebeauty of outline. /20 ohms, 2000 ohms
and q000 ohms in oak

S. G. Brown, Ltd., N. Acton, London, W.3 or mahogany £6 6 o

Retail Showrooms : rs. Mortimer Street, W.1.
ig Moorfields, Liverpool. 67 High Street, Southampton.

Depots (Wholesale only) : 13 Bushy Park, Bristol.
Cross House, Westgate Road, Newcastle.

616 In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.

Q Type
The Loud Speaker de
luxe. In all resist-
ances £15 15 0

Gilbert Ad. 4354
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No. G.M.T.
Local Time
prevailing. 1

Station.

Call
Sign and

Wave-
length.

Town.
Nature of

Transmission.
Approx.
duration.

WEEK DAYS (Contd.).

,A. 62

A. 82

A. 68

A. 112

A. 29

3.30 a.m.

4.0 a.m.

4.0 a.m.

4.30 a.m.

5.45 a.m.

7.30 p.m.
P.S.T.
8.o p.m.
P.S.T.
ro.o p.m.
C.S.T.

r1.3o p.m.
E.S.T.
11.45 P.m.
C.S.T.

State College of
Washington

" The Times "

Chicago Tribune
Broadcasting Co.

Jewett Radio &
Phonograph Co.

" Kansas City Star"

KFAE
384.6 m.
KHJ
405.2 m.
WGN
370 m.

W J R
517 m.
WDAF
365.6 m.

Pullman's Wash-
ington

Los Angeles

Chicago, Ill.

Detriot, Mich.

Kansas City, Mo.

Concert(Mon.,Wed.
and Fri.)

Concert

Dance Orchestra
and popular
songs (except
Mon.)

" Jewett Jesters "
(except Thur.)

Musical Entertain-
ment

If hr.

hr.

hr.

I} hr.

SUNDAYS.

A. 113 9.45 p.m. 4.45 P.m - Westinghouse KDKA Pittsburg, Pa. Vesper Service hr.
Electric & Mfg. 309 and
Co. 64 m.

A. 91 Ir.o p.m. 6.o p.m. John Wanamaker WOO Philadelphia, Pa. Organ Recital
E.S.T. 508.2 m.

A. 90 11.30 p.m. 6.30 p.m. Henry Field Seed KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa Divine Service r hr.
E.S.T. Co. 266 m.

A. 115 1r.3o p.m. 6.3o p.m. Pittsburg Press WCAE
461.3 m.

Pittsburg, Pa. Dinner Concert,
Will. Penn.Hotel

45 mins.

A. 116 11.30 p.m. 6.3o p.m. Westinghouse Elec-
tric & Mfg. Co.

KDKA
309 and

Pitt! burg, Pa. Dinner Concert hr.

64 m.
A. 40 Midnight 7.° p.m.

E.S.T.
Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Mfg. Co.
WBZ
333-1 m

Springfield, Mass. Concert or Music,
etc.

A. 79 Midnight 7.2o p.m. Chesapeake Tel. Co. WCAP Washington, D.C. Musical Programme 2 hrs.
E.S.T. 469 in andOrganRecital

A. 31 Midnight 6.o p.m. Woodmen of the WOAW Omaha, Nebraska Bible Study Hour hr.
C.S.T. World 526 m.

A. 117 Midnight 7.0 p.m.
E.S.T.

General Elec. Co. WGY
379.5 in.

Schenectady, N.Y. Carillon Pro-
gramme

It hr.

A. 118 Midnight 7.0 p.m.
E.S.T.

Carletone College KFMY
337 In.

Worthfield,
Minnesota

College Vesper
Service

hr.

A. 114 12.30 a.m. 7.30 P..." Shepherd Stores WNAC Boston, Mass Church Service I hr.
(Monday) E.S.T. 280.3 m.

A. 66 12.20 a.m. 7.2o p.m. American Tel. & WEAF New York Musical Pro- 2 hrs.
(Monday) E.S.T. Tel. Co. 492 m. gramme

A. 33 12.30 a.m.
(Monday)

7.3o p.m.
E.S.T.

General Elec. Co. WGY
379.5 m

Schenectady, N.Y. Church Service lu-.

A. 32 12.30 a.m. 7.30 p.m. Strawbridge & WFI Philadelphia, Pa. Church Service
(Monday) E.S.T. Clothier 394.5 mA. 92 12.30 a.m. 7.3o p.m. Henry Field Seed KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa Divine Service t hr.
(Monday) E.S.T. Co. 266 m.

A. 3o 12.45 a.m.
(Monday)

7.45 Rm.
E.S.T.

Westinghouse Elec-
tric & Mfg. Co.

KDKA
309 and

Pittsburg, Pa. Divine Service I hr.

64 m.
A. 36 r.o a.m. 7.0 p.m. Westinghouse Elec- Chicago, Ill. Service and 2. hrs.

(Monday) C.S.T. tric & Mfg. Co. 536 M. Musical Pro-
gramme

A. 77 i.o a.m. 7.0 Sear -Roebuck & Co. WLS Chicago, Ill. Church Service hr.
(Monday) C.S.T. 345 m.

A. 93 2.o a.m. 8.o p.m. Wilbur Glenn Voliv WCBD Zion, Ill. Concert 2 hrs.
(Monday) C.S.T. 344.6 in.

A. 1'9 3.0 a.m. ro.o p.m. Watch Tower WBBR Staten I., N.Y. Bible Lecture and t} hrs.
(Monday) E.S.T. 272.6 m. Sacred Music

A 120 3.10 a.m. 9.10 p.m. Woodmen of the WOAW Omaha, Nebraska Chapel Service hr.
(Monday) C.S.T. World 526 m.

A. 38 3.25 a.m. 7.25 p.m. " Morning KGW Portland, Oregon Church Service hrs.
(Monday) P.S.T. Oregonian " 491.5 m.

A. 94 4.o a.m.
(Monday)

8.o p.m.
P.S.T.

General Electric Co. KGO
Pacific Coast 361 in.

Oakland, California Divine Service

Broadcasting
Station

A. 43 5.o a.m. ri.o p.m. Fort Worth Star WBAP Fort Worth, Concert hr.
(Monday) C.S.T. Telegram 475.9 m. Texas
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No. G.M.T.
Local Time
prevailing. Station.

Call
Sign and
Wave-
length.

Town.
Nature of

Transmission.
Approx.

duration.

SPECIAL DAYS. (Days refer to local time)

V. 47

i. 96

12.30 a.m.

i.o a.m.

7.3o p.m.
E.S.T.

8.o p.m.
E.S.T.

John Wanamaker

Strawbridge &
Clothier

\\ 00
508.2 ni.

WEI .
394.5 m.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Except Tues.-
Organ or Orches-
tral Concerts,

Talks
Tues. and Sat.-

Concert

3i hrs.

1.. 50 1.0 a.m. 8.o p.m.
E.S.T.

Willard Storage
Battery Co.

WTAIVI
389.4

Cleveland, Ohio Mon and Wed.-
Concert 

3 hrs.

1. 51 2.0 a.m. 9.0 p.m.
E.S.T.

Willard Storage
Battery Co.

WTAM
389.4

Cleveland, Ohio Saturday-
Dance Pro-
gramme

3 hrs.

B3
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Feminine Wireless Fans
Another woman reader's experiences with wireless as a hobby

In BIEEIB3 EIEEIBIDIEB BIEB1sIEBEE1

SIR, Mrs. Lee Booker's very
charming article in the December,
1925, issue of MODERN WIRELESS
tempts another woman to put her
experiences on paper, in the hope
of giving further encouragement
to women in the hobby

In February, 1925, I 'knew
nothing whatever about wireless,
but the February number of a
wireless magazine fell into my
hands during a tedious journey --
and that was my undoing !

I live in the
country with no
wireless neighbOurs
to advise me, so
my only hope was
to buy wireless
literature and plod
through the ele-:
ments in a lonely
furrow.

What was it?
Unfortunately no

book seemed to tell
one what exactly
a variable condenser
looked like, and as
for a rheostat or a
potentiometer, it took me some
time to fathom what they were like
in appearance, and their function.
I cannot help a smile now, when
I think of myself being shown a
double coil -holder in a shop and
the salesman holding forth on the
advantages of the- vernier. I did
not want to show my ignorance by
asking exactly what it was he was

The

1:911163III 111139111

holding, but how was I to know
that it was a coil -holder ?

Soldering Difficulties
By July I embarked on drilling

the panel, and set to work on a
" four-valver." I took great pains
over my aerial and earth-the
former is a beauty-and I do not
regret my pains taken over either
of them.

My chief stumbling block was
teaching myself how to solder.
No one knows what I went through

Harmony Four, a good

M11111/111{BEIEE{IEFEE9131 '21:4

cleaner and safer, and I should re-
commend it for any woman who
has not gas or electricity for
heating.

By the end of July I had made
the cabinet in mahogany, ready
cut and planed by Hobbies. The
hinges were the trouble, but a
brother's help with that was my
only outside assistance. I did not
dovetail the joints, I fear, bill
careful screwing and putty over-
came the difficulty.

Excessive Cautior
Then the accu

mulator was con-
nected up, and in
great fear of burn-
ing out a valve
just lit the valves.
and for 24 hours
listened in vain.
At last I had tc
seek the aid of a
wireless experi
from a shop, whc
just increased the
filament current,

example of modern design.

getting the blow -lamp to work,
watching it and pumping it, then
keeping an eye on the soldering -
iron to ensure it was hot and clean,
while trying to keep one's mind
on the wiring. I did mine out of
doors then, for fear of an explosion
with the blow -lamp. Since then
I have found a valued friend in
a Lamb blow -lamp. It is far.

618

and behold, signals
were heard, clear
and strong.

Ima&ine my joy and pride !
Since then I have also made,
this time quite unassisted, even
over the hinges of the cabinets,
the simplicity three-valver of the
Radio Press 'series, a two-valvet
and a four-valver; all of them are
very satisfactory.' So all I can
say is - Courage, Mesdames.
Yours truly. C. TEMPEST.
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" Your deeds are known
In words that kindle glory from the stone."

SCHILLER.

« "Tis deeds must win the prize

1
N years to come, when the story of the
Valve is written, certain developments will
stand out like landmarks and win imperish-
able fame for their inventors.

First, the discovery of the electron theory. Later,
Dr. Fleming's great contribution to the cause of
Radio-the original two -electrode valve and the
father of all valves. Afterwards, the addition by
Dr. Lee de Forest of the grid, which resulted
in the three -electrode valve. And then Valve
development halted for several years. A long
straight filament enclosed by a spiral grid-the
whole being surrounded by a tubular anode.

This was the standard Valve until the year
1922. Obviously it had many disadvantages.
A large proportion of its electron
emission inevitably escaped from
each end of the anode and served no
useful purpose. This clearly caused
a very serious loss in efficiency.

For 2 -volt Ac-cumulators.
W.I. For Detector and L.F. use - 14/ -

Consumption : .3 amp.
W.2. (With red top) For H.F. use - 141 -

Consumption : .3 amp.
W.3. The Loud Speaker Valve 18/6

Consumption: .5 amp.

The spiral grid-owing to its lack of rigidity-
was a fruitful cause of microphonic noises. The
straight filament-tightly stretched to prevent sag
-readily fractured and the Valve became useless.
In 1922 there appeared a new Valve-one des-
tined to win immediate recognition-the Cossor.

For the first time there was used in any Valve
an arched self-supporting filament. A grid so
rigid as to be utterly vibration -proof. And a
hood -shaped anode which enclosed practically
the whole of the electron stream. All of which
were entirely original and exclusive features.

In three short years Cossor has triumphantly vin-
dicated that its unique principles of design are
correct. More than one of its features have

been adopted by other makers. But
Cossor users are not misled-for
Cossor results are obtainable only
by the combination of all these
features.

OSE. Cossor W3

For 2, 4 or 6 Volts.
W.R.I. Similar to W.' but with

special resistance which
can be short-circuited
when not required - - 16/.

W.R.z. Similar to W.2 but with
resistance as above 16/.

A. C. Cossor. Ltd., Highbury Grove. NA

Ira re Plying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.

Il OS
Gilbert Ad. 4343.
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COMPAII !SONS

,SE if 11-4; CTIVITIT

BY G. I? hrerida/Z B.Sc.

An interesting article explaining why some circuits give better results than others
MOST experimenters who

have had a certain amount
of experience of different

types of receiving sets must have
noticed that there are noteworthy
differences in selectivity between
sets of closely similar character,
some small variation in the circuits
being responsible for the different
behaviour. Selectivity is, of
course, largely a matter of the
actual resistance of the tuning
circuits, so that a change of make
of tuning coil, an improvement in
the earth connection, and so on,
will all affect the sharpness of
tuning ; but most of us will have
noticed that the actual circuit
employed appears to affect
selectivity in a way which is by
no means obvious.

Loose Coupling
An example of a change in the

circuit which produces a marked
alteration in selectivity that will
probably be familiar to many
readers is to be found in the use of
the loose -coupled type of circuit
with fully tuned primary and
secondary. The introduction of
such an arrangement, of course,
leads to a considerable improve-
ment in selectivity under proper
conditions, but there are other cases
where a change in circuit may pro-
duce an alteration in selectivity
when the reasons are by no means so
apparent. For example, many
experimenters have reported a very
marked improvement in selectivity
following upon the incorporation
of " constant aerial tuning " in a
set and some have expressed sur-
prise thereat.

There are obviously a number of
problems involved requiring in-
vestigation, and the writer has been
carrying out considerable experi-
mental work of a ample nature
intended to elucidate some of these

points. Some decidedly inter-
esting results have been obtained,
and it is proposed in the present
article to present such of them as
have a bearing upon the question
of the relative selectivity which
can be expected from a number of
the common types of tuning
arrangements.

Definition of Selectivity
The methods employed have all

been simple, and a description
of them will be necessary in order
that the reader may follow the
results obtained without difficulty.
First, it is necessary to decide
upon a definition of selectivity
which can be used as a test of
the tuning properties of a given
circuit. To the user of a receiving
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circuits, since it does not make
allowances for differences in the
capacities of the condensers, the
frequency of the signal, and so on.
and therefore we must decide
upon a more universally applicable
one.

Frequency Variation

A more satisfactory definition
can be obtained if we assume
that the receiving set shall be tuned
to a fixed frequency and then
imagine the result of a variation
in the frequency of the signal.
When the frequency of the in-
coming signal is the same -as that
to which the receiving set is tuned,
we shall naturally obtain a
maximum value of signal strength,
and as the incoming signal is

gradually detuned
from that fre-
quency, signal
strength will fall
off,and the relative
rapidity of that
falling off can be
taken as a measure
of the selectivity
of the circuit.

Sharp Tuning
Thus, if the

signal strength
falls off rapidly,
we may say that
it is a highly
selective circuit,
whereas if a

considerable alteration can be
made in the frequency of the in-
coming signals without very much
affecting the strength of those
signals in the receiver, we should
say that the tuning was flat. It is
evidently possible that we might
obtain a working definition of
selectivity by saying that the
selectivity of a circuit bears a
direct relationship to the number
of kilocycles by which the incoming

80 95
-7 OSCILLATOR

90 95
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Fig. 1.-With a parallel condenser,
flat tuning is obtained.

set, the degree of selectivity or
sharp tuning would appear to be
the property of a set which decides
whether the signals of a given
station disappear sharply upon
either side of the correct adjust-
ment upon the tuning dials, or
whether they persist over a con-
siderable number of degrees. Such
a definition, however, is not en-
tirely satisfactory when we try
to make comparisons of different
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signal must be detuned on the
receiving circuit to produce a given
reduction of signal strength, say to
one half the value obtained at
resonance.

Resonance Curves
ror rough comparative purposes

such a definition is quite satis-
factory, and given a method of

V
C2

II

''VWW`-
R3

measuring signal strength, and the
other a source of " signals " of
which the frequency can be varied
at will, and which shall be capable
of being so adjusted that it shall
reproduce the conditions given
by the reception of the signals of a
more or less distant station.

As regards the first piece of
apparatus, it is evident that we

Current Change
This arrangement, it may be

remembered, operates by virtue
of the fact that when a valve
detector is connected across a
receiving circuit and a fairly strong
signal comes in, a quite con.
siderable change in the anode
current of the valve takes place
as a result of the building up on its

2

E

Fig. 2.-A local oscillator supplies current to the circuit under test, and
the coil L1 is' measured as explained in the text.

carrying out the measurements in-
volved, one can obtain useful
results. Somewhat more readily
interpreted results can be obtained,
however, if we make use of the
graphs known as resonance curves.
To plot a resonance curve, it is
necessary, in the method used by
the writer, to provide an incoming
signal whose frequency can be
varied in steps of a certain number
of kilocycles at a time, and one
then measures the strength of
signals produced at each frequency,
and proceeds to transfer
these results to squared
paper. Horizontally the
frequency of the signal is
plotted, and vertically
the strength of signal which
results in the receiver.
The curve which is thereby
produced takes the form
of a more or less sharp
peak, and the actual
degree of sharpness can
be taken as a measure of
the selectivity of the
circuit under examination.
Thus, one can compare
the selectivities of different
arrangements at a glance,
in a way which is very
difficult by any except
a graphical method.

Apparatus Employed
In carrying out such

experiments in practice,
we obviously need two
more or less separate pieces
of apparatus, these being the
receiving set or receiving circuit
whose properties are to be in-
vestigated, with some means of

need some arrangement whereby
it is possible to connect up the
various types of circuit which we
desire to investigate, and for this
purpose the writer used the " Ex-
perimenter's Tuner " described in
MODERN WIRELESS for September,
1924. With this piece of apparatus
it is easy to obtain direct coupled
circuits, loose coupled circuits, and
so on, by the simple use of
switches and terminals without
loss of time, and across this
instrument was connected a

A milliammeter with an open scale is
desirable In taking measurements. Note

the halfpenny by comparison.

simple valve detector, which
formed part of the convenient
arrangement for measuring signal
strength known as the " Moullin
Voltmeter."
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the voltage across

grid of a considerable negative
charge by virtue of the action of
the grid condenser and leak. It,
therefore, we include in the anode
circuit of the rectifying valve a
suitable measuring instrument to
record this change of current, we
have a ready means of determining
the signal strength. In the ex-
periments to be described a fine -
reading milliammeter was used for
this purpose, the full scale reading
of this instrument being from o
to 10 milliamps. on the particular

range which was used. It
is actually a combination
instrument, giving a variety
of ranges, and on the one
in question each scale
division represents one -
tenth of a milliampere,
and these divisions are so
far apart that it is easy
to interpolate the next
place of decimals by eye.

Signal Strength
A valve of the D.E.5 B.

type was used for the
rectifier, since it was found
that this type gives con-
veniently large values of
the signal strength, and
the procedure was to
adjust the normal anode 
current when no signals
were being received to the
figure of z milliamps.
Upon the reception of a
strong signal this value

would drop to something in the
neighbourhood of i to if milli-
amperes, and the change in the
reading was recorded under the
heading of " signal strength."
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Thus, for example, if the reception
of the signal caused the anode
current to drop from 2 milliamps
to 1.3 milliamps, there was .a
change of .7 milliamps, and this
was called a signal strength of 7.

The actual magnitude of signal
voltage to which this corresponded
is immaterial, since all that we
desire is a means of making com-
parisons in order that resonance
curves may be drawn, but it
will give the reader an idea of the
order 'of the signal employed to
state that a signal strength in the
neighbourhood of 8 or 9 upon this
scale is given by the carrier wave
of 2L0 at a distance of approxi-
mately 8 miles when the receiving
set is connected to a full size out-
door aerial.

Valve Oscillator
To obtain proper comparisons

it is obvious that the source of
signals should be a continuous
wave, without modulation or in-
terruption, in order that the damp-
ing of the Circuit under 'investiga-
tion should be the main factor
affecting the shape of the resonance
curve, and therefore an Ordinary
valve oscillator was set up to
provide the necessary "signals."
Since it was desired to investigate
the properties of complete receiving
circuits attached to aerial and
earth, the oscillations from the local
source of signals were fed into the
aerial circuit in the following
manner. A small coil consisting
of two turns with a diameter of
abut 3 inches was coupled at a
distance of 3 inches from one of
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being used with a fairly high value
of plate voltage in order to produce
strong oscillations capable of giving
a fair value of signal strength with
the weak degree of coupling used.

The
was

tight -coupled aerial coil
wound over the secon-

dary.

Method Adopted
The tuning condenser used in the

local oscillator was -of the straight
line frequency variety, and the
experimental method was to ad-
just this condenser to a reading
which had been determined to
produce oscillations with a fre-
quency of 75o kilocycles (equivalent

8

80 85 90 9.5
OSCILLATOR DIAL READING

Fig. 3.-Sharper tuning is obtained with a
series arrangement.

the coils of the oscillator, and this
coil was connected in series with the
earth lead of the receiving circuit
undergoing investigation.

The oscillator consisted of the
usual tuned grid circuit with re-
action coil, a bright emitter valve
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in the local oscillator in steps of two
degrees at a time, recording the
signal strength produced in the
receiver at each reading. This
signal strength, of course, fell off
upon either side of . the true
resonance point and provided the
figures :for the plotting of the
desired resonance curve.

-Shunting Condenser
A diagram of the Complete

arrangement is given in Fig. 2,
and upon the left will be, seen 'the
receiving circuit with the necessary
appliances for the measurement
of signal strength, but it should be
noted that the milliammeter must
be shunted by a good sized con-
denser (C3 in the diagram) in
order to minimise any reaction
effects which might be produced
by the windings of the instru-
ment. -

Upon the right will be seen the
circuit of the local oscillator with
the coil in the earth lead of the
receiving circuit which was pro-
vided to pick up the oscillations.
This coil is indicated by L2 in the
diagram, L3 and L, being the grid
coil and reaction coil of the
oscillator. C, is the straight
line frequency condenser to which
reference has been made, and C, is a
grid condenser which was provided
for the oscillator, since it was
found that with the aid of a grid
condenser and leak a greater
uniformity in the strength of the
oscillations could be obtained during
the course of alterations of the
adjustment of the condenser C4.
Without the grid. condenser and

100 BO 85 90 55 100
OSCILLATOR DIAL READING

Fig. 4.-A slightly smaller coil gave
somewhat poorer results.

to a wavelength of 400 metres),
to tune the receiving circuit to this
frequency by noting the reading
upon the tuning condenger which
gave the maximum deflection upon
the milliammeter, and then to
vary the reading of the condenser

. .
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leak, variations made in the
capacity of the condenser C, pro-
duced great alterations in the
strength of oscillation generated by
the valve, with disturbing effects
upon the measurements in pro-
gress.
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Parallel Condenser

The circuit with which many of us
are most familiar is probably the
ordinary tuned aerial circuit, con.
sisting of aerial and earth, the tuning
coil and variable condenser in
parallel. Accordingly, the first
experiment was to plot resonance
curves for such a circuit in order
to obtain a standard for purposes
of comparison. Resonance curves
were therefore plotted for a variety
of different makes and sizes of coil
and a general idea was obtained of
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circuit from the point of view of
selectivity in most cases.

It is probable that these effects
are liable to considerable 'modi-
fication by .different aerial and
earth systems, and it should be,
borne in mind that throughout the
experiments we are considering one
particular aerial and 'earth only.
The general effect, however, giving
a comparison between the series
and parallel condenser arrange-
ment for an average amateur
aerial, still holds good.

80 85 90 95 100
OSCILLATOR DIAL READING

Fig. 5.-Constant aerial tuning gives a
sharp peak, but a wide skirt.

the degree of sharpness of the peak
which should be obtained.

For comparative purposes the
curve reproduced in Fig. Y was
adopted, this being obtained with a
Gambrell A coil in circuit. In this
diagram, it should perhaps be
explained, the dial reading of the
oscillator condenser is plotted hori-
zontally, and vertically the signal
strength resulting in the receiving
circuit. It will be observed that
the maximum signal strength was
obtained with a dial setting of
go deg., and this corresponds to a
frequency of 75o kilocycles (400
metres).

Series Arrangement
Next, the tuning condenser was

switched into the series position
and resonance curves plotted for
various sizes of coil. Curious
variations were found in the sharp-
ness of the peaks of the resonance
curves with different sizes of coil,
the larger coil giving in general
a sharper peak than a smaller sized
one. Fig. 3, for example, gives the
resonance curve obtained with a
Gambrell C coil in the aerial
circuit, while Fig. 4 is that re-
sulting from the use of a B coil.
It will be observed that in both
cases the curves are more sharply
peaked than that of Fig. 2, and
this agrees with general experi-
ence, viz., that there is a slight
advantage in favour of the series
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giving the familiar effect of the
local station being heard " all over
the dial."

Coupled Circuits
It is not possible to get rid of

this very wide base to the resonance
curve when only a single circuit is
used, even by a great increase in the
sharpness of the actual peak itself,
the only remedy being found in the
use of two or more tuned circuits
coupled in some way in cascade.
This point is well illustrated in the
next resonance curve, namely that

80- 85 90 95
OSCILLATOR DIAL READING

Fig. 6.-Loose-coupled circuits are more
..flat-topped.

Constant Aerial Tuning
Next the effect of a constant

aerial tuning condenser was in-
vestigated, and the result expressed
in Fig. 5. It will be seen that a
decidedly sharper resonance curve
is obtained, the coil being a
Gambrell B. Although the peak
of the curve is definitely much
sharper, the width of its base is still
very considerable, the slope flatten -
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of Fig. 6, which is that of a typical
loose -coupled circuit. This circuit
was arranged with the usual pair of
plug-in coils, each, of the circuits
being tuned with variable conden-
sers. The primary coil was a Gam-
brell A and the secondary a
Gambrell B.

Flat Top,
It will be seen that the base of

the resat), c e
curve has been
narrowed very
considerably, as
compared with any
of the preceding
curves, while the
peak, though
reasonably sharp,
is more flat-topped,
which is very de-
sirable for the
reception of tele-
phony.

Light Coupled
Aerial

A circuit which
is usually regarded
as a substitute for
the fully tuned
primary and secon-
dary loose -coupled

arrangement, and is often referred
to rather apologetically as
giving many of the advantages
of the more complicated arrange-
ment, is that sometimes called the

80 85 90 95
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100

Fig. 7.-The tight -coupled aerial gives
both sharp tuning and selectivity.

ing out very -much to each side,
so that as the receiver is detuned
from a strong station there is little
reduction in strength once signals
have fallen to a certain value,

625
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" aperiodic aerial circuit." A
good deal of attention has been
devoted to this circuit of late,
and it has been shown that the
aerial circuit is by no means
aperiodic, but is, on the contrary,
tuned in the ordinary manner, by
the number of turns of wire in
circuit. The degree of coupling
employed between primary and
secondary is' so great, however,
that an exceedingly flat resonance
curve is obtained by varying the
number of turns upon the primary
and quite a considerable hand of
frequencies can be covered by
means of a primary with a fixed
number of turns.

A Good Arrangement

It would seem that this arrange-
ment should not be regarded as a
poor substitute for the fully tuned
primary and secondary scheme,
since the signal strength which it
gives is usuilly fully equal to that
of the older method and it is re-
latively easier to obtain a good
degree of selectivity with it. Fig. 7
shows the resonance curve obtained
from one of these arrangements,
the coil unit consisting of a second-
ary wound upon a skeleton former
and consisting of a single spaced

layer of No. 28 enamelled wire,
a fifteen -turn primary being over-
wound do top of this at the fila-
ment end.

It is interesting to note that the
peak of the curve obtained from
the last arrangement is decidedly
sharper'than that given by the fully
tuned primary and secondary
circuit, and this again has been
confirmed in actual reception of
distant stations through the trans-
mission of a local one.

Two Tunes Unnecessary

Under practical conditions,
therefore, we can say fairly de-
finitely that the use of a further
tuning control for the aerial circuit
is not justified, blit, on the con-
trary, better results can be ob-
tained without it. A possible
objection to the omission of a
tuning control for the aerial circuit,
however, is to be found in the
fact that a primary coil of fixed
turn numbers will not cover the
whole of- the frequency band ob-
tained in the broadcasting range,
with anything like uniformity.
By a careful selection of turn
numbers such a degree of, uni-
formity may perhaps be obtained
that at one end of the range some-

thing like 6o per cent. of the signal
strength given at the other may
be obtained, but by the expedient
of providing one or two tappings
upon the primary winding this
objection can be completely re-
moved.

Different Aerials

A final word of warning should
be given in regard to the inter-
pretation of the curves which have
been presented in this article,
They were all obtained upon the
same aerial and earth and that
aerial and earth are known to be of
slightly more than the average
resistance. It is therefore pro-
bable that from a really efficient
aerial and earth system the results
would be somewhat modified, in
the general direction of making the
single circuit arrangements show
up rather more favourably in com-
parison with the coupled circuits.
Further, it is possible that the
use of constant aerial tuning would
not have quite such a marked
effect. It is probable, however,
that the average experimenter's
aerial will not be very much
superior to the one upon which
these measurements were carried
out.
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Short Wave Reception
SIR,-You may be interested to

hear of the results I have obtained
with the short wave receiver
described by Mr. D. J. S. Hartt in
the November MODERN WIRELESS.

In the first place I used several
parts I had at hand, fitted a
variable grid leak and added a
stage of L.F.

My coils are all of heavy bare
copper wire, with minimum
dielectric ; valves, Mullard S.6
and P.M.4.

However, the design itself is all
that could be desired and my
receiver tunes much further down
than is claimed.

A 20 turn coil goes down to 22M.,
but as my wavemeter is only
accurately calibrated to 18m., I do
not know the exact tuning rarige
of io or 5 turn coils, though both
of them oscillate freely well below
18 metres.

Perhaps I have been lucky,
but these are the facts.

My log book for the first week
on the 40-48 metre -band includes
British, French, Italian, Belgian,
Dutch, South African, Danish,
Peruvian, Argentine and Australian
amateurs.-Yours truly,

A. M. HOUSTON FERGUS
(Operating G2 Z.C., M.A.G.)

Moye,
Jersey, C.I.

The " Special Five"
SIR,-I feel I must write you

regarding the results I have had
with The " Special. Five," de-
scribed in the November issue of
MODERN WIRELESS by Mr. Harris.

The set has been constructed
exactly to your specification, and
I am using the D.E.5 and D.E.5b
valves as recommended.

Using a tapped 6o Lissen and a
Radiax 25 or Burndept C, I have
received the following stations dur-
ing the usual broadcasting hours:
Berne, Cardiff, Bournemouth,
Madrid, Manchester, Glasgow,
Swansea, Birmingham, Ecole Sup.,
Frankfurt, Hamburg and Oslo, all
at loud -speaker strength. Tuning
is exceedingly sharp, and I con -

MODERN WIRELESS

Some interesting
experiences with
Radio Press Sets.

template fitting geared condenser
dials, as I am sure it will make tun-
ing easier. Of course I am very
pleased, but at the same time I
feel very strongly that none of
these stations are worth listening
to if you live anywhere near the
Coast, as interference from Morse
is incessant.

Long Wave Working
I am more than pleased with the

results I am getting when using
the Ooo-x,800 metres H.F. trans-
formers, using aperiodic A.T.a 200
Igranic coil in La, and Ioo Radiax
in L, Konigswusterhausen, Geneva
(subject to fading), Daventry and
Radio Paris, are all received with-
out trouble at full loud -speaker
strength. Radio Paris is clear of
interference from Daventry.

For reception of Daventry I have
tried using the detector and 2 L.F.

Mr. Kitching's Series -Tuned -
Anode Receiver.

Valves only, but I presume that
owing to the distance my installa-
tion is from Daventry (about 170
miles) and the location of my
aerial, which is badly screened,
reception of this station by this
method is too quiet to be of any use
for the loud -speaker. For the best
loud -speaker results from Daventry
I short the first H.F. valve, place a
Marconi R.5.v valve in the second
H.F. valve socket, and use 150
coil in La. This method gives
full loud -speaker results, and I
consider that the tone is better
if a R.5.v or ordinary Pink Top
Cossor valve is used for the H.F.
stage than a D.E5.

An Amusing Announcement
The set is quite the most selective

I have ever used, and I have made
up a, considerable number of
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MODERN WIRELESS sets. It is a
joy to be able to listen to Radio
Paris again whenever she is
transmitting, without hearing the
voice of Daventry as well.

I was amused last night when
listening to Konigswusterhausen,
to hear the announcer's good night :
" Gute,Nacht, Geehrten Herren and
Damen, vergessen sie nicht ihre
Antennae zu erden." (Good night,
Ladies and Gentlemen, don't forget
to earth your aerial). During the
summer it might be a good thing
if some of our own stations took a
tip from Berlin.

Thank you so much for evolving
such an interesting circuit.-Yours
truly, A KEEN AMATEUR.

A Series -Tuned-Anode Set
SIR,-I am enclosing a photo-

graph of the " Series -Tuned -Anode
3 -Valve Set," described by Mr.
D. J. S. Hartt in. Wireless Weekly
April 1st, 1025, which I thought
might be of interest to your readers.
I have kept almost exactly to the
component specification, and, when
using 2 ft. of flexible wire as an
aerial, loud - speaker results are
obtained all over the house without
distortion. Using a 4 ft. frame
aerial, the tuning is quite simple,
and the volume from the loud.
speaker is sufficient to fill a small
hall. I am 7 miles from 2to,
and so far have not tried searching.
My very best thanks to Mr. Hartt
for his wonderful circuit.-Yours
truly, C. E. KITCHING.

Tooting, S.W.17.

A Little Knowledge . . .

A correspondent to the daily
press, writing on the subject
of spark interference, says
" Apparently the wavebands (of
these stations) ektend many metres
either side of the true, and conse-
quently numerous stations are
heterodyned if not ' jammed' by
the Morse."

The italics are ours. The fact
that spark stations have added
heterodyning to their undesirable
properties will be viewed with grave
alarm. How they manage it is a
mystery, because they never used to.
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THE NEW "DIMIC" COIL
and some of its many

applications
Diagram No. 1
niNE of the most important applica-

tions of the " Dimic " Coil is that of
neutrodyning, i.e., it enables the ultra -
efficiency of the " Dimic " windings to be
taken full advantage of for the purpose of
high -frequency amplification with perfect
stability. We claim that the particular
principle of neutrodyning employed with
" Dimic " coils is the only basically sound
method, since the neutralising component
is of necessity in its proper phase relation-
ship with the effects to be neutralised.
Neutrodyning is effected on the Diagram
shown, but the construction of the Coil is
such as to permit of variations in the
method of application.

Diagram No. 2
N Diagram No. 2 we indicate the appli-

cationI of the " Dimic " Coil .to an H.F.
stage preceding a supersonic receiver of'
the autodyne type. The excellent results
obtained with MH supersonic outfits are
enhanced enormously by this addition.
It has a double advantage, giving even
greater range to the set and increasing
the selectivity without interfering with
the perfect tonal properties associated
with MH Supersonic outfits. It is applic-
able to any supersonic system, however.
The Diagram is self-explanatory, and the
circuit is strongly recommended, giving
as it does a very high degree of efficiency,
ease of control and simplicity of layout.

Diagram No. 3.
THIS represents a one -valve reflex

circuit, which follows the general
lines of S.T.roo with the important
modification that the reflex transformer
is removed from the earth lead. Reaction
is effected by means of the Neutrodyne
Condenser (No. i) and two " Dimic " Coils
are used, advantage being taken of the
special construction adopted (Patents
pending) for obtaining a divided centre
point on the aerial coil, this division of
the coil being obtainable and auto-
matically effected by the special base clips
in any case where desired.

Ask your dealer to show you a " DIMIC:'

KEY TO DIAGRAM No. 1.
1. No. 1 " DIMIC " Coll
Pries as Centre Tapped
Aerial Inductance... 10/ -
Base and Clips ... 2/8

2. Aerial Tuning Con-
denser '0005 uB... 10/8

3. "DIMIC"COIL No.
1 as Tuned Anode
for H.F. amplifica-
tion ... 10 /-
Base and Clips ... 2/6

4. AnodeTuning Con-
denser '0005 uF ... 10/6

5. Neutrodyne Con-
denser ... ... 2/10

6. Transfer Condenser
(MH Fixed Con-
denser 00025µF) ... 2/6
Base and Clips ... 1/-

7. MH - Grid teak 1
megohm 2/6
Base and Clips ... 1 /-

8. Mil Dual Rheo-
stat

KEY TO DIAGRAM No. 2.
1. Loop Aerial ...
2. Neutrodyne Con-

denser ... 2/10
3. Aerial Timing Con-

denser '0005 pF ... 10/8
4. H.F.Tuning Conden-

sers '0005 µF ... 10'6
5. "DIMIC" COIL No.1 10/ -

Base and Clips ... 2/6
6. MH Mica Conden-

ser -0003 ... 2/6
Base and Clips ... 1/-

7. Reactor (MH
Reactor)

67.-a}.21/8. MR Autodyne}43.5 -
unit 300-600 m.

9. Autodyne Tuning
Condenser '0003 AF 8/6

10. MR Grid Leak
1 M.o. 2/8
Base and Clips .. 1/-

11. MH Supersonic
Filter 21/ -

Succeeding stages as usual.

KEY TO DIAGRAM No. 3.
1. Neutrodyne Con-
denser .- 2/10

2. "DIMIC " COILS
No. 1 10/ -
Base and Clips .- 2/6

3. MR Mica Fixed
Condenser '001 ILF 3/ -
Base and Clips . 1/-

4. Aerial Tuning Con-
denser '0005 1.0- ... 10/6

5. Anode Tuning Con-
denser 0005 ... 10/6

6. Crystal Detector...
7. MH L.F. Trans-
former with MH
Mica Condenser '001

21/- and 3/-
8. MH Dual Rheostat 7/8

lCNEWM1 11A ELI" HASTINGS HOUSE.
Tread -Office &71jrIcs! London Officeknolesata Mow -rooms.;

WEXHAM ROAD, SLOUGH
BUCKS. NORFOLK ST. STRAND.W.C.2Manufacturers of Wireless and Scientific Apparatus

7efeity fione: SLOUCH 441 &442 WEXHAM ROAD: SLOUCH: BUCKS: Telppfione:CENTRAL 8272
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: RADIETHER, SLOUCH. CABLE ADDRESS: RAOIETHER . SLOUCH

In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 629
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WHY ARE
VALVES NECESSARY?
B CAPT. H.L. CROWTH ER,M.Se

Various methods have been tried for eliminating valves in wireless sets, but
the valve still remains the most satisfactory device.

IEXPECT this question has been
asked by many persons,
especially by those who have

only taken an interest in wireless
since the commencement of broad-
casting. Cannot the same results
he obtained with something more
simple and more easily handled ?
Valves are somewhat expensive
both as regards first cost and also
upkeep, for they are easily broken
or burnt out and generally require
accumulators and high-
tension batteries for their
operation, and these in
turn require constant
attention.
A Crystal Set and Strong

Signals
Why could not a crystal

set be used for giving
strong enough signals for
loud -speaker work if one
were sufficiently near to
the broadcasting station,
or if the B.B.C.
increased the power of
their stations ? A crystal,
however, is incapable of
dealing with sufficient
power to operate a loud-
speaker independent of
the strength of the incom-
ing signals. This can be
easily seen from the
ordinary characteristic of
'a crystal (see Fig. 1). If
the amplitude of the
incoming Signal exceeds a
certain value the crystal
lecOrdeS conducting in bith direc-
tions, and the rectification con-
sequently becomes inefficient, with
the result that the effective current
through the loud -speaker does not
appreciably increase. Also damage
may be done to the crystal if
attempts are made to deal with too
strong ..a signal.

Amplification Essential
When using a crystal, therefore,

some form of audio - frequency
amplification is essential, however
near one is to a broadcasting.
station. High -frequency amplifica-
tion of any description would be
useless owing to the limiting factor
of the crystal. The only way in
which loud -speaker results can be
obtained from a crystal is by
amplifying the signals after they

purposes of telephony. A relay for
this class of work must amplify
varying currents in a strictly
proportional manner. The micro-
phone type of relay or ampli-
fier suggests itself, for in this type
of relay the resistance across the
contacts depends on the pressure
applied between them. T h e
relay might consist of a single point
contact, the resistance of which
could be made to alter by variation

of pressure caused by the
received signal.

Cl.1.1F_
.K
...1
,,......4

k
,--k4,
lk
ck

1/4.)

-

-

- 4 3 2
I 0 I 2

VOLTS
3 4+

Fig. 1 .-After a certain point the rectification
effect becomes very small.

have been rectified by the crystal.
Otber Devices

What devices, apart from valves,
are possible for the amplification of
audio -frequency signals ? Obviously
anything of the relay type which
definitely makes. and breaks the
circuit is quite impossible for the

630

Microphone Amplifiers
A more convenient type

is one in which a small
carbon granule micro-
phone is used, the pressure
between the diaphragm
and the carbon granules
being made to vary by the
incoming signals. Such a
device is capable of giving
very good amplification if
the initial signal is fairly
strong, e.g., of good tele-
phone strength. If two
such microphone amplifiers
are used in series or
cascade sufficient strength
can be obtained to operate
even a large loud -speaker.
The power required to
operate such an amplifier
is small, and is derived
from a small accumulator
or dry battery. This
method probably sounds a
much simpler and a more

economic method of amplifying
signals for the operation of a loud!
speaker than by the use of valves.

Objections
There are disadvantages of such

an amplifier when compared with
valves. In the first place any form
of relay or amplifier of this type is
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ROTOLA II
MODEL

MODERN WIRELESS

Roane AFNew

ROTOLA III B Model.
Completely self-contained

ROTOLA III B MODEL.
Apowerful! 3 -valve self-contained loin'
speaker receiver, Incorporating a double
tuning system permitting instant recep-
tion of either of two selected etations

merely by moving a switch. A novel rejector
circuit is provided, thus enabling a local station
to be eliminated and distant reception attained.
Provision is made for reception on any wave-
length by means of interchangeable coils.
ROTOLA III Bin solid mahogany or oak cabinet,
complete with valves, coils, all batteries and a
" Radiolux "
Atoollon Type Price £31.10.0 Complete
Hornless Loud- in Walnut.. .. 132 10 0
Speaker. Marconi Licence.. .. El 17 6

ROTOLA III MODEL.
Asimilar set to above, but the loud-
speaker and L.T. accumulator are not
included in the cabinet. ROTOLA HI
-This set consists of a solid mahogany

or oak cabinet, complete with valves, coils,
all batteries, and
" Rotax" Amplion Price 126.5.0 Comp'ee
Type Loud -Speaker. Marconi Licence El 17 6

ROTOLA II MODEL.
A2 -valve receiver designed for medium
range loud -speaker reception. Provi-
sion is made for reception on any wave-
length and a novel rejector circuit

included, thus rendering the apparatus extremely
selective. As in all our models, the H.T. battery
is accommodated inside the cabinet and attach-
ment phors provided. ROTOLA II Receiver,
in polished mahogany, oak or black morocco
cabinet, complete with coils, valves, all
batteries, and
" Rot.: " Amp- Me 113.13.0 Complete
piton Type Loud. Marconi Licence ..f1. 5 0
Speaker.

NOTE.-The above prices of receivers IN-
CLUDE coils, valves, all batteries, and
loud -speaker as stated.

BROADCAST
RECEIVING

EQUIPMENT
Which brings 1

"ROTAX PERFECTION into RADIO RECEPTION." '
gi collaboration with one of the leading reputation has been built. NOTE.-The regis.

qiiift Hi+ scientists of the day we have pro- tered marketing name of Rotax Receivers is
duced a range of high-grade s' Rotola."

ei ;&y;1; ;04y Broadcast Receivers.
These Receivers are the outcome

of extensive research and experiment, and possess
distinct inherent advantages of high value in
Radio Acoustics.
Incidentally, their construction is of the same
standard of excellence as Rotax Lighting and
Starting Equipments upon which our world-wide

The Rotax Receiver reproduces music and speech
with good tonal purity, while its simple tuning
system is such that a child can operate one with
ease.
Since you value Rotax efficiency on your car, why
not get the same perfection in your Radio Recep-
tion Equipment ?

ROTAX SUPER CAPACITY DRY BATTERIES-
HIGH AND LOW TENSION

WE have also produced, after considerable
research, a series of high-grade Dry

Batteries constructed of extra large cells of super
capacity capable of withstanding heavy continuous
discharge, and giving 3 to 4 times the life of the

Type Voltage No of Cells

PRICE.

Without
Tappings

With
Tappings

H.0.2 30 20 9,9 10/-

11.G.3 ss 30 14:0 15/-

11.9.4 60 40 19/- 19 /6

11.0.5 90 60 23,6 29/0

11.0.6 105 70 83,6 34,1

G.B.3
Grid Bias

4i 3 PRICE 1/e EACH.

usual type now being sold.- The above sizes have
been extracted from our list A /BDr3o which gives
full details, and will be sent on application, with
pleasure, post free.

ROTAX HIGH TENSION ACCUMULATORS
in glass cases are offered for users of large sets to whom initial cost
is not a material consideration. Prices and particulars on application.

ROTAX HIGH-GRADE LOW TENSION ACCUMULATORS
PERFECT radio reception is more dependent upon the efficiency

of the low tension accumulator than may be fully realised.
Rotas Accumulators should, therefore, always be used. They are
backed by long experience and a reputation for reliability that is
second to none.

The sizes below are extracted from our list A /WAI50 which gives
full details, and will le sent post free with pleasure on application.

Cat.
No.

Volts
capacitl
Ignition

Atop Mrs.

Capacity
Actual

Atop. Firs

PRICE Price
oz

CrateUncharged

E.W.140 6 60 30 38/- s/6

E.W.148 2 . 80 ' 40 15,3 5/9

E.W.140 4 80 40 80/- 6te

ILW .149 6 7/ -

Send for YOUR Copy of Rotax Wireless Broadcast Receiv'ng
Equipment Catalogue, No. A/189, Post Free, TO -DAY.

ROTAX <MOTOR ACCESSORIES> LTD., WILLESDEN JUNCTION, LONDON, N.W. 10.
Telephone: Willesden 2480 (Private Branch Exchange). Telegrams: Rodzw2fite,Phone, London. Codes: ABC 5th Edition and Marconi International.

BRANCH WORKS AND DEPOTS
BIRMINGHAM: Landor St. Telephone: East ;to. Telegrams: Rotaxmo, Birmingham. TAUNTON: Newton's Works. Telephone: Taunton 6. Telegrams: Arc. Taunton.
GLASGOW: rpirr, Oswald St. Telephone: Central 379. Telegrams: Rotaxmo MANCHESTER: 29r /3, Deansgate. 'Phone : Central 7415. ' Grams : Rostarlite,

Glasgow. Manchester
BRISTOL: y, Temple St. Telephone: Bristol 5756. Telegrams: Rotax. Bristol LEEDS: rt7, Park Lane. Telephone: 26788. Telegrams: Rotax, Leeds.
SOUTHERN IRELAND- IRISH SERVICE AGENTS :

FREE STATE : Andrew J. Doyle, 35, South William Street, Dublin. NORTHP RN IRELAND-William Coates & Sons, Ltd., r /r r, Fountain Street, Belfast.

MENTION OF " MODERN WIRELESS," WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS, WILL ENSURE PROMPT ATTENTION. 631
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Bridging
the gap

Among the many specialised requirements of the Wire.
less Experimenter, the need undoubtedly exists for a
condenser designed to give an unbroken tuning range
when a " change -over " is necessary from series to
parallel working. With an ordinary variable con-
denser a gap occurs in the wave -length range at the
point where the " change -over " is necessary.
The Duwatcon, however, has been specially designed
to overcome this difficulty. It is so constructed that
when used in the series position its normal maximum
wave -length is obtained at about 120' on the scale.
Further rotation of the knob, however, causes a further
increase in the wave -length until, when the movement
is completed at 180', the wave -length is slightly greater
than that which would be obtained by switching the
condenser to " parallel " and turning the knob to
zero again.
Positive connection to the moving plates is secured by
means of a phosphor -bronze strip-a special feature
found in all Dubilier Vanicon Variable Condensers.

Specify Dubilier

REC,STE RED TRADE MARA

DUBILIERCONDENSER CO (1925) LTD

ADVERT. OF THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (19W LTD., DCCON WORKS,
VICTORIA RD., NORTH ACTON, LONDON. W.3. 'PHONE : CHISW ICL 2241-24

A-

The Dubilier Duwatcon Variable
Condenser. Capacity 0.0007 nifd.

Price 30/.

632 In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.

E.P.S. RGef
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critical in adjustment, particularly
if two are used in series or cascade.
They also require a fair strength of
initial signal to operate th m, and
are easily liable to go out of adjust-
ment. The chief objection, however,
to this type of amplification is that
the reproduction is not as good as
with a valve. It is true that
quite intelligible speech can be
obtained, but there is a big differ-
ence between intelligible speech
and speech and music of really good
quality. The reason for this poor
reproduction is that it is difficult to
get such amplifiers to respond to the
higher frequencies which are
essential for the reproduction of
good tone and quality of both
speech and music. Also the
magnification of
a variable con-
tact type of
amplifier is' not
uniform for weak
and strong sig-
nals, with the
result that the
variations in the
strength of speech
and music are
n o t faithfully
reproduced.

Another Type of
Relay or Ampli-

fier
Another inter-

esting type of
relay which has
been used for the
amplification of
speech and music
consists of a ro-
tating cylinder of
agate or slate, over which there is
a flexible metal band kept in con-
tact with the cylinder by means of
a spring. The general principle of
this method of amplification, which
was developed by Johnsen and.
Rahbek is shown in the accom-
panying Fig. 2. The agate cylinder
should be about i ins. to tins.
in diameter and 2 ins, or 3 ins. long,
and must be highly polished on its
surface. The flexible metal band
is attached at one end to the
diaphragm of a loud speaker and is
kept in close contact with the
cylinder by means of a strong spring
attached to the other end of the
band. The principle of the ap-
paratus depends on the fact that
when an E.M.F. is applied between
the agate cylinder and the metal

'band, the latter is attracted to the
cylinder, with the result that there is
an increase in the friction between

-the band and, the rotating.cylinder.
This causes an increase in the force
applied to the loud -Speaker dia-
phragm.

Polarising Voltage
A fixed polarising voltage operates

between the cylinder and the metal
band so as to produce a definite pull
on the loud - speaker diaphragm;
which is increased and decreased by
any alternating current that is
passed through the primary of the
input transformer. If current from
a microphone is passed through the
input transformer, the voice or any
other sound can be reproduced
from the loud -speaker in a greatly
amplified form. For instance, by
speaking in an ordinary voice into
the microphone -intelligible speech
from the loud -speaker can be heard
up to at least a quarter of a mile.

It might seem that such a power-
ful amplifier could take the place of

SPRING

DIAPHPAGAi

FLEXIBLE METAL BAND IN
CONTACT WITH CYLINDER

H(11111111
POLAR/SING VOLTAGE

TO SOLINCE
OF SIGNALS

Fig. 2.-The Johnsen-Rahbek relay depends for its action
upon the friction between an agate cylinder and a metal

band.

valves for loud -speaker work. Un-
fortunately it requires a corlipara-
tively loud signal to operate it, and
it is necessary to amplify any
ordinary wireless signal by means
of one or more valves before it can
be applied to the relay. Such a
device is therefore out of. the
question as an alternative for valves
for ordinary loud -speaker work.

The valve is the only device at
present known which is capable of
amplifying weak signals and giving
faithful reproduction of broadcast
transmission. This alone would
make the valve worth while in spite
of its many disadvantages.

Other Features of the Valve
The thermionic valve, however,

has many additional features which
are not possessed by any other type
of electrical apparatus. It is the
only apparatus known that will
amplify the ' weakest possible
electrical oscillation or signal, inde-
pendent of whether it is an oscilla-
tion of fifty million cycles per

633

ROTATING AGATE OR
SLATE CYLINI,FR

second, or of only a few cycles per
second, and at the same time give
a faithful reproduction of the wave
form of the oscillation. By using a
number of valves in series practi-
cally any desired degree of ampli-
fication of signals or oscillations at
any frequency can be obtained.

Limitations
If this is true one might wonder

why it is not possible to receive the
most distant stations, even if they
only transmit the smallest amount
of energy, and amplify the signals
so as to give loud -speaker results.
Unfortunately very serious diffi-
culties arise which limit the amount
of amplification that can be em-
ployed when receiving a distant

station. A very
sensitive valve
amplifier will not
only amplify the
distant signal it
is desired to re-
ceive, but also any
other electrical
disturbance which

ErAL spiNDLE happens to be
picked up by the
aerial. However
selective the re-
ceiving circuits
are made, it is at
present impossible
to eliminate the
effects of atmos-
pherics, electrical
Storms, and what
is generally known
as " mush." It
is thus obvious
that however
much amplifica-

tion is used, a signal cannot
be received if its strength is
much below that of the general
electrical disturbances existing at
that time, and which are also picked
up by the aerial, and amplified by
the receiver.

Good Reproduction
To obtain good reproduction

from a broadcasting station it is
essential that the strength of the
signal as picked up by the aerial be
considerably greater than the
" strength level " of the general
electrical disturbances. Anyone
who has attempted long distance
reception knows that from an enter-
tainment point of view there is
nothing to equal the transmission
from the local station, and possibly
from the high -power station at
Daventry, if situated within about
15o miles of the latter. Of course
there are times when a distant
station will come in wonderfully
loud -and clear, but if it is a question
of entertainment, it is only the
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local station and the not too
distant high -power station that
can be relied upon.

Limit of Range easily reached
by means of Valves

Until some means has- been
devised for overcoming the diffi-
culties experienced by interference
from general extraneous electrical
disturbances, it appears that
satisfactory reception will be
limited to the near by stations, in
which case valve receivers are
perfectly satisfactory, even without
taking full advantage of the maxi-
mum amplification that can be
obtained by means of valves. The
same range can be secured with a
small receiving aerial, such as a 2 ft.
square loop, as is obtained with
a large aerial zoo ft. in height, the
only difference being that a greater
number of valves is required for
receiving on the loop than for
receiving on the large aerial. Thus
one advantage in using a large
aerial is to simplify the necessary
receiving apparatus, for no increase
in range is obtained. This was not
true before the introduction of
valves, as reception on a small loop
was a practical impossibility except
over a distance of one or two miles.

L se of Valves in Transmission
Valves, of course, are not limited

to reception work, but are used
very extensively for radio trans-
mission of continuous waves, either
for ' telegraphy or telephony.
Although there are several alterna-
tive means of transmission, the
valve has a great many advantages,
and is essential for certain require-
ments. For instance, a valve is
capable of maintaining continuous
electrical oscillations of practically
any frequency, and this is not
possible with any other type of
electrical device.

Although radio telephony can be
transmitted by means of the arc,
it is generally limited to compara-
tively low - frequencies, as above
r5o kilocycles there are serious
difficulties. The valve on the other
hand can be used for radio tele-
phony at frequencies approaching
ioo,000 k.c. In addition it has
many other advantages over the
arc for radio telephony.

Uses of Valves apart from
Broadcasting

Valves have many other uses
apart from broadcasting, as in land
line telegraphy and telephony, sub-
marine signalling, measurement,
medical work, etc.

From what has been said there
should be little doubt as. to why
valves are worth while in spite of
any disadvantages. It is fairly
safe to say that if it were not for the
discovery and development of the
thermionic valve, broadcasting as
it is known to -day would not have
been possible.

IA Reader's Results
SIR,-I have just finished making

the Eight-ValveSupersonic Receiver,
described by Mr. Fuller in the
September issue of MODERN WIRE-
LESS. As might be expected, I am
not yet skilled in its usage, but
the results are very remarkable.
So far I have logged six stations,
most of them well up to loud-
speaker strength, using only a 2 ft.
frame. All of them, except Oslo,
came in well on the loud -speaker.
To get Oslo under existing con-
ditions is in itself a triumph of
sensitivity. My frame is midway
between a large iron stove and a
water tank, but in spite of this
Oslo was quite. audible in the
phones in the morning.

J. MAURICE LEA.
Kew.

GEE- HAW DIALS

THE Gee -Haw Vernier Control has the
highest ratio (loo -r) of any vernier dial
on the market. It is absolutely free

from backlash, and is the most accurate mechanical -
adjustment for variable condensers yet devised.
A mechanical principle never before used on dials
is responsible for the very high ratio obtained with
the Gee -Haw.

No panel drilling is necessary to instal.
Made either clock or anti -clockwise patterns.

List Price, 16/6 each.

THE GEE -HAW
VERNIER CONTROL
(as used in the
" Three -valve Set,"
described in this

issue).

BINOCULAR COILS LASTI

THREE MATCHED TRANSFORMERS

Our 1926 new and enlarged Radio Catalogue is
now ready. Send for your copy, together with
circuit supplement, immediately, enclosing 9d. iu
stamps to cover cost of postage. It is the most
instinctive and interesting list yet published.

The It01)1N1' 1 \\IN-LIGH1'
FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER is a new and
remarkably better type of coil. IT IS THE
FIRST COIL THAT COMBINES THE FEATURE
OF A VERY LIMITED MAGNETIC FIELD
WITH THAT OF TREMENDOUSLY HIGH
AMPLIFICATION.

The TWIN -EIGHT is compact, and its magnetic
field is concentrated practically within the coil
itself. This concentration of the fields of the
primary and secondary windings, and the very
tight magnetic coupling between them, secures a
transfer of energy, and an amplification in each
stage, much greater than is possible with tbroidal
or other limited -field coils.

MATCHED.
KIT OF THREE ... 38/ -

Write for special circular and circuit free.

ROTHERMEL RADIO CORPORATION of GT. BRITAIN LTD.
24-26, Maddox Street, Regent Street, London, W.1.

Phone : Mayfair 578 &579. 'Grams : Rothermel, Wesdo, London.

634 In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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REMOTE -CONTROL

[SINGLE -VALVE SET

ik_John Underdown
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Many readers will have felt the need for a set which can be switched on
and off from a distant point. This article describes a simple receiver

incorporating this principle.
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RELAY J

7
Fig. 1.-The relay makes or breaks the filament circuit as

required.

TO be able to switch a set on
and off from a distance is
a very desirable feature

where of necessity the receiver has
to be placed in a room remote from
that which the listener wishes to
have the programmes available.
In the receiver about to be de-
scribed a relay is incorporated for
this purpose, giving a simple, con-
venient and reliable arrangement
which I myself have employed for
some considerable time without
experiencing any trouble.

Points in Design
When designing a set which will

normally only be employed for the
reception of programmes from the
local station it is desirable that
coils and valves should be enclosed
within the cabinet out of harm's
way, and consequently this has
been done in the present case,
necessitating that the cabinet should
be of larger size than is usually
associated with a - single -valve

. _ . .

instrument. The type of valve to
use also has to be decided upon,
and provision has been made for
one of the o6 ampere general
purpose type, since this permits of
a dry battery supplying the neces-
sary filament current, thus
obviating frequent recharging,
which in some localities presents
difficulty.

The Circuit
The theoretical circuit diagram

of the receiver will be seen in
Fig. s, whence it will be observed
that the tuning circuit proper is of
a popular and well tried type.
Either constant aerial tuning or
plain parallel tuning may be
obtained by connecting the aerial
to the points r or 2 respectively.

The controls on the panel are very simple.

6 35
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AERIAL WING CONDENSER

Fig. 2.-The layout of the panel is clearly shown in this
diagram.

Leaky - grid rectification is em-
ployed, and here I have used a
grid condenser of .0002 /IF and a
-leak of 1.5 megohms. There is,
however', no reason why the more
standard values of .0003 ILF and 2
megohms should not be adhered
to if desired. Ordinary electro-
magnetic reaction is obtained by
coupling the reaction coil L2 to the
aerial coil L, and C3 of .0003
acts as a by-pass condenser across
the choke coil Z and the high-
tension battery, giving smooth
reaction control.

The Filter Circuit
The choke coil Z in conjunction

with the Mansbridge 2 ILF con-
denser C4 forms a filter circuit, and
Las been incorporated with the
twofold object of preventing the
direct anode current to the valve
from traversing the telephone wind-
ings, since in certain cases where
long leads are used this gives rise to
undesired effects, and also to enable
one telephone lead to be dispensed
with in favour Of an earth return ,
where this method is applicable.
In the case where the telephones
are placed in a room with facilities
for obtaining an ordinary buried
earth, the lead from the telephone
terminal indicated by a positive
sign, to the lower telephone ter-
minal may be dispensed with if this
latter is earthed by means, for
example, of an ordinary earth tube
driven into the ground outside the
room.

The Relay
The part of the circuit with

which many readers will not be
familiar is that showing the relay.
This latter is a standard telephone
line relay. Its function is to make
and break the filament circuit of

the valve so that, the set being
once tuned to a given station,
operating the relay switches the
receiver in and out of use.

-To L.T. BATTERY

To R
TAP

TO TELEPHONE
TERMINALS

Fig. 3.-A jack may be em-
ployed for switching on the

set.

A word of explanation as to
the working of this device will
be of interest. Stated briefly, a
relay consists of an electro-magnet
so arranged that a weak current

through its coil attracts an arma-
ture, and this being suitably
pivoted, when attracted closes
certain contacts which complete a
local circuit. In the case in clues-

' tion, again referring to the theoreti-
cal circuit, it will be seen that the
filament circuit of the valve is only
closed when the two relay contacts
are closed, which can only happen
when the electro-magnet attracts
its armature. To cause this to
happen a current must flow through
the. magnet coil, which current is
furnished by closing the switch S,
placing the coil across part of the
filament battery. To this switch
and to the telephoned, long leads
may be employed, so that these
latter may be placed where desired,.
In practiCe these leads may be
sufficiently long to reach to almost
any room in the average six- or

 nine -roomed house.
The earth return arrangement I

have employed successfully with a
2 -valve receiver up to a distance
of 5o yards from the set, although
at the full distance a drop in signal
strength was noticed. Normally
the relay has been used with the
switch S at a distance of 15 yards
_away from the set, and in this case
tapping across 2 volts of a 4 -volt
accumulator gave satisfactory
working, a current of about io milli-
amperes being taken. When a
41 -volt dry cell is employed for
filament lighting it -will be necessary
to tap off 3 volts, since r i volts is
insufficient to actuate the relay
properly. At greater distances it
may be found desirable to use the

The relay may be seen on the right of the receiver.
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TRANSFORM YOUR WIRELESS SET !

rERRAllil

TYPE AF 3. 25/.. TYPE AF 3. 25/ -

The Ferranti Intervalve Transformer, Type AF 3, has given resu'ts which have amazed
those who have previously been irritated by listening to distorted noises from a loud -speaker.

The Amplification curve on the musical scale is a straight line from 300 to 6,000.
No other transformer maker has yet published a curve on the musical scale.

NO BETTER TRANSFORMER IS AVAILABLE AT ANY PRICE
For those who desire a first-class transformer at a popular price we have produced

Type AF 4, which is demonstrably better than any other sold for less than 1, and is, in
fact, as good as many even dearer.

EVERY DEALER
WHO KEEPS HIM-
SELF REALLY
UP-TO-DATE HAS
STOCKS OF BOTH
AF 3 AND AF 4.

TYPE AF 4. 17/e

FERRANTI LIMITED

TYPE AF 4. 17/6

HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE

c In replying to Advertisers. use Order Form enclosed. 637
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THE HAPPY FAMILY
aroops

Ediswan Valves are

Here you see the Ediswan family of to-
day paying homage to the forefather of
all radio valves. They think the old
chap "too quaint for words," but are
very proud of him and of their direct
descent-because Dr. Fleming's original
experimental valve was born in the
Ediswan laboratories where all Ediswan
valves are born. z

There is a decided affinity,
a quite definite link
between each Ediswan.
Receiving valve and
Ediswan Power valve.
The Receiving valves are
supplied either H.F. or
L.F., and the best Power
valve to- use is shown.
here.

The Valves to Use.
Receiving. Accumulator or

Battery Volts. Power.

AR. 6 PV5
ARDE 2 PV6
AR 06 3 PV8

Entirely British Made.With these groups and Ediswan H.T. and
L.T. Accumulators the ideal is attained.

E ISW IT' V WES
Will Improve

ANY Set

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC 'CO., LTD., 123-5, QUEEN VICTORIA ST., LONDON, E.C.4.
162-93

Imssmik
638 In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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1

TELEPHONES

14)-

0 RI

TOP L,at or Etaszsatoo

rrom Lacs or Aura

e

Fig. 4.-The relay employed
has two sets of contacts
which are wired in parallel.

whole 4 or 4s volts of the low-
tension battery, depending, of
course, upon the resistance of the
leads used, which will be deter-
mined by their length and the
gauge of wire employed. Ordinary
bell wire serves admirably for both
relay and telephone leads.

Components Required
To build the receiver as shown

in the photographs the following
components will be required, and,
as is usual, the makers' names
are given for those who desire such
information.

One guaranteed ebonite panel,
12 in. by 8 in. by j in.

One cabinet for above panel and
with a 9 in. baseboard.

One ebonite terminal strip, 12 in.

C.A.T
-0001aF

kE

AEZAL

EARTH

by ri in. by in. (All three
are made by the Peto-Scott Co.
Ltd., and are as supplied for the
new S.T.ioo receiver.)

One .0005 pcF variable condenser
(Jackson Bros.)

One 000r p.F fixed condenser,
type 61o.

One 0002 p..F fixed condenser,
type 6ro.

One .0003 ,oF fixed condenser,
type 600.

One 1.3 megohm grid leak.
One 2µF Mansbridge condenser,

(All by Dubilier Condenser Co.,
Ltd.)

One Ironclad choke, type C.A.
(Fuller's United Electric Works,
Ltd.)

One 2 -coil holder, type B.
moving coil on right-hand side.
(Peto-Scott Co., Ltd.)

One 3o -ohm rheostat. (C. A.
Vandervell & Co., Ltd.)

One vibro anti -capacity valve
holder. (Burne- Jones and Co., Ltd.)

One standard telephone line
relay. (That used was made by
Siemens Bros. (type Q.312o, un-
mounted) and had a resistance of
200 ohms. It was obtained from
W. H. Agar.)

Four 2 B.A. terminals} Borne - Jones
Five 4 B.A. terminals and co., Ltd.
Quantity of Glazite wire, rubber -

covered flex, and spring clip.
Radio Press panel transfers.

General Layout
The symmetrical arrangement of

the panel, on which the aerial con-
denser dial appears in the centre,
with the reaction control knob on
the left and that of the rheostat on
the right, will be appreciated on
referring to the drilling diagram.

By the use of a special form of holder the tuning coils
are kept at the back of the set.
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of Fig. 2. Although only one
aerial terminal is seen on front of
the panel, a flex lead therefrom
terminated by a spring clip is
arranged to connect behind the
panel to the points 1 or z, so that
C.A.T. may be employed if desired.
The wiring diagram and photo-
graphs show the disposition of the
'components on the wooden base-
board, so that little need be said
about this part of the set.

Wiring
The wiring of the receiver is

,quite simple and in practice can be
 carried out with the panel affixed
to the basebOard. Glazite wire
has been used throughout, except-
ing where flexibility is necessary,
in which cases leads have been
carried out with rubber -covered flex.

The only other point which may
call for any comment is the fact
that with the , relay employed
there are two sets of contacts
which are wired in parallel, the
right-hand and left-hand contacts
being joined as shown.

Testing
The wiring of the receiver being

completed, it will be found best
for a preliminary test to cut out

the long leads which will,be em-
ployed later and to connect the
telephones directly across the tele-
phone terminals on the panel,
whilst joining the relay contact
R direct to a suitable terminal of
the low tension battery, which will
be at 2 or 3 volts from its
positive end. First test the
filament circuit to see that the
relay is working correctly by
inserting the -valve into the valve
holder, switching the filament re-
sistance slightly on, when, pro-
viding all is correct, the valve
should light. Now try the effect
of disconnecting the lead from the
battery to R, when the valve should
automatically be extinguished.

The Distant Point
Now join the aerial and earth

to the receiver, employing either
constant -aerial tuning .or the plain
parallel arrangement, as desired,
with suitably size 3 coils in the
coil sockets, connect the high ten-
sion battery in circuit, and test the
receiver for signals in the usual way.

The next step is to take the
leads to the room in which the
telephones will normally be used,
where the switch S should also be

placed, this latter being of any
suitable single -pole type, such,
for example, as those used by
electricians.

Alternatively, a single -filament
jack, wired as shown in Fig. 3,
may be substituted; when the in-
sertion of the telephone plug into
the jack will automatically bring
the set into operation.

Coils to Use .

For the ordinary broadcast band
of frequencies a number 5o coil
for L1 and a 5o or 75 for L, is
suitable with the constant aerial
tuning arrangement, whilst when
parallel tuning is used L1 should be
either a number 25, 35 or 5o.
For the reception of 5XX the
aerial should be connected to 2,
a number 15o should be used for
L, and a number Zoo for L,.

In the last issue of Modern
Wireless the components given in
the article entitled " Simultaneous
Reception of Two Stations in-
cluded two .00i p,F fixed con-
densers. This should have read
.002 ILF to tally with the drawing3,
but no trouble will arise if the
stated values have actually been
employed.

............................-,
ow/ ,

Calibration with Certainty to the
i.000th part of the variable capacity.
This is the tuning efficiency obtained
With the Colvern Selector. The
complete circle of the dial is divided
to provide a value of mo deg. for
every rotation of the index.
Pre -supposing your condenser and
inductance to cover 30o metres, the
degree interval represents .3 metres
-4viously every station can be
calibrated definitely.

THE COLVERN SELECTOR
LOW LOSS

Reading to 1 /3,600th capacity
Capacity-

.0005 mid. - 51 1 0

.0003 mid. - 0 0

TYPE F, without gear
attachment.

Capacitk-
.0005 mfd. - 15 0
.0003 mid. - 14 0

One hole fixing. Other
capacities if required.
Descriptive Folder upon

request.

COLVERN INDEPENDENT
VERNIER Price 2/6

Ask your dealer also for the
Colvern Low Loss Coil Former,

Price 6/ -

enables calibration
to a degree 20 times
greater than ordinary
verniers.

The Colvern is logically tne only
condenser worthy of the attention of
serious experimenters. An insulated
spi.. reduces the effect of hand
capacity to a minimum, a point of
paramount importance in the recep-
tion of distant signals. See the
Colvern at your Dealers !
The Colvern Low Loss Selector
(Geared 20. I).

COLLINSON PRECISION SCREW CO., Ltd., Provost Works, Macdonald Rd.,
Walthamstow, London, E.17. Telephone: Walthamstow 532

Second to None !

640 In replying to Advertisers, use Order

Here is an instrument without equal, which repro-
duces in an absolutely natural manner without the
slightest suspicion of distortion. Music and song are
delivered in full volume on a background free from
blurs. Every note is distinguishable over a wide band
of frequency, and each instrument comprising the
Orchestra is most clearly defined. In comparison with
many other makes of transformers the " Orchestral"
will truly reproduce the very delicate wales to which
others are deaf.

Form

POWOLI I P
ORCHESTRAL
TRANSFORMERS

are guaranteed for twelve months.

The case is stamped out of high
grade electrolitic copper, which is
polished, buffed and lacquered,
giving a most pleasing finish.

Height 21 in. Width 3} in.
Depth 21in. - Price 311 /6
THE POWER EQUIPMENT Co., Ltd.

KINGSBURY WORKS,
THE HYDE, HENDON, N.W.S.

enclosed.
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egdfiarprogrammesrm
antinental Broadcast Stations'

Edited by CAPTAIN L, F. PLUGGE,
B.Sc., F.R.Ae.S., F.R.Met.S.

Corrected up to January Its, 1926.

Ref.
N o.

G.
M.
T.

Name
of

Station.

Call Sign
and

Wavelength.
Situation. Nature of Transmission.

Closing Time
or AApprox.ppro .

Duration.
APP/01c.

Power used.

I
401

2
402

9
211
403

I0

8
238
303

404

405
407
408

406

409
15

410
411

182
184

14

20

30

412
249
260

23

157

202
32

a.m.
5.55
6.35
6.40
7.40
7.55
8.o
8.o
8.2

9.26
9.55

10.0

10.0

10.0
I0.0
10.25

10.40

10.45
I I.0
I I.0
II.0

11.0
II.0
11.20

11.13

11.30

11.30
11.30
11.40

11.57

Noon
12.0

p.m.
12.15
12.30

Hamburg
Lausanne
Eiffel Tower
Lyngby
Vaz Diaz
Radio -Wien
Leipzig
Eiffel Tower

Eiffel Tower
Vaz Diaz
Radio -Wien

Konigsberg

Oslo .

TOulouse
Royal Dutch
Meteorological
Inst.

Prague..

Munich
Frankfurt
Graz ..
Eiffel Tower ..

 

Leipzig
Zurich
Eiffel Tower

Voxhaus

Stockholm

Munster
Breslau
Hilversum

Nauen

Zurich

 
 

Munster
Radio -Paris ..

HA 392.5 m.
HB 2 850m.
FL 263o m.

.2400 in.
PCFFI950 m.

530 m.
452 m.

FL 26_5o M.

FL 2650 m.
PCFF 1950m

530 M.

- 463 m.

382 M.
441 m.
1100 M.

368 rn.

485 1°.
470 In.
404 In.

FL 265o m.

452 In.
515 m.

FL 265o m.

B 505 in. and
576 m.

SASA 428 nt

MS 410 M.
418 In.

NSF 1050 In.

POZ 3000 m

- 515 in.

MS 410 m.
CFR 1.75o in.

WEEK DAYS.

Germany ..
Switzerland
Paris ..
Denmark ..
Amsterdam
Austria ..
Germany ..
Paris ..

Paris ..
Amsterdam
Vienna .

East
Prussia

Norway ..
France ..
Utrecht

(De Bilt)

Czecho-
Slovakia

Bavaria .

Frankfurt
Tyrol
Paris ..

Germany ..
Switzerland
Paris

Berlin

Sweden

Westphalia
Silesia ..
Holland ..

Berlin ..

Switzerland

Westphalia
Clichy

Time Signal, Weather Report..
Weather Forecast
Weather Forecast
Weather Report ..
Stocks, Shares and News .

Market Prices ..
Stock and Weather Report
Time Signal in Sidereal Time

(Spark)
Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark)
Time Signal _
Morning Concert

(Mon., Tues. and Thurs.)
Weather Forecast

Stock Exchange News ..
Market Prices ...
Weather Reports

Morning Concert

Weather and Time Signal ..
News, followed by Exchange ..
Market Prices ..
Stock Exchange Quotations, fol-

lowed by Time Signal and
Weather Forecast

Mid -day Concert
Weather Report
Time, Fish Market Quotations,

Cotton Exchange
Exchange Opening Prices

Weather Forecast, followed by
Exchange and Time Signal
from Nauen

Stock Exchange and News
Morning Concert
News Bulletin

Mid -day Time Signal in G.M.T.
(Spark). This Signal is re-
layed by all German, Swiss
and Swedish stations, except
Stuttgart, Lausanne and
Geneva

Weather Forecast, Shares and
News

Concert or Lecture ..
Concert, followed by News

15 mins.
5 01015.
5 mins.

ro mins.
Io mins.
10 mins.
To mins.

mins.5

3 mins.
3 mins..

hrs.

5

5
I0
10

mins.

mins.
mins.
mins.

ii.o a.m.

8 mins.
5 mins.
5 mins.

20 mins.

.11.50 a.m.
5 mins.

ro mins.

To mins.

Noon.

To mins.
12.25 p.m.
ro mins.

8 mins.

5 mins.

1.30 p.m.
2 p.m.

ro Kw.
300 Watts.
5 Kw.
2 Kw.
2 Kw.
1.4 Kw.
1.5 Kw.
6o Kw.

6o Kw.
2 Kw.
1.4 Kw.

I Kw.

Kw.
2 Kw.
2 Kw.

5 Kw.

1.5 Kw.
1.5 Kw.

Kw.
5 Kw.

1.5 Kw.
500 Watts.
5 Kw.

1.5 and 4.5
Kw.

2.5 KW.

3 Kw.
1.5 Kw.
3 Kw.

5o Kw.

goo Watts.

3 Kw.
4 Kw.
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Ref.
No.

G.
M.

Name
of

Station.

Call Sign
and

Wavelength.

'

Situation. Nature of Transmission.
Closing Time
or Ariprox.
Duration.

Approx.

WEEK DAYS (Contd.)

239 12.35 Royal Dutch
Meteorological
Inst.

Utrecht (De
Bilt)

Weather Report .. ro mins. 2 liw.- 1100 m.

324 12.40 Agen M. France Weather Report, Market ro mins. 250 Watts.318
Prices

34 12.55 Munich m. Bavaria Time Signal, News and Weather. 10 mins. 1.5 Kw.-4- 485
Report

1.0 Radio -Toulouse France Time, Weather, News .. 15 mins. 2 Kw.441 in.
B 505 m. and37 1.20 Voxhaus Berlin Stock Exchange News . . 5 mins. 1.5 and 4.5

413 2.0 Budapest
576,m.

in. Hungary ..
(Sat. at 12.3o p.m.)

News .. 15 min.
Kw.

2 Kw.546
ISI 2.0 Breslau Silesia .. News and Exchange Quotations ro mins. r.5. Kw.418 M.

MS 410 M.40 2.15 Munster Westphalia Stocks, Shares and News o mins. 3 Kw.
414
415

2.30
2.30

Moscow
Union -Radio

-- 1450 M.
EAJ7 373 M.

Russia
Madrid

Lecture ..
Orchestral Concert

hour
3.3o p.m.

I.5. Kw.,
2 Kw.

39 2.45 Eiffel Tower FL 265o M. Paris Exchange Opening Prices (Satur- 8 mins. 5 Kw.
day excepted)

250 3.0. Munich Bavaria .. Concert .. 5 p.m. 1.5 Kw.- 485 11'-
159 3.0 Radio -Wien Vienna .. News, followed by Concert 5 P.m. 1.4 Kw.530 M.
226 3.0 Stuttgart Wurtemberg Concert .. 5 p.m. I.5 Kw.446 m.-315416

46
3.0
3.0

Bern. .
Leipzig

Switzerland
Germany ..

Orchestral Concert
Concert ..

I hour
4.30

1.5 Kw.
1.5 Kw

In.
452 in.

HA 392.5 m
m.

325 3.15 Hamburg Germany .. Music 4 p.m. ro Kw.
43 3.15 Konigsberg East Prussia Light Orchestra (Mon., Wed. and 5.30 p.m. 2 Kw.463

Sat., Children's Hour till 4
p.m.)

44 3.20 Voxhaus B 505 M. and Berlin Concert 5 p.m. 1.5 and 4.5
576 in. Kw.

417 3.30 Milan .. IMI 32o M. Italy .. Concert .. 5 p.m. 1.2 Kw.
42 3.30 Frankfurt Germany .. Light Orchestra .. - 5 p.m. x.5 Kw.479 m.

/58 4.0 Zurich Switzerland Concert by Hotel Baur-au-Lac,
relayed

5 p.m. 500 Watts.515 m.

418
- 4.0 Budapest Hungary .. Concert .. 5.30 p.m. 2 Kw.- 546 m.

419 4.0 Radio -Wien Vienna .. Concert and Lecture 6.3o p.m. 1.4 Kw.530 m.
420 4.0 Prague Czecho- Concert .. 5 p.m. ' 5 Kw.368 M.

Slovakia
309 4.0 Unione Radio-

fonica Italiana
IH0425 M. Rome .. Concert relayed from Hotel de

Russie, Rome
6.3o p.m. I.5 Kw.

16o 4.0 Breslau Silesia .. Light Orchestra .. 5 Pm* 1.5 Kw.418 M.
 MS- 410 m.326 Munster Westphalia Concert .. 5 P.r 3 Kw.

240 4.10 Vaz Diaz .. PCFF 195om. Amsterdam Time Signal, Stocks and Shares 3 mins.. 2 Kw.
421

- 4.30 Moscow Russia .. Conoert 6 p.m. 1.5 Kw.- 1450 m
FL 265o M.52 4.45 Eiffel Tower .. Paris .. Exchange Closing Prices (except 8 mins. 5 Kw.

Saturday)
308 4.45 Radio -Paris .. CFR r75o m. Clichy Conoert (except Fridays) .. i hour 4 Kw.
422 5.o Leningrad .. -- 940 m Russia .. Lectures, followed by News and 8 p.m. 1.5 Kw.

Short Concert
/86 5.0 Frankfurt m Germany .. Lectures .. - 5.30 p.m. 1.5 Kw.470-- 75o m.423 5.0 Briinn Czecho- Children's Hour .. 5.2o p.m. 1.5 Kw.

Slovakia
162 6.o Eiffel Tower .. FI. 265o M. Paris .. Concert, at 7, News Bulletin and 7.55 Pm. 5 Kw.

Weather
310 6.o Union -Radio .. EAJ7 408 in. Madrid .. Concert (3 alternate days a week) 8 p.m. I.5 Kw.
424 6.o Briinn Czecho- Evening Concert 8 p.m. 1.5 Kw.- 75o M.

Slovakia
298 6.o Radio - EAJi 325 '/11. Spain Concert, followed by News 7 p.m. Kw.

Barcelona
425 6.30 Stockholm .. SHSA -428 in.

m..
Sweden .. Evening Concert .. YO to II 2 Kw.

63 .7.0 Stuttgart .. Wurtemburg News, followed by Evening Pro-
gramme

.ro p.m. 1.5 Kw.446

426 7.0 Goteborg .. SHSB 288 m. Sweden Evening Concert  9.30 p.m. .5 Kw.
427 7.0 Malmo SHSC 27o m. Sweden Evening Concert 9.30 p.m. .5 Kw.
428 7.0 Sunsvall SHSD 545 in. Sweden Evening Concert .. .. 9.3o p.m. .5 Kw.
429 7.0 Boden SHSE 1200M

M.
Sweden .. Evening Concert .. .. 9.3o p.m. 1.5 Kw.

204 7.o Oslo .. Norway .. Time Signal, Concert and News 9 p.m. x Kw.382
M.61 7.0 Konigsberg .. East Prussia- Concert and Late News .. 9 Pm - 2 Kw.463

HA 392.5 m.62 7.0 Hamburg .. Germany .. Concert, Late News and Dance 10 p.m. 10 Kw.
Music

66 7.0 Lausanne  11B2 85o m. Switzerland Time Signal, Concert (Wednes-
days excepted)

8.3o p.m. 300 Watts.

430 7.0 Copenhagen Denmark .. Concert, followed by News .. I to 3 hrs. i Kw.340 m.
EAJ3 35o M.431 7.0 Radio -Cadiz .. Spain .. Concert . i .. .. .. 9 p.m. x Kw.
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WIRELESS ACCESSORIES
Quality guaranteed by over 50 years' electrical manufacturing experience.

13.570. 10 -WAY INDUCT-
ANCE OR CAPACITY

SWITCH. (Patent 226245.)
This switch is of the under panel
mounting type, and is fitted to the
panel by means of the two counter.
sunk head screws supplied. It enables
the experimenter to build up large
capacities, and is an invaluable addi-
tion to any set. Price 5/8 each.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
(For panel mounting).

Strongly constructed. Moving vanes
are shaped to give low minimum
capacity. Fitted with a stop to allow
of a movement of 18o degs. only.
From 5/8 each.

1752. EARTH PLATES.
Sire, one foot square, complete with
to feet of insulated lead-in wire well
soldered on. Price 41-- each.

B.565. DOUBLE COIL
HOLDE RS.

Comprising one fixed and one moving
coil holder, mounted on ebonite panel
31 in. x z 9116in. x Pin. thick, together
with four finished and lacquered double
terminals. Weight 8i oz. Price 81
each.

No. B.601. SILVERTOWN VERNIOMETER.
(Patent applied for.)

The Silvertown Verniometer is a most ingenious device for applying
slow motion to variable condensers, coil holders, variometers, etc.,
consisting of an ebonite dial and knob (0-i8o degs.), fitted with
wormwheel bracket and worm -spindle, micrometer barrel and pointer,
complete with fixing screws.
Gear ratio 240-I. Fitted with instantaneous release. Backlash
entirely eliminated. Hand capacity reduced to a minimum. Suitable
for the following makes of condensers
Silvertown, Burndept, Igranic, Polar,
Sterling, Ormond, Jackson, Devicon,
Utility, Ashdown, Lamplughc
Ediswan, Edison Bell, Bowyer -Lowe,
Atlas, W. & M etc., etc.
Price each.

AN AID TO ENTHUSIASTS.
We have prepared a logging chart for recording
wavelengths, condenser settings, etc., of those
stations which require careful calibration to tune in.
A copy of this chart, printed on stiff card, with
hanger, can be obtained free of charge at any of
our Branches or from any high-class dealer.

Makers:

THE SILVERTOWN COMPANY
106, Cannon Street, London, E.C.4.
Works - - Silvertown, E.16.

BELFAST : 75, Ann Street. LIVER"-OL : 54, Castle Street.
BIRMINGHAM : 15, Martineau Street. LON ION: too and tor, Cannon Street.BRISTOL : 4, Victoria Street.
CARDIFF : Pier Head Chambers, Bute Docks. MANUiLS I ER : 16, John Dalton Street.
DUBLIN : 70, Middle Abbey Street. NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE 59, Westgate Roadg
GLASGOW : 15, Royal Exchange Square.. PORTSMOUTH ' 49, High. Street.
LEEDS : r, New York Road. SHEFFIELD: 88-93, Queen Street.

In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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K.RAYMON1)
fHours -oBusiness

.

9 to 8 DAILY.
9 to 9 SATURDAY.

11 to 1 SUNDAY.

RECOGNISED WEST -END
DISTRIBUTOR of the Manu-
factures of Edison Bell, Jack-
son's (J.B), Polar, Igranc,
Peerless, Eureka, Magnum,
Barndept, Lotus, Dnbilifer,
Marconi, Dorwood, Sterling,

Success, B.T.H., McMichael,
Lissen, Woodhall, Utility, RI.,
Bawper-Lowe, Amplion,Formo,
Brunet, Ormond, Newsy, P.
and NI., and everything that
is worth stockig. Every en -

made to obtain goods
not listed.

TWO SHOPS-so you WU ALWAYS Neil ONE OPEN.

27 & 28a,
LEICESTER SQUARE,

Opposite DALY'S

LISLE ST.,deavour

W.C.2.
Gallery Door.

Back of Daly's Theatre'
AT

Avenue, W.C.2.
Theatre.

to this Address.

COLUMN FOR
CALLERS ONLY.
CAZINeETS A41191h. !TAN TYPE,

cloth
12 x 8 x 8, 8/-; 16 x 8 x 8,
10/9; 8 x 8 x 8, 11 /6 :
20 x 8 x 8, 12/6. All with
base board,
hinged lid.

open
Open boxe

front.s,

imitation crocodile, 7 x 6
x6, 1/4; 8 x 6 x 6, 1/6 ;
9 x 6 x 6, 1 ill 10 x x ,

2/6. Polished 6 x 11 or
7 x 5, 3/8; Sze, 3/6; 9x6,
8/9 ; 1 x 8, 4/6, upwards.

ACCUMULATORS.-High class
2v. 40, 7/11 ; 60, 8/11 ;
80, 10 ill ; 100, 14/6, 4v.
40,18 /11 ; 60, 17 /6; 80, 23 /6.
6v. 60, 26 /I ; 80, 85 /.. These
are a very special line.

EBONITE, SIEMENS. - 3 /16,
ad. sq. in. I for 5 in.,
cut while you wait. Grade
B for crystal sets. 6 x 6
or 7 x 5, 1 /-; 8 x 6, 1 /4 ;
9 x 6, 1 /8 ; 1 x 8, 2/4.
Many sizes stocked,

TERMINALS. - Complete.
Brass Pillar, WO, 14. ;
Nickel, 3 for 9d. Studs,
Stop pins, 2 a 14. ; Nick 1,

for 8d. Screwed spades
or phis, 2 for 13d. ; Nickel,
14: Tags, 6 a ld. ; Nickel,
4 a RI. Red or Black
spades, 8d. pr. ; Do.
screwed plug and socket,
3d. and lid. Wander plugs,
24., 21d., 45d. pr. Ormond
screws and nuts, 2 a 14.
Flush panel sockets and nuts.
10d. doz. ; 14. each.

SWITCHARMS, LARGE.-
With 12 studs, 105d.;
Small, 1/-; Nickel 4d.
extra. 8 twist drills 1 /2.
Copper earth tubes, 8/8.
Aerial 7 /22, 1 /11 ; 100 feet
(extra heavy 2/3). Ins.
Robb. lead in 10 yds. 1 /- :
Extra heavy 2/S dozen;
8d., yd. Twin maroon
flex, 12 yds , 1 /4 ; Red
and Black, . 12 yds. I AI.
labs. silk, 6 yds. 64.
Wonder aerial, 110 feet,a I_ .; Phosphor grow,
39 strands, 1 /8 100 feet.
O.V. Indoor, 2/6. Empire
tape, 12 yds. W. 10 ft.

connecting wire,
104. Glasite, 1 ft., 1,r2.
gh. we genuine sealed
hertzite 8d.

EBONITE' COM STAND-
2 -way, generous else, 11).,
2;8. Ca,. Vernier or
geared, 2;11, 3/8, 410.
Ebonite shaped plugs,
extra gual., 6d. or 2/9 for
6; With fibre strip, 7d.
Push and pull switches, 1/3.

DCC WIRE.-g lb. 20g., 9d. ;
22g., 104. ; 24g. 11.d. ; 26g.,
1 /- ; 282., 1 /2. Tinned
copper 16, 18, 20, 22g., all
11d. Reel square bus bar.
Tinned copp., 16 or 18, 8d.
10 feet. Enclosed Detec-
tore, small 94. ; Large,
1 /.. 1 /2, 1 /4, 1 /6, Brass and
Nickel. Noted micro -
metre, nickel, 1 /9. Lead.
in tubes, good quality, 0d,
Sd., 10d., or made to else.
Fend evritches, nickel,
Li, DT, 10(1., SPDT, Sol.
Ins. hooks or eggs, 2 for
lid. 6 in. panel brackets,
10'4, pair.

H.T. BATTERIES. - BBC,
60v 8'11; Extra large, 8 /11 ;
36v, 518. Crown long life,
60v, 6 /11. Adico, 6 /11.
Grid hi., 1/9. 1/11, 2 /3
(gr. tapped, If) Neutron
4 batteries 40., 6 for 2/-.

VALVE HOLDERS of everyfrom 94.
HEADPHONES ALL 4000 ohms.

-Ericsson E.V. - nit
nental, 10;6 air, 3 pairs .0 /
Adjustable P "laner ay;
8/6 pair, Standard N. A K.
pattern, 8/1, Brunet 11 /9.
Latest improved mo cis.
12/6. 14/11. Genuine N. &
K. stamped name on or t-
side cases, 12 /11 ; nett -
weight new model, 8 /8 ;
Genuine Telefunken, sealed.
boxes. 14/11; Dr. Nesper.
genuine. 12 /11. (adjustable).
all 4,000 ohms.

'Phone : Gerrard 4637.
ALSO

7, GRAPE STREET, Shaftesbury
Back of Princes

All Post Orders

AMERICA OUTDONE !!
KAY -RAY LOW LOSS

STRAIGHT LINE FREQUENCY
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

Supreme selectivity ! Old time crowd-
log eliminated! Simplified Tuning!
Precision workmanship 1 Solid Braes
Plates, Pigtail Rotor connection,
Special spring top hash which gives
a firm but easy movement.
LOW LOSS SKELETON ENDS, OR

.0005 618 EBONITE PLATES.

.0003....6/11 which requred).
With geared dial. All Technical !Mrso agree this is the

- 12-1 ratio future tunin and costs you no more
.0005 ....12 /6 than out of date condensers.
.0003 .. 1 1 /114gg Se. given for the best article not
With vernier. exceeding 100 words being a fair and

.0005 816 unbiased report on this condenser.
.0003. 7 /11 Entries close Febuary 28th, 1926.
Post 6d set Open to customers only.

H.F. TRANSFORMERS.-
Barrel Type, Stradia , 816 ;
Bowyer -Lowe, 7 /- ; Magnum,
7 /- ; McMichael, 10;-; Do.,
Supersonic A7, 12/o; Energo
Standard B.B.C., 3 /11 ; 5XX,
41.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS.-
Polar Standard, 10 /6 ; Junior
5 /6 each ; lgranic, 24 /- ;
.0005, 21/-; .0003, R.I., 24/-
21 .. ; Utility, 8/9, 10/6. With
vernier, 2/6 each extra. Col-
Boson's, 21 /-, 20 /..
LOUD -SPEAKERS. - Dinkie,
30 .- ; Baby Sterling, 60/- 
Flare!, 55 /- ; Amplion AR
111, 50 /- ; 114, 65/-; A.R.
19, 55 5e.; Radiolux Models
from 54 15s.; Ultra, 27 /6 ;
Sparta, 50 /.., 94/. ; nwo
Hornless, 50 /. ; C.A.V.,
27 /6 ; Brown's, all models.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS.-
Enclosed.-Thundept, 4 /- :
Kay.Ray Micrometer, V6 ;
Permanent R.I., 6 /- ; One-
hole fixing, 7 /11 : Kay -Ray
2/6 ; Liberty, 3/8.
FIXED ' CONDENSERS.-
Daintier, .0001, 2, 3, 4, 5, each
2 /6 i .001, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, each
2 /- ; Grid Leak, 9 /6 ; Edison
Bell, .001, .0001, 2, 8, 4, 5,
1 /- ; .002, 3, 4, 5, 6, I 03 ;
.0003 and grid leak, 2/-; Post
2d. each; Therla guaranteed
capacity, 1/8 and 2/-;
McMichael, with clips, same
price as Dubilier.

MOUNTED COILS, WS-
WELL -25. 1 ;6 ; 35, 1 /9 ;
50, 2/-; 75, 2 /3 ; 100, 2/9 ;
160, 8 /- - 176, 3/8; 200,
3 /9 ; 250, 5 /8 ; 300, 6 /..
STAR. -25, 1 /2 ; 55, 1 /6 ;
50, 1 /9 ; 75, 2 /- ; 100, 2 /8 ;
150, 2 /6 ; 175, 2 /9 ; 250, 8 /- ;
300, 8/8. IORANIC.-Honey-
comb, 25, 35, 4/3 ; 50, 4/6 ;
75, 4/10 ; 100, 6 /3 ; 150, 7/. ;
200, 8/.; 250, 8/6; 300, 9/-;
400, 10 /- ; 500, 10 /8 ; 600,
11 /. ; 750, 12 /6 ; 1.250,
15/6; 1,500, 17/8. LISSEN.-
25, 35, 4/10 each; 50, 5/-;
60, 75, 5 /4 each ; 100, 13 /9 ;
150, 7 /- ; 200, : Lies..134kind
X50, 8 /- : 60, 6/4 ; 75, 6/6 ;
250. 9/9.
VAR. GRID LICABEL-Liagen,
9 /6 ; Watmel, 2 /6 ; Bret-
wood, 3/-. Anode Res.,
Lbs., 2/6; Watmel, 8/0;
Bretwood, 8 /-.
CHOKES.-Lbasen H.F., or
L.F., 10 /- ; R.L., 10 /- ; Sue-
rem, 10/,
PHILLIPS 4 ELECTRODE
(4 -pin), for UNIDYNE.
Can be used on ordinary
circuit. 10 /- Post free.

L.F. TRANSFORMERS.-
Ferranti, 17/6 ; New Model,
25 /- ; Ormond, 14/11 ;
Shrouded, 17/II ; Royal, 90/-;
Powquip, 14 /6 ; Forum, 10/6;
Croix. 9 /. ; Wates Supra,
18/6; Limas T1, 21 /- ; T-2,
15 /- ; T3, 12 /6 ; Eureka
Concert Grand, 15/- ; 2nd
Stage, ,,,, , BabyGrand,'L., 
15 /- ; Reflex, 15/- Success
L.F., Black, 21 /-; Croix, cu.,
VALVES.-Bright, 8/- each;
Mulford Red or Green Rbag,
Marconi

11' ES. B.T.H.,..R," Ediswan AR, Cosset P,
P2 14/. each; Millard D3,

' sor WI, W2, Ediswan('''''ARDE, B.T.H. B3, Marconi
DER, 16/6 each; 'Lollard
pp DE3, Cossor WR1, W112,
Idiswan, B.T.H. B, 'Lorton(.cold.
"3' 1816 each; ccos.r Wo,Marconi DE6, 22 /8 ; Millard
DF, "AO," "

0.
Al," Ediewa

PV1, 2, 6, 8, B.T.H. B4, B13,
Marconi DE4. 5B, etc.
HEADPHONES. - 4,000
ohms, Ericsson E.V. Con-
tinental. Lovely tone, ex-
quisitely finished, 10/6 pr.
DR. NESPER. - Adjustable;
the perfect 'phone, 12!11 pr.
N. and 11.-Absolutel.
genuine, Standard Model,
12 /11 ; New Lightweight,
18,6; Both stamped on out-
side of case: N. and K.
"BRUNET."-The old ori-
ginal. As good as ever; new
design, 12/6 pr. TELE-
SUNKEN. - Adjustable ;
lighter than a feather, 15 /11
pr. ADJUSTABLE " KAY-
RAY."-Limited number,
fine value, 8/11 pr. SIX-
MENS.-Too well known to
need comment ; includes free,
extra ladies' attachment,
20/. pr. BROWN'S Al -type,
30/-; B.T.H., 20,. ; Western
Electric 20/- ; Sterling, 22;6 ;
Do., Lilliput, 20 /- ; British
Ericsson, 22,'6; Brandee,
20/. ; Brown's, 20/. pr.
N. and K. PATTERN-High-
class splendid tone, 8,6.

'" ''''' -`-"'to size, squared edges: 3in.,
iag. n., 5 in. is 9 sg. in. Postage

extra.
VERNIER CONDENSERS.-
3 -plate, 3 /11 ; 5 -plate, 4/6;
Michrom. 2 /6 ; Colvern, 9 /6 ;
Ormond, '2/6 ; Gambrel, 5/0.
VALVE HOLDERS.--Ster-
ling, 4/3 ; Burndept or Mag.
nine, 5/-, 2/6 1 Benjamin,9/9; Apex, 1/6; Aermonic,
1 /6 ; Standard, 1 /3 ; Anti-
cap shrouded, red for plate,
1 /8 ; or 3 for 8/-; Ditto,
nickel legs. 1 /8 ; Athol, 1/8 ;
E.T.C. L/6, 0.P., 1/9.

allo allot
Ici les emissio s de la Compagnie
Francaise de Ra to honie . . .

Poste de Clichy . .

A touch on the vernier, and there's the voice quite clear . .

What is it ? Sounds like French . . . But what are they
saying ? You simply don't know.

Here is the way to master
French in a few months

By the Linguaphone method
you learn French (or any other
language you wish to acquire)
just as you first learned English
-by hearing it spoken. You
simply slip a Linguaphone record
on yoUr gramophone whenever
you have a moment to spare
and listen while a native teacher
talks to you-talks with the
perfect Parisian accent, while
you follow, in the special pictorial
text -book, the written text and
also the composite pictures
which include every object
named by the record and illus-
trate all actions described.

The conversations on the
fifteen double -sided records
which make up the Linguaphone
course cover most common
objects and situations. There
are no " grammar book "
sentences. You learn how to say
and understand the ordinary
things of every day.

The Linguaphone repeats the
lessons as often as you wish,

when you wish, at the speed
you wish.

And in a few months you will
be able to listen enjoyably to
any French station you tune in,
understanding everything that's
said -announcements, lectures,
words of songs, and so on.

English, French, Spanish, Ger-
man, Italian, Afrikaans, and
even Esperanto can be learned
by Linguaphone. Radio enthu-
siasts will remember that
Esperanto has been adopted
as the official language of the
International Radio Association.

You can test the
Linguaphone Free.

We will send you the Lingua -
phone outfit to try for seven
days absolutely free. If you
don't find it all we claim, just
send it back. There's no ob-
ligation on your part at all.

LINGUAPHONE
LANGUAGE RECORDS

FRENCH, SPANISH, GERMAN, ITALIAN,
ESPERANTO, ENGLISH, AFRIKAANS.

* Put a cross against the language you want to learn.
To the Lineuephene Institute, 70, Napier House,

24-27, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.
Please send me your 24 -page illustrated book which gives full particulars

of your Free Trial Offer, prices, convenient terms of deferred payment, and
of the Linguaphone method of training: -

0 FRENCH 0 SPANISH 0 ITALIAN O GERMAN
 ESPERANTO 0 ENGLISH 0 AFRIKAANS

It is understood that this request involves me in no obligation whatever.

NAME

ADDRESS

AUSTRALIA, Bog 2838, r..P.0., Sydney. FRANCE, r Rue Lanteme I, Lyons
SOUTH AFRICA, 0, Hospital Road, Durban. HOLLAND, Zwart Janstraa.

138, Rotterdam.

644 In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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Ref.No.PowerG.
M.
T.

Name.
of

Station,

Call Sign
and

Wavelength.
Situation. Nature of Transmission,

Closing Time
or Appro*.
Duration.

.Approx. -

used.

433
73

234

69

432

64

65

323

434
67
59
72

7.0 I Radio -Sevilla
7.o Munich
7.o Prague

7.15 Breslau

7.15 Radio -Wien

7.15 Zurich

7.15 Leipzig

7.3o Geneva

7.30 Bern ..
7.3o Frankfurt
7.30 Munster
7.30 Voxhaus

435 7.3o Budapest
164 7.3o Unione Radio-

fonica Italiana
317 7.3o Konigswuster-

hausen
228 7.4o Hilversum
253 8.o Agen  .

436 8.o Radio -
Cartagena

437 8.o Milan ..
245 8.o Lyngby
320 8.10 Eiffel Tower

74 8.15 Radio -Beige

.

. :

76 8.15 Radio -Paris ..
242 8.15 Royal Dutch

Meteorological
Inst.

254 8.30 Radio Toulouse
252 8.3o Radio -Lyons ..

75 8.3o

77
177

312 9.0

300 9.0

301 10.0

78

438

8o
81
82

8.3o
9.0

10.0

I0.0'

10.10
10.46
11.57

Ecole Sup. des
Postes

Radio -Paris ..
Radio -

Barcelona
Radio Club,

Sevillano
Radio-Catalana

Radio-Vizcayo,
Bilbao

Radio-Iberica..

Union -Radio ..

Eiffel Tower ..
Eiffel Tower ..
Nauen ..

EAT I 7 300m
485 m.
368 m.

418 m.

- 53o m.
--515 m.
-- 452 III.

II00 M.

-- 315 m.
470 m.

MS 410 M.
B 505 m. add
576 M.

546 m.
IRO425 M.

AFT 1300 M.

NSF 1050 m.
318 M.

EAJ16 335m.

IMI 32o m.
2400 na.

FL 2740 M.
SBR 265 in.

CFR 1750 m.
KNML

roo m.

441 m.-- 280 m.
FPTT 458 m.

CFR 1750 m.
EAjI 325 M.

EAJ5 357 M.

EAJI3 460.111.

EATII 418 M.

RI 392 m.

EMI 373 m.

FL 265o m.
FL 2650 m.
POZ 3000 rh.

WEEK DAYS (Contd.)

Spain
Bavaria
Czecho-
Slovakia
Silesia

Vienna ..

Switzerland

Germany ..

Switzerland

Switzerland
Germany ..
Westphalia
Berlin

Hungary
Rome

Berlin

Holland
France

Spain

Italy ..
Denmark ..
Paris ..
Brussels ..

Clichy
Utrecht (Th.
Bilt)

Evening Concert  .
Concert and News
Conceit, followed by News

9 p.m.
io p.m.

p.m.9

Lecture or Talk, followed by g p.m.
Concert

Evening Programme (Saturday 8.30
till Io p.m.)

Lecture and Concert, followed 9 p.m.
by Late News

Concert and News (3 days a
week until 10.30 p.m.)

Concert relayed from Hotel
Metropole

Orchestral Concert
Concert and News  
Concert, followed by News ..
Concert, followed by News and

Weather Report
Concert or Opera relayed
Concert, followed by New (I

Dance Music
Evening Programme relayed II

from Voxhaus on High Power
Concert, preceded by News ..
Exchange Quotations and News

Bulletin (Concert Friday 8.3o
p.m. to ro p.m.)

Concert .. ro p.m.

Concert
Press News by Berlingske Tidende
Concert .. .

Concert, preceded and followed
by News

Detailed News Bulletin.. ..
Weather Report ..

France .. News, followed by Concert ..
France .. Concert (preceded by Weather).
Paris .. Concert, sometimes preceded by

Lecture
Clichy .. Concert
Barcelona .. Concert

Concert

Coneert, preceded by News

Concert

Concert  

Seville .

Barcelona

Spain ..

Madrid ..

Madrid .
Paris
Paris
Berlin

Concert (not every evening)
(alternates with Radio Iberica)

Weather Forecast .. . :

Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark) ..
Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark)

9 P.m.

9 p.m.

hour
To p.m.
9.45
9 p.m.

2 hours
ro p.m.

p.m.

9.10 p.m.
15 mins.

.9 p.m.
8.15 p.m.
10.10 p.m.
ro.ro p.m.

8.30 p.m.
5 mins.

ro p.m.
no p.m.
II p.m.

I0 p.m.
2 to 3 hrs.

1.5 Kw.
1.5 Kw.
5 Kw.

1.5 Kw.

1.4 Kw.

500 Watts.

1.5 Kw.

600 Watts.

1.5 Kw.
1.5 Kw.
3 Kw.
1.5 and 4.5

Kw.
2 Kw.

,1.5 Kw.

18 Kw.

II p.m.

Midnight

Midnight

2 to 3 hrs.
(Time varies
to 4 p.m. and
6 p.m. on

alternate days
of month)
I a.m. '

5 trims.
3 mins.
8 rains.

3 Kw.
25o Watts.

I Kw,

1.2 KW.
1.5 Kw.

'2.5 Kw.
2.5 Kw.

4 Kw.
2 Kw.

2 Kw.
500 Watts.
500 Watts.

4 Kw-' Kw.

1.5 Kw.

Kw.

1.5 Kw.

3 KW.

Kw.

5 Kw.
6o Kw.
5o Kw.

83
85

165
212

a.m.
7.30
7.30
8.o
8.o

Frankfurt
Leipzig
Konigsberg
Voxhaus

1

I

470 m
452 m
463 M.

B 505 M. and
576 M.

SUNDAYS.

Germany ..
Germany
E. Prussia
Berlin -.

Morning Prayer
Morning Prayer ..
Morning Prayer
Morning. Prayer

.. j 8 a.m.

.. 9.30 a.m.

.. 8.45 a.m.

1.5 Kw.
1.5 Kw.
2 Kw.
1.5 and 4.5
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Ref. G. Name Call Sign
Situation. Nature

Closing Time
Approx..

No. M,
T.

of
Station.

and
Wavelength.

of Transmission. or Approx.
Duration. Power used.

SUNDAYS (Contd.)

328 8.o Dortniund 283 M. Germany .. Morning Prayer 9 a.m. 1.5 Kw.
MS .4.1 o m.214 . 8.o Munster Westphalia Morning Prayer 9 a.m. 3 Iw.

329 8.o Hamburg HA .392.5 m. Germany .. Morning Prayer  9 a.111. 1.5 and x$

Kw.
89 8.2 Eiffel Tower .. Paris Time Signal in Sidereal Time 5 mins. 6o Kw.- 530 In.

(Spark)
86 9.0 Briinn Czecho- Sacred Concert' I hour 1.4 Kw.750 M.

Slovakia ,

440 9.0 Budapest 111-. Hungary .. Divine. Service x hour 2 Kw.546-- 1150 m.346 9.0 Ryvaiig Sweden .. Divine Service . : ro a.m. 800 Watts.
256 9.o Copenhagen .. Denmark Divine Service 10.15 a_.m. 1.5 Kw.775 In.

FL 2650 m.87. 9.26 Eiffel Tower .. Paris Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark) 3 mins. 6o Kw.
213 9.40 Bloemendaal .. m. Holland Divine Service 2 hours 4o Watts.315

NSF 1050 M.
M.

330 9.40 Hilversum .. Holland Divine Service t.10 a.m. ro Kw.
207 10.0 Oslo .. Norway Divine Service 11.15 a.m. Kw.382-90 10.0 Prague Czecho- Classical Music r hour 5 Kw.368 In.

Slovakia
498 10.0 Radio -Wien .. m. Vienna .. Concert .. . : 1.5o a.m. 1.5 Kw.515

FL 265o M.441 10.0 Zurich Switzerland. Morning Concert . : Ir a.m. 500 Watts.
442 20.0 Breslau Silesia .. Morning Prayer .. II a.m. 1.5 Kw.418 m.

EAJI3 460 m443 10.0 Radio-Catalana Spain Religious Address  . . : x hour 1.5 Kw.
98 10.0 Stockholm .. SASA 44o M. Sweden .. Divine Service .. 11.15 a.m. 1.5 Kw.

192 10.0 Munich Bavaria .. Town Hall Clock, Morris Dancers ro mins. 1.5 Kw.485 m.
M.64 10.30 Stuttgart . Wurtemberg Classical Concert.. - i hour 2.5 Kw.446

AFT 130o M.96 10.30 Konigswuster-
hausen

Berlin .. Concert (at 11.5 mins. Esperanto) x r.5o a.m. 18 Kw.

444 11.0 Frankfurt .. Frankfurt Mid -day Concert 12 noon. 1.5 Kw.470 m.
FL 265o in.97 11.15 Eiffel Tower .. Paris Time, Weather and Fish Market 10 mins. 5 Kw.

Quotations
101 11.57 Nauen POZ 3000 M. Berlin Mid -day Time Signal in G.M.T. 3 mins. 5o Kw.

Noon (Spark)
273 12.0 Breslau Silesia  Mid -day Concert 1.55 P.m. 1.5 Kw.418

p.m.
445 Radio-Agen France Weather and News .. 15 mins. 250 Watts,318 M.

CFR 1750 m.
m.

102 12.45 Radio -Paris .. Clichy Concert, followed by News .. 1.45 p.m. 4 Kw.
446 i.o' Radio -Toulouse France Time Signal, Weather Report and 5 mins. 2 Kw.441

News
331
447

2.30
2.30

Radio-Iberica..
Copenhagen ..

RI 392 M. Spain ..
Denmark

Concert (not every Sunday)
Afternoon Concert . 5.3o p.m.

4.30 p.m.
1.5 Kw.
I Kw.340 In.

m.448 2.30 Moscow Russia .. Lecture .. hour 1.5 Kw.1450
168 2.30 Konigsberg .. East Prussia Light Orchestra ..  . 5.3o .m. 2 Kw.463 M.
ro8 2.30 Munich Bavaria .. Concert ..  . 4.o p.m. 1.5 Kw.485 m.

FPTT 458 in.449 3.0 Ecole Superieur
des Postes

Paris Concert ..  . 5 P.m. 500 Watts.

107 3.0 Frankfurt Germany .. Children's Corner 4.0 P.M. 1.5 Kw.- 470 m.
450 3.0 Bern .. Switzerland Orchestral Concert -. x hour 2.5 Kw.-- 315 In.
106. 3.0 Radio -Wien . Vienna .. Afternoon Concert 4.30 p.m. 1.4 Kw.53o in.
170 3.0 Leipzig Germany .. Light Orchestra .. 5.o p.m. 1.5 Kw.452 111.
105 3.0 Stuttgart Wurtemberg Light Orchestra ..  5.0 p.m. 1.5 Kw.446 m.

m.215 3.30 Munster Westphalia Concert .. 5.3o p.m. 3 kw.410
B 505 m. and16g 3.30 Voxhaus Berlin Light Orchestra .. 5.o p.m. 1.5 and 4.5
576 m. Kw.

167 4.0 Zurich Switzerland Hotel Baur-au-lac, Concert re-
layed

5.o p.m. 500 Watts.- 515 In.
451 4.0 Prague Czecho- Concert 5 P.m. 5 Kw.- 368 M.

. Slovakia
452 4.0 Radio -Lyons 250 In. France . Orchestral Concert x hour 500 Watts.-
453
171

4.0
4.0

Budapest
Frankfurt

Hungary ..
Germany

Concert ..
Light Orchestra or Lecture

5.3o p.m.
5 p.m.

2 Kw.
1.5 Kw.

546 M.
470 In.

454 4.30 Moscow Russia .. Concert and Lectures separated.
by short intervals

9 p.m. 1.5 Kw.- 1450 M.

257 4.30 Hamburg HA 392.5 m. Germany .. Concert .. . 7.0 p.m. to Kw.
217 4.40 Bloemendaal Holland .. Divine Service 2 hours 40 Watts.315 m.
455 5.0 Leningrad. Russia .. Lectures, followed by News and 8 p.m. 1.5 Kw.940 m.

Short Concert
219 5.0 Malmo SASC 27o M. Sweden .. Concert  . 7.0 p.m. x Kw.
456 5.15 Zurich .. Switzerland Church Service, relayed from 6.3o p.m. soo Watts.- 515 1ri.

- Neuinunster
333 5.30 Radio END 325 M. Spain O.* Concert .. 9 P.m. I Kw.

Barcelona
500 5.45 Kbely Czecho-

Slovakia
German Transmission hr, Kw.1160' m.
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44

ose aren't
atmospherics!!
HEY sound very much like
atmospherics, though. Only
they seem too persistent to be
that. Have you any bright
suggestions ?"

" Any condensers across your H.T. ter.
mina's ?"
" No !--rather an unnecessary refinement,
isn't it ? "
" Ah, no ! You see, every H.T. battery
has minor or major spasms when it's in
use. Partial polarisation, you know, or a
sudden exposure of a larger area of carbon,
and things of that sort. That's what's
causing this crackling row. You want to
put a Mansbridge Condenser across your
H.T. Terminals to smooth out the jerks.
You'll find that, it will make all the
difference ! "
" So that's it, is it ? What condenser did
you say ? "
" A Mansbridge. Manufactured by the
Mansbridge. Condenser Co., Ltd., and
guaranteed and, sold by Dubilier-THE
Condenser people, you know ! "
Look for the characteristic lettering-
" Mansbridge Condenser " on the case !

0'02 p,F to 2.0 p.F, 2/6 to 51-

TvIATNTUFAC 'T UR HD

AMBRIDGE
CONDENSER. CO.. LTD.

GUARANTEED & SOLD BY THE

DUBILIER
CONDENSER C0.0925) LTD.

AEVERTISEMEN,T OR THE DUBILIER CONDENSER co. 09251 LTD., DIXON WORKS,
VI, LOMA ROAD. NORTH ACTON, W.3. 2ELEEHONE: CHISWICK 2241.24,

B.P.S. 5

The " Baby Grand"
ACOMPACT Three Valve Radio Set, possess-

ing many distinctive features, and giving
perfect reproduction with a minimum of controls.
Its approximate range at Loud Speaker strength
is 5o miles from an ordinary B.B.C. Station, and

- 15o miles from the High Powered Station.

PRICE

£6 - - 6 (Pl5ia;6')

The " Cosmos " Baby Grand, 3 valve set, is sold
complete with B.B.C. Band Coil -Unit, S.P.i8
Valves, Batteries, Aerial and Earthing' Equipment,
and an AR 38 Amplion Loud Speak r f

£14-10-3
(including royalties).

Ask your local dealer for a copy of the "Cosmos" Booklet,
" In Pursuit of the Ideal."

METRO - VICK SUPPLIES LTD.,
(Proprietors Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical, Co. Ltd.),

4, Central Buildings, Westminster, London,
S .W.1.

In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 647
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But supposing
when you've

said Jim Carruthers,
JJ " supposing it won't work

when you've finished it? You'll
only have a heap of components
left on your hands. Isn't it safer
to buy a ready -built Set ?" "No,"
I replied, " I am safeguarded even
there. If this Pilot Set won't work
when I have finished it, I can send
it back to Peto-Scotes Technical
Department for one of their experts
to put it right. If it is a mistake
due to my carelessness in wiring up
I shall have to pay them a few
shillings for getting it into working
order."
" But what about the possibility of
faulty parts ? " asked Jim. " Ah,
that is where I score," I answered,
" if the trouble is due to a dud'
component they guarantee to replace
the part and put the Set right
entirely free of charge." " Well,
that seems a pretty generous sort of
proposition," he admitted," it seems
as if they practically guarantee you
success. How much would a four -
valve Set cost, for example ?"
" Just a minute," I said, " let me
get my Pilot Manual* and I can tell
you . . . . Here you are . . . I

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.
77 CITY ROAD, E.C.1

BRANCHES : 62 High Holborn, London, W.C. 1
'iValthamstow : 230 Wood Street
Plymouth: 4 Bank of England Place,
Liverpool: 4 Manchester Street

it won't work
finished it ?

see you can choose from no less
than four different well-known
designs. The cheapest one would
cost you just over 16." " What
about a cabinet ? " " Yes, here's
the cabinet - real mahogany,
polished as well, for 17/-" "How
about the panel ?" he asked, " I
haven't a saw, and besides, I don't
think I could drill holes very accur-
ately." " No need to," I replied,
" do as I did. I bought my panel
ready cut to size, fully engraved
and drilled to take the parts. All
I had to do was to assemble them
and go right ahead with the
wiring. By to -morrow night I
expect to have it finished and
working." " It's certainly a
handsome Set," admitted Jim,
" what I like about it is that no one
would know it was home-made.
There is certainly a professional
touch about it. Lend me your
Pilot Manual. I think after all I 11
build a Set instead of getting a
ready-made one. Five pounds saved
is five pounds earned these days."

* Detach the coupon below and post to us with three
penny stamps to corer postage and we will send
you a copy.

°6t.at
11:10 gboose

the ,roistros set.
Ci,t9 coPYt.:-.4, 401,0 pree

sead krog tc'etc

....................

...
......................

.........

,pow - tag' ...

Pilot Sets &to' iv of .;Gt 0
ing covet
aa

....
............

for home Constructors
P.S. 4376

648 In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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RED

RADIO c)

ICES
UCED

New methods of production
enable us to again reduce costs,
and this reduction is being
passed on to the buyer. Wri'. e
for new list and compare our
prices.

DUPLEX COILS

NEW PRICES

Number.
Single Double

Mounted. Mounted.
25
35
50
75

100
150
175
200
250
30o

. ..
Postage 3d. each

... 1 /6

... 1 /9

3/3 ... 3/6
3/9
4 /3
5/ -

CAM -OPERATED
VERNIER COIL

HOLDERS
The last word in accurate tun-
ing devices. The usual fixed
socket is given a micrometric
movement through 10 degrees.

BRITISH-from stare to finish
Goswell Engineering

Company, Limited
95 /98 White Lion St., London
Telephone : North 3051. N.1
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Ref. G. Name Call Sign Closing Time
Apprme.

No. M.
T.

of
Station. -

and
Wavelength.

Situation. Nature ofTransmission, or Approx.
Duration. Power used.

SUNDAYS (Contd.)

112 6.o Eiffel Tower .. FL 265o m.
-

Paris Concert, Weather and News at
7 p.m.

7.55 P.m

334
22.0

6.o
6.30

Helsingfors
Voxhaus

m. Finland
Berlin

Contert
Evening Programme, followed by

8.3o p.m.
11 .0 p.m.

75o Watts
4.5 Kw.

- 318
B 505 m. and
576 M. Dance. Music

335
174
26)

6.30
6.30
7.0

Dortmund
Munich
Oslo ..

-- 283 M.
-- 485 m.
-- 382 111.

Germany ..
Bavaria
Norway ..

Concert ..
Concert ..
Concert, followed by Dance Music

from Hotel Bristol

9.3o p.m.
9.3o p.m.

ro p.m.

1.5 Kw,
Kw.
Kw,

338
237

7.0
7.0

Bern
Prague

m. Switzerland
Czecho-

Concert
Concert

-9.30 p.m.
9.o p.m.

.5 Kw.
5 Kw.

315
368 m.

Slovakia
176 7.0 Copenhagen 340 m. Denmark .. Concert, followed by News .. 11.0 p.m. Kw.

114 7.0 Radio -Wien -- 530 M. Vienna .. Concert .. 9.30 p.m. 1.4 Kw.

173 Frankfurt m. Germany .. Lecture, followed by Evening I0.0 1.5 Kw.470
Programme

457 7.0 Radio - EAJ x6 Spain Evening 'Concert .4 Fa p.m. Kw.
Cartagena 335 m.

121 7.0 Lausanne .. HB2 85o m. Switzerland Concert or Religious Talk .. 8.3o 300 Watts
119 7.0 Hamburg HA 392.5 m. Germany .. Concert, followed by News .. 9.o p.m. 10 Kw.
125 7.0 Stuttgart Wurtemberg Concert, preceded by News .. ro.o 1.5 Kw.446 m.
124 7.0 Breslau Silesia .. Light Orchestra, Dance Music

from 9.o p.m.
ro.o 1.5 Kw.418 m.

I18 7.0 Konigsberg .. E. Prussia Concert .. 9.o p.m. 2 Kw.463 m.
F.F1.j3 350 M.
F.A.JI7 300 M.
MS410m.

458
459
116
122
460
123

7.0
7.0
7.o
7.15
7.15
7.15

Radio -Cadiz ..
Radio -Sevilla
Munster .

Zurich
Geneva  
Leipzig

Spain ..
Spain ..
Westphalia
Switzerland
Switzerland
Germany ..

-Concert .. .Concert
Classical Concert.. . -

Concert, followed by News
Religious Address O.

Symphony Concert ..

9.o p.m.
9.o p.m.

I 0 .o
9.o p.m.
x hour
9.o p.m.

Kw.
1.5 Kw.
3 Kw.
500 Watts.
600 Watts.
1.5 Kw.

51150m.--10 M.
452IMI

461
175

7.30
7.30

Milan
Radiofonica-

320 m.in

IRO 425 m.
Italy
Rome

Concert ..
Concert, followed by late News

9.o p.m.
10.0 p.m.

1.2 Kw.
3 Kw.

Italiana
270
339
462

7.40
8.o
8.10

Hilversum ..
Radio Agen
Eiffel Tower ..

NSF 1050 M.
318 M.

FL 2740 m.

Holland .
France
Paris

Concert ..
Weather Forecast and News ..
Concert .. ..  

9.40 p.m.
15 mins.
9.55 p.m.

I 0 Kw.
25o Watts.
2.5 Kw.

128
127
129

8.15
8.3o
8.3o

Radio -Paris . .

Radio -Beige
Ecole Superieure

CFR 1750 M.
SBR 262 m.
FPTT 458 m.

Clichy
Brussels
Paris

Detailed News Bulletin..
Concert,. followed by News ..
Concert or Lecture (May begin.

9.o p.m.
ro.io p.m.
11.0 p.m.

4 Kw.
2.5 Kw.
500 Watts.

15 mins. earlier or later)
463
341
130

8.30
8.45
8.45

Radio -Lyons ..
Radio -Toulouse
Radio Paris ..

25o m.
-- 441 m.
CFR 1750 m.

France
France
Clichy

Orchestral Concert
Concert .. . .

" Radio Ball " Programme of
Dance Music

ro p.m.
II p.m.
10.30 p.m.

500 Watts.
1.5 Kw.
4 'Kw.

343 9.0 Radio Club- EAJ5 357 M. Spain Concert .. . II p.m. 1.5 Kw.
Sevillano

340
131

9.0
,9.15

Radio-Catalana
Petit-Parisieu..

EAJI3 460 m
m.

Spain
Paris

Concert ..
Concert (Items announced in

English as well as French)

Midnight
10.30 p.m.

1.5 Kw.
500 Watts.

345

464
465
133

10.0
I0.0
10.0

Radio-Iberica..
Union -Radio ..
Eiffel Tower ..

RI 392 M.
EAJ7 373 M.
FL 265o ni.

Madrid
Madrid
Paris

Concert, (every alternate Sunday)
Concert (every alternate Sunday)
Time Signal in Greenwich Side-

real Time (Spark)

2 hours
a.m.

3 mins.

3 Kw.
2 Kw.
6o Kw.

344

134

10.0

10.46

Radio -Vizcaya
Bilbao

Eiffel Tower .

EAJII 418
m.

FL 2650 m.

Spain

Paris

Concert ..

Time Signal in Greenwich Mean
Time (Spark)

II p.m.

3 mins.

1.5 Kw.

6o Kw.

135 11.57 Nauen POZ 3000 M. Berlin Time Signal in Greenwich Mean
Time (Spark),

8 mins. 50 Kw.

.:ipaifzEtigieofNifHifpelikipitiDimiivpititiffiDimtipivie$3;:g::tagigieEvmipiBqiimiemeipifsiNiimivitinigiavvEqifn.vivw.i+m

SENDING PICTURES by WIRE and WIRELESS
$ SEE THE FEBRUARY ISSUE OF

111 DU.
"THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR', 6d

$ill
MOW ON SALE.
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Ref.
No.

G.
M.
T.

Name
of

Station.

Call Sign
' and

Wavelength.
Situation. Nature and Day of Trans-

mission.

Closing Time
or Approx.
Duration.

Appro v.
Power t .,_ d.

SPECIAL DAYS.
p.m.

142
203

4.40
5.o

Hilversum .. NSF 1050 M.
Gotenborg SMZX 460 m.

Holland
Sweden

Monday, Children's Hour ..
Tuesday, Concert

5.40 p.m.
8.o p.m.

2 Kw.
300 Watts.

47° 5.0 Radio -Belgique SBR 262 m. Brussels Tues., Thurs. and Sat., Concert,
followed by News

6 p.m. 2.5 Kw.

271 5.0 Helsingfors -- 318 M.
and 522 M.

Finland Tues., Thurs. and Sat., Concert.. 7 P.m. Kw.

137
147
258

5.o
6.o
7.30

Lausanne .

Stockholm .

Ryvang .

HB2 850 M.
-- 440 In.

M.

Switzerland
Sweden ..
Denmark ..

Wednesday, Children's Corner..
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat., Concert
Tues., Wed. and Sat., Concert

hour
7 P.m.
8.3o p.m.

300 Watts.

I Kw.1150
SASC 270 m.223 8.o Malmo Sweden Thurs. and Sat., Dance Music ro p.m. 500 Watts.

225 8.3o Le Mat in CFR 175o m. Paris Saturday, Special Gala Concert ir p.m. 4 Kw.
232 9.o Voxhaus B 505 in. and Berlin Thurs. and Sat., Dance Music 11 p.m. 1.5 and 4.5

576 in. Kw.
471 9.0 Oslo .. Norway Wed. and Sat., Dance Music from ro p.m.

Hotel Bristol
I Kw.382 in.

210 9.0 Radio -Wien .. Vienna Wed. and Sat., Dance Music .. 11.30 p.m. 1.5 Kw.,-- 53o m.
154 9.15 Petit-Parisien.. Paris Tues., Thurs. and Sat., Concert

(Items announced in English
as well as French)

II p.m. 500 Watts.- 345 m.

272 9.45 Munich m Bavaria Saturday, Dance Music.. .. 10.45 p.m. 1.5 Kw.485
CFR 1750 M.155 20.0 Radio -Paris .. Clichy Two evenings per week, Dance 10.45 p.m. 4 Kw.

Music

The following are Relay Stations :-
Kassel, 273.5 in., 1.5 kw. ; relays Frankfurt.
Elberfeld, 259 in., 1.5 kw., and Dortmund, 283 in., 1.5 kw., relay Munster.
Nuremberg, 340 m., 1.5 kw., relays Munich.
Gleiwitz, 251 m., 1.5 kw., relays Breslau.
Stettin 241 m., relays Voxhaus.
Dresden, 292 m., 1.5 kw., relays Leipzig.
Bremen, 279 in., 1.5 kw., and Hanover, 296 in., 1.5 kw., relay Hamburg.
Graz, 404 m., relays Radio -Wien Sun., Mon., Thurs. and Sat.
Hjorring, 125o m., and Odense, 95o m., relay Copenhagen ; sometimes Ryvang.
Lyons La Doua, 480 in., Marseilles, 35o m., and Toulouse, 310 m., relay Ecole Superie6re, Paris.

The following Swedish Relay Stations are now working, using zoo watts :-
Gavle, 208 in. ; Umea, 215 m. ; Eskilstuna, 243 m. ; Saffle, 245 m. ; Kalmar, 253 m. ; Norrkoping, 26o m. ;
Jonkoping, 265 m. ; Orebro, 237 m. ; Trollhattan, 322 m. ; Varberg, 34o m. ; Karistad, 355.m. ; Falum, 370 m.
(400 watts); Linkoping, 467 m. ; Karlsborg, I350 m. ; and Karlskrona, 195 m.

These stations relay Stockholm as a rule, but also occasionally one of the other four main Swedish stations.
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THE ADIO P ESS YEAR 00K
Which will be published this month will include among its special features the folloWing authoritative

articles :-
Controlling Oscillation in H.F. Amplifiers, by MAJOR JAMES ROBINSON, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P.
Some Facts about Valve Filaments, by CAPT. H. L. CROWTHER, M.SC.
Low -Frequency Magnification, by CAPT. H. J. ROUND, M.C., M.I.E.E.
Listening to America, by CAPT. A. G. D. WEST, M.A., B.Sc.
American and English Radio Conditions, by PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.
What is Coil Resistance ? by J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E.
While Mr. J. C. W. REITH, the Managing Director of the British Broadcasting Company, will con-tribute a highly interesting article, entitled, "Prophecies."
In addition to this there will be a comprehensive and thoroughly up-to-date list of amateur call signs,

a home workshop section and over 4o pages of valuable tables and data.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW !

65o

Price 1/6, or 1/8 post free.
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GREAT interest hasbeen aroused

recently by the statements
of an inventor regarding ap-

paratus which, he claims, renders
television an accomplished fact.
Whether or not the long -sought
goal has been reached one cannot
say, but for many years it has
been possible to transmit photo-
graphs by telephone wires, and more
recently by wireless. The subject is
dealt with in an interesting article,
entitled " Sending Pictures by Wire
and Wireless," in the February issue
of the Wireless Constructor.

A Trigger Circuit
In the same publication Mr. C. P.

Allinson gives complete construc-
tional details of a long-range 3 -
valve receiver employing the trigger
circuit, originated by Major Prince.

Mr. J. H. Reyner introduces
another of his delightful analo-
gies in a discussion entitled
" How Far Can Low -Loss Go ? "
illustrated by further simple
pendulum experiments to show the
effect of damping in both trans-
mitting and receiving circuits.
" Your Batteries," by Mr. A.
Johnson -Randall, will prove useful
to those about to commence valve
work.

ris6,4aseec:aisicawo$$$$6.61,51,Go3

Is Television Possible? 3
(961$0$6161$$$$$$$06161$610$4613

Reception on 8 Metres
Short-wave (or had we better

say " high -frequency " ?) work
seems to retain its popularity, and
space is regularly devoted to this
subject in Wireless Weekly. In the
January 6th issue Mr. C. P. Allinson
describes a receiver for 37,50o kc.,
and it is interesting to note that
there are several amateurs
transmitting at this frequency,
which corresponds to a wavelength
of 8 metres !

Those who make up receivers"
of their own often fail to realise
the considerable effect on the
operation of the set which may be
caused by stray coil and other
fields. This interesting subject is
dealt with by Mr. Percy W. Harris
in an article in the January r5th
issue of Wireless TIreekly.

A new series of articles, entitled
" Circuits for the Experimenter,"
starts in the January 20th issue of
the same journal, the first circuit
to be dealt with being a " Split -
anode " 4 -valve neutrodyne.

Valve Detector Taps
The advantages of tapping a

crystal detector across only part
of the tuned circuit are well known,
but little attention is given as a
rule to similar methods of con-
necting a valve. That the matter
deserves greater consideration is
shown by Mr. G. P. Kendall in
" The Use of a Detector Tap in
Valve Circuits " in the January
20th issue of Wireless Weekly.

Several points of interest to the
home constructor are dealt with
by Mr. H. J. Barton-Chapple in
the January 2nd issue of Wireless,
the One -Word Weekly, where he
discusses the question of earth
leads, followed by an article entitled
" What is Distortion? I!' in the
January 16th issue.

New Set Designs
Of the many sets which have been

described in the same journal
during the past month may be
mentioned a variometer crystal set,
by Mr. John Underdown (January
9th) ; H.F. amplification with one
valve, by Mr. G. T. Kelsey ( January
2nd) ; a loud -speaker set for the
local station, by Mr. E. H. Berry
( January t6th), in addition to the
usualselection of interesting articles.

'Avisistastottrmr,
AtIMMEGICIRSIISEIR.061%,
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J.B. GEARED LOW LOSS CONDENSER
PROVIDES MICROMETER TUNING.

WHETHER you need a precision
FEATURES: condenser to search out dis-

A SECOND Knob is 5 taut stations, or a sharp tuning instru-
provided, by means ment to. give you maximum results

of which the most hair- from local transmissions, you'll find
breadth adjustment may the J.B. Geared Low Loss Condenser a
be obtained, controlling a revelation in real tuning efficiency.
gear ha vi ng a ratio of 60-1. Just as the engineer's micrometer
The gear in no way inter- makes it possible to determine minute
feres with the free motion measurements, so the J.B. Geared Low
of the spindle to provide Loss Condenser makes it possible to
for quick searching. 1 obtain the minute variations in

capacity so essential to efficient tuning.
OBTAINABLE from all DEALERS.

8 POLAND ST -OXFORD Sr aelepficee:6
LONDON - W.I, GERRARD 7414

(F ft Floor)

THE " SUCCESS " SUPER AUDIO CHOKE

Use it in the
Filter Circuit

for two reasons
Firstly: For the appreciable
improvement made in the
quality of your loudspeaker
reproduction. Secondly:
As a protection against the
burning out of the loud-
speaker windings by the
direct current. Used in a
Filter Circuit as shown in the
accompanying diagram, the
Success Super Choke effects
this dual purpose to an extent
of efficiency that is un-
equalled by similar com-
ponents. Therefore specify
the Success Super Choke.

YOUR DEALER STOCKS IT

THE SUCCESS 18/6SUPER CHOKE

SUCCESS RADIO
FREQUENCY CHOKE.

For Capacity Reaction
and Reinartz Circuits.

Price 10/6,

BEARD & FITCH, Ltd., 31, Aylesbury Street, London, E.C.1,

In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 65i
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WIRELESS
The One -Word

Weekly
Obtainable from all
Bookstalls and News-
agents:
If any difficulty in ob-
taining locally, send P.O.
for 13,- for 12 months.
or 6;'6 for 6 months'
subscription to Dept. W.
Radio Press Ltd.,
Bush House, Strand,

London. W.C.2.

to your newsagent or bookstall attendant
and for twopence he will hand you the
brightest and most informative popular
weekly wireless paper on sale.

Sound advice, hints and tips, and clear
instructions to help you build a new set
are given in every issue.

The latest circuits are discussed, and
news is given about your favourite radio
artists. Articles helpful and enjoyable to
every listener, beginner in set building, and
amateur on the look out for the latest in-
teresting developments in radio are always
to be found.

THE WORD TO SAY IS JUST

I 2E'c,\

11101MME,A.01:MILVZ nit*Ardar

Published by Radio Press Ltd., Bush House, Strand, London, W.C. 2.

652 In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enctosed.
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COURAGE
Courage inevitably brings its due reward. Bunyan,
Milton, Galileo and a hundred others possessed the
moral courage to foreswear that which they could
not reconcile with their ideals. They suffered, but
the world to -day pays tribute to their courage.

Eureka entered a highly competitive field with new
ideals and new ideas. Eureka was the first to possess
the courage to make radical improvements in trans-
former design. A non -laminated core, a eoppered
steel case, hermetically sealed contents, huge wind-
ings-all these transformer improvements date back
to the first Eureka Concert Grand.

Once again history repeats itself-and the courage
to go ahead in the face of technical difficulties and
disappointments has brought undeniable success to
the Eureka-the Transformer which " re-creates the
living Artiste."

Eureka Concert Grand . 25/. No. 2 . . 21/.
Baby Grand, Nos. 1 and 2 . . 15/- Ream . 15/-

a
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FILAMENT RESISTANCES
ON BAKELITE MOULDINGS

7 ohms - - 2/3
15 ohms - - 2/6
30 ohms - - 2/6

FINSTON MANUFACTURING
CO., LTD.

45, Horseferry Road, London, S.W.
ICTORIA 1644.

BRITISH MADE

Secure
EVEREADV
W RS1555

GRID BIAS
BATTERY
HOLDER

Fits any standard dry -
cell. Screws on tobaRe-
board.No space wasted

Price 6d. pair.
71d. post free.

From all dealers or
direct f /ore-
A. G. BRINE,

732, Lea Bridge Baud
LEYTON, E.10.

Trade enquiries invited. ra.:Walthamstow 157
1111111111111111illlill11111111111111111111111111i11111111111110111!

2,000 BRAND NEW
ACCUMULATORS

Mode by well-known London Nectrical House.
For Wireless, Lighting, or Ignition,

At the following Nett Prices, which are :-
AMPS a volts 4 volts 6 volts 25% Redact
Igntn. ea. ea. ea.

20 7/- 12/- 16/9
408/6 15/9 23/3do 10/9 19/- 28/68012/9 24/- 33 9Ioo 14/6 27/3 40/6

020 16/9 34/6 47/6
These bargains can be had on
approval against remittance.
SPECIAL TERMS for TRADE on application.
WM. HURLOCK, JUNR., Ltd (Dept.

55, EFFRA ROAD, BRIXTON, S.W.2.
'Phone Brixton 4040 13 lines).

is It J I: 'C5Y.
MikP Co. 246 Gt. ListeeSt ,B1rmingham

Alvettiseirmit of Portable Utilities (Jo., Ltd., Fisher St., London, W.C.2. Gilber Ad. 4361.

In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 653
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Off the beaten track
The obstacles which beset the path of the
experimenter in Wireless make demands on
his every resource. A thorough knowledge
of his subject must include the latest in-
ventions and improvements in design.
" Wireless Weekly " is a publication that has
a special appeal for the experimenter. The
articles in each issue are written by well-
known experts, and contain much valuable
information bearing upon the progress of
Wireless. All the information given is the
result of careful experiment, and the appa-
ratus described has first undergone the most
exhaustive tests in the Radio Press Research
P.aboratories.
No experimenter can afford to ignore such
valuable and reliable assistance. He owes it
to himself to become a regular reader of
" Wireless Weekly "-published every Wed-
nesday, and edited by John Scott -Taggart,
F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

Obtainable frctn all Newsagents and Pool sellers.

EVERY WEDNESDAY; 6d"
If any difficulty in obtaining locally, send P.O. 32 /6 for 12 won/u'
GeV", 13 for 6 months' subscription to Dept. M., Radio Press, Ltd., Lush
House, Strand, London, IV .C.2.

wire
:.*

WYe eklY
Published by Radio Press, Ltd., Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2.

ers3
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U.S. Transformers Aire
Unequalled Service.

The U.S. TWO -VALVE
CABINET SET.

Complete with coils for 300-500 m.
Switched by our unique method of
Autostat switching, making control
simple and perfect.

PRICE£8 :5 :0
3 -Valve

£7 : 17 : 6
Including Marconi Royalties.

MODERN WIRELESS

- a Transformer that does
give distortionless reproduction
AUDIO Transformers aro incorporated in a radio

receive to increase the volume of sound, to build
it up, to the desired strength, BUT - when sound
is increase, the tendency may be towards distortion.
This is where the difference in transformers becomes
apparent., Inefficient transformers will give distorted
reception, lust as a defective mirror will show a distorted
image. Therefore be sure about the transformers,
Since no receiver can be better than its transformers.
A safe guide to follow is the 'U.S. trade mark. You
can depend on the quality of the U.S. Super.
Made by transformer specialists. it gives ample and
consistent amplification with clear and life -like re-
production.

Read what "Modern Wireless " says of
the U.S. SuPer-Transformer.

" The present instrument, if the high quality of the specimen submitted
is an indication, can he heartily recommended, and indicates the vast
strides that have been made recently in the design of really effective
transformers for L.F. amplification."

From ALL DEALERS
or direct from the

Manufacturers,

18! 6

THE U.S. RADIO COMPANY, LTD R AIO WORKS, YT
.9 ROADD, BROCALEY,RWHI TS.E.4.

'Phone: Lee Green 2404. Wires: Supertran, Lewis, London.

.0101WINI0AAAvitftelWINAW.A.voLitivolAW0Ann.

" Here's CLIX in double harness,"
says CLIXIE

W.

40"......,/

"CLIXIE"

RETAIL PRICES:
CLIX With

Locl'nut 3d.
CLIX Adaptor I

with Lockn ut 2d. I
CLIX Insulators

(6 colours)
Id. each.

CLIX Bushes I
(6 colours)
Id. pair.

CLIX Twin Plug I
complete II -L- -

" Wherever there's a possibility of a
short-circuit being made by the con-
tact of two independent plugs, there's
the place for a CLIX TWIN PLUG,"
says CLIXIE.
" Each of these TWIN PLUGS con-
sists of two CLIX plugsockets com-
plete with adapters, insulators and
locknuts and harnessed with a double
insulating link. You'll find them
most effective in H.T. and L.T.
battery connections, input and output
connections, and multiphone appli-
cations.
" As every CLIX is the twin of every
other CLIX, it might seem good
enough to link any old couple and call
the result a CLIX TWIN PLUG ;
but it isn't good enough for us. The
two plugsockets are gauged up to-
gether to the last thousandth of an
-inch ; the Siamese Twins are strangers
in comparison ! "

Are you well-connected ? Try

CLIX
The Electro-Link with 159 USES

AUTOVEY ORS LTD., 84 VICTORIA ST., LONDON, S. W.1
WInetvAvlAvNIAvlooleoWIAAAAAAAvelAAIANA.

In replying to Advertisers,

Build the wonderful new
RADION NEUTRODYNE

COON everyone will be build-
ing Neutrodynes. For long-

distance reception and perfect
stability there is nothing to equal
them. The new Radion Book
(post free 6d.) gives fullest con-
structional details of themagnifi-
cent 5 -Valve Neutrodyne illus-
trated above. Send for a copy
to -day, you'll find complete in -

Panels

structions also given forbuilding
three other unique and efficient
Receivers at low cost, a 1 -Valve
Set, a two -Valve Amplifier,
and a self-contained Lou.1
Speaker Set. If your Wirele.
Dealer cannot supply you with
this Book, send 6d. to 113 and
we will post you a copy
immediate! c.

Dials
American Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Ltd.
Head Ogee: 3.3a Fore Street, Depots: 120 Wellington Street, Glasgow,

Snow
1plotill. tn irm Ttreeghat','L BelfastLondon; E.C. 2 Irish Agents:6' 8

use Order Form enclosed.
Gilbert Ad. 437;
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MAGNUM "VIBRO" ANTI -CAPACITY
VALVE -HOLDER.

Price 5/- each.
As used in several Radio Press Sets.

MAGNUM H.F. TRANSFORMERS.
An entirely new
Design with Pro-
tected Windings.

Wavelength
Range.

With .0003 Con-
denser.

No. o...150 -30o
*No.oA 250-525
*Special Neutro-
dyne Unit for
Broadcast Range.

No. I ... 300- 600
No. 2 ... 550-1200
No. 3 ... 1100--3000
No. 4 ... 2500-7000

Price 7/- each.

SPECIAL H.F. TRANSFORMERS.
As used in the D.X.5 described in MODERN
WIRELESS (December issue?. Price per
set of 3, including mounting brackets,

£1 17s. 6d.

'(3

MAGNUM TERMINAL PANELS.
As used on several Radio Press Sets.
Drilled and engraved, fitted with 7

terminals, 4/11.
Ditto as above, but NOT engraved (drilled
only), supplied in any length up to 24 in.
(Terminals are spaced x in. apart.)

Price 6d. per Terminal.
E.g.-I2 in. Terminal Strip 13"-.

With Terminals.

MAGNUM
COMPONENTS

" THE QUALITY 4."
As described in this issue by Mr. J. W. Barber.

Radion Panel, 26 by ,8 by 3/16, undrilled
a Mahogany Cabinet and Baseboard ...
a Pair Magnum Aluminium Angle Brackets ...
4 Benjamin Valve Holders ...
e Cyldon Var. Condenser, .0005
i Cyldon Var. Condenser, .0003
a R.I. Tapped Anode Reactance ...
I \ Vatmel Grid Leak and Condenser, .0003 mfd., and

2 Success Super Chokes ...
3 Peerless Dual Rheostats
I M. -H. Potentiometer ...
2 Dubilier Condensers, .015 mfd.
2 M.H. 0.5 SI Gird Leaks on base ...
a Magnum Terminal Strip and xo Terminals
I Magnum Terminal Strip, A and E
2 Decko Dial Indicators... ...
I Magnum Single Coil Holder ...

Igranic Pacent Jack, No. 63
I Igranic Patent Jack, No. 66... ...

Igranic Pacent Jack, No. 61.i.
I Igranic Pacent Plug
a C.A.V. Multiple Fixed Condenser, .00r --.cis

24 feet Glazite
Assorted Screws

2 Spade Tags and I yard Flex
I Set R.P. Transfers ...

2
2
3

11
17
16

5

3
17
11

7
9
7
5
1

0

2
3
2
1

5
3
0
0
0

0

0
0
6
6
0

0
0
3
6
0
0
0
6
9

£11 19

9
6
0
0
6
0
0
6
3
6

0

THE 2 -VALVE REINARTZ.
As described in this issue by Mr. Johnson Randall.

Radion Panel, 14 by 7 by 3116, drilled ...
I Cabinet and Baseboard
a Magnum No. a Terminal Panel ...
I Magnum A and E Terminal Panel
2 R.I. Dual Rheostats . .. ... ...
2 Magnum Vibro Valve Holders ...
a Lissen Choke ... ... ... ...
x Dorwood Condenser, .0003 mfd. ...
I Ediswan a meg. Leak ... ...
2 Small Angle Brackets ... ... ... ...
i Brandes L.F. Transformer ..
a Magnum Special Coil and Base, as described
I Bowyer Lowe Var. Condenser, .0005 ...
a Bowyer Lowe Var. Condenser, .0002 ...
i Igranic Pacent Jack, No. P6I ...
I Igranic Pacent Jack, No. P63 ...
a Igranic Pacent Plug ... ... ...
4 Glazite, 2 feet lengths... ' ...
a Spring Clip and 6 M. Flex ... .,

ED 12
1 4

4
1

15
10
10

2
2
1

17
12
17
14
2
2

0
0
6
0
0

0

0
6
6
0
6
6
0
0
0
6

1 6
1 0
0 6

11 0

Special Coil, as fitted to The 2 -Valve Reinartz, described
in this issue, with 3 Tappings and 2 Pin base ... £0 12 6

THE D.X. 5.
As described in December and January

issues of Sinners N WIRELESS.
A Highly Selective Set.

Eliminates 2L0 at ti miles, and receives
B.B.C. and Continental Stations on the

Loud Speaker.
Complete Set of Components £19 13 0
As above, ready wired and

aerial tested ... £22 0 0
Phis Marconi Royalties ... £3 2 6

As

MAGNUM ANGLE BRACKETS.
fitted to several Radio Press Sets.

Price per pair,
Small size, 2/- per pair.

PURCHASE OUT OF INCOME.
. To meet those cases where it is not con-

venient to purchase outright, we have
arranged to supply the undernoted Com-
plete Sets on the Instalment system.
Magnadyne Super -Het ... £35 0 0
Magnum De Luxe Receiver... £40 0 0
Anglo-American Six ... £22 0 0

(Royalties Extra.)

MAGNUM TERMINALS.
High-grade terminals 2 B.A., with drilled
sterns nuts and washers, supplied in the
following finish : Oxydized Copper,
Lacquered Brass, Nickel Plated.

Price 3/- per doz.

MAGNUM FLEX LEADS.
Neat and convenient Leads, 7 -way, for
H.T., L.T., and Grid Bias, to suit
Magnum No. a Terminal Panel. 3/6.

Send stamp for Latest Lists deal-
ing with 15 Radio Press Sets, and
new Illustrated Catalogues.

NOTE.-Where a complete set of
components, together, :with a drilled
panel, is purchased, Royalties at the
rate of 12/6 per valve holder are
payable.

BURNE-JONES & CO., LTD.,
MAGNUM HOUSE, 296, BOROUGH HIGH STREET, LONDON, S.E.1.

Telephone : Hop 6257. Telegrams : Burjomag, Sedist, London.
Cables: Burjomag, London. Trade Enquiries Invited.

Vislajove)

The only grid leak and condenser admitting instant connection
in series or parallel. Tested and guaranteed. Thousands of
satisfied users. From all dea'ers, or post free from-
THE GRAHAM FARISH MFG. CO., Wray Works, BROMLEY, KENT.

Liberal Trade Terms on application.

65R In replying to Advertisers, use Order
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CONDENSER
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2/-
Complete.

Form enclosed.

MADE.

Grid leaks (all sizes),
/ 3

Condensers.
C001-'002 ... 1 I-
-003-'006 ... 1 /6
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Revolutionary
in design and performance

MOST Sets fad to obtadi selectivity through
the use of inferior condensers Two
features are essential-low minimum

capacity and the lowest possible losses. 7 he
Dialodenser is a multi -plate condenser, but
instead of its plates bein; exposed to the air
they are contained withil a 2i" dial. Its
minimum capacity is the lowest of any condenser.
Ls exclusive design ensures true square law read-
inn and permits a wonderfully high standard
efficiency. Smooth movement, one -hole fixing,
permanent contact through armoured cable, long
service, freedom from damage by
dust-here are some exclush e
Dialodenser features. Ask your
dealer to show you one to -day, or .oen3ink's.
get further particulars from us. .0005ridds.

Portable Utilities Co. Ltd.. 8 Fishcr Street, W.C. /

A Eureka
Radio Product

The Dialodenser
will replace any
type of Variable
Condenser, and
take RI no room
bzbLel the panel.

Air()
.001

ofd s.
12,6

THE CONDENSER WITHIN THE DIAL

ostsk-$mi88888&

M 4111

.14 icy

/3tatuvad clidie244

bear inspection and
stand constant use

BRETWOOD
COMPONENTS

ere guaranteed for
throe years.

They include ;
THE

BRETWOOD "
FILAMENT

RESISTANCE.
Price 3 0. Postage 3d.

THE
" BRETWOOD "
ANTI -CAPACITY
VALVE -HOLDER.

Price 1/9. Postage 3d.
THE

" BRETWOOD'
ANTI -CAPACITY

SWITCH.
Price 5;-. Postage 3d.

THE "BRET W 0 0 D " Variable
Grid Leak will satisfy critical

inspection in every point of design,
construction and practical efficiency.
in addition, it is guaranteed to give
efficient performance for a period of
three years.

The Bretweed Variable Grid Leak
(Patent No. 2242 ,3.)

The only reliable grid leak. The plastic
resistance gives smooth, perfect control,
and is absolutely constant in action.
Gives accurate readings consistently
front 50,000 ohms to over so mcgohms.

PRICE 3/ -

Grid Leak or Adele Residartee.
With Condenser (as illustrated) 4/.

Postage 3d.

BR ETWOOD LIMITED,
12-18, London Mews, Maple Street, LONDON, W.1.

ss
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JUST AS YOld'D
CHOOSE A PIANO

-so the sweet purity of tone and magni-
ficent volume of the Claritone Loud -speakers
will appeal to the music in your nature and
influence the choosing of your loud -speaker.

The faithful reproduction and remarkable
sensitivity of these instruments has made
them favourites wherever they go and the
results obtained are equal to many loud-
speakers of considerably higher price.

CLARITONE LOUD -SPEAKERS

Senior Model, 2,000 ohms, W.290.
120 ohms, W.291. L5 0 0

Junior Model, 2,000 ohms, W.295.
120 ohms, W.296, £2 15 0

CLARITONE HEADPHONES
W.216. 20/ -

Sold by all Reputable Dealers.

Sole Distributors :

ASHLEY WIRELESS
TELEPHONE COMPANY

NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS

17 Finch Place, Falkland Street,
London Road, a. a a Liverpool.

In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 657
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Crystal Detector
MESSRS. McLEOD & McLEOD

have submitted an M. & M.
crystal detector for our

examination and report.

Makers' Claims
It is a precision instrument in

every sense of the word, is absolutely
dustproof, and the face of the crystal
can be wholly explored. A micro-
meter adjustment for the catwhisker
gives a sensitive control.

Description of Component
The crystal and .catwhisker are

housed in a glass tube If in. long
and nearly z in. in diameter, which is

through the aid of a small milled
knob and screw.

The face of the crystal can be
wholly explored and the micrometer
adjustment for the catwhisker gives
a very sensitive control. The crystal
and catwhisker sections are inter-
changeable, giving the advantage of
right or left-handed control.

General Remarks.
The workmanship of this com-

ponent. -is particularly noteworthy,
the ease of operation and fineness

. of control being good feattures.

Combined Earth Switch and
Lead-in Tube

ACOMBINED
earth switch

On the M. and M. Crystal Detector the
catwhisker and crystal sections are

interchangeable.

held in two metal collars. These
collars are mounted on an insulating
base, the screw threads and nuts
brought out below the base being
for the purpose of panel mounting
and making connection to the detector.
The crystal cup has a friction -tight
fit over a hollow cylinder, good contact
with the crystal being secured
through the agency of a spring. This
cup is incorporated in a metal end
plate, which fits  friction -tight into
the metal collar and can be rotated
by means of a milled insulating knob.
The catwhisker is held in a jaw
attached to a small " crank arm."
This can be rotated bodily by means
of a metal end plate similar to that
for the crystal cup. Lateral move-
ment is given to the :catwhisker

and lead -in
tube has been sent
by Messrs. E.
Shipton & Co.,
Ltd., for test at
our Laboratories.

Description of
Component

This component
consists of a in.
insulating tube
6 in. in length,
with a plated metal
clip and terminal
fixed at each
end. An lin. square

section metal rod passes through the
Centre of the tube, one end terminat-
ing in a V-shaped
metal clip and
wing nut terminal,
while the opposite
end has a similar
clip and milled
knob. The wing
nut terminal is
connected to the
aerial down lead,
and the clip and
terminal close to
the knob is con-
nected to the
receiving set. The
remaining terminal
on the tube is provided for the earth
lead.

658

The " Safet
in ins

Laboratory Tests
The tube was inserted in place of

an ordinary lead-in tube. On push-
ing the knob'the aerial was connected
to the set, and on pulling the rod
until the back clip registered with the
earth terminal the aerial was earthed.

The component was in use during a
week of very bad weather. No trace
of loss in signal strength was noticed
due to leakage, and the insulation
resistance before and after test was
infinite. No corrosion was percep-
tible on the clips or terminals, and
the component, which was strong
mechanically, adequately fulfilled its
function.

Aerial Insulator
ASAMPLE aerial insulator

has been sent to us for
test by Mr. W. J. Scott.

Description of Component
This insulator consists of two

flat egg -shaped pieces of ebonite,
15-d- in. thick, which are held
together by four brass screws and
nuts. A groove is cut on the inner
face of each half so that when the
ebonite halves are clamped together
a 7 /22 aerial wire is tightly gripped.
The shape of this groove enables
the aerial ,and lead-in wire to be
continuous without the necessity
for twisting round the insulator.
A I in. hole is provided through

y First" combined aerial lead-
ulator and earth switch.

the complete insulator for
attaching the stay wire, and the
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&insist on L.E.W.
Covered wire

THERE is over forty years
of specialised knowledge

behind LEW Wire. Manu-
factured for the electrical in-
dustries during this period,
LEW Wire of quality has
stood the test of time. Con-
structors of wireless sets who
use products bearing the LEW
seal can be sure of quality and
satisfaction. Next time you
buy wire, insist upon reels
bearing the LEW seal.

Pro ti(ets guaranteed, by the LEW seal

COTTON COVERED WIRE
SILK\ COVERED WIRE

ENAMEi\ INSULATED WIRE
NRE-co

1
kg-\

z00

rize
LONDON ELECTRIC

'WIRE Ce a SMITHS 17

z
0

(Makers of Electric Wire for over 40 years)
PLAYHOUSE YARD, GOLDEN LANE, LONDON, E.C.1
Telegrams "Electric, London." Telephone; Clerhenwell 1338, 1389, 1390, 1391.

J UDD.

Bang I anala
a amigaink

from Neutron
'Valves ai

No need for " anti-microphonic " valve -
holders now. Vibration doesn't produce
a sound from Neutron Valves with their
long-lasting, robust filaments.
With ordinary care, the Neutron Dull -
Emitter will last indefinitely, giving full
volume and distortionless reproduction ;
it is more robust than other D.E. Valves,
being made to work safely on 3.5 to 4 volts.
And what extraordinary volume is given
by Neutron Valves will be demonstrated
by your Dealer, if you ask him. Clear,
bell -like reproduction, too. Change over to
Neutron Valves to -day.

euTRon
ALVE

H.F.-Red Spot L.F.-Green Spot
CHARACTERISTICS : CHARACTERISTICS :

Filament Voltage :
3.5 to 4 Volts.

Filament Current :
.06 Amperes.

Anode Voltage :
20-100 Volts.

Total Emission :
9 Milli -amperes.

Impedance (Approx.) :
22,000 Ohms.'

Amplification Factor : 9.

Filament Voltage:
3.5 to 4 Volts'

Filament Current :
.o6 Amperes.

Anode Voltage :
zo-roo Volts.

Total Emission :
15 Milli -amperes.

Impedance (Approx.) :
12,000 Ohms.

Grid Bias Voltage :
Up to 6 Volts.

Amplification Factor : 6 to 7.

Sold by Radio dealers everywhere. In case of difficulty send
P.O. 12 /6 for sample valve, post free. Address "Valve Dept. .4."
Neutron Distributors, Sentinel House, London, ti' .C.I.

British made and guaranteed by Neutron, Ltd.

06 for 12/6
659

4
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Your
radio set
can be
improved \by using \\

,\\\

Made in England

Insist on
BT.H.the
Best of All

The British Thomson -Houston Ca lid
Crown House. Aldwych,

London, W C 2.

\\N1

TY
40.:4 0.2 5A.

622/6
[E-21 0.06A va 0'12 A. 0.06A.

D 243m16/6 112)Q9243v.22/6 Dill 6v. 24/6

Sangamo
9he ?Vets Condenser

Stays
,Accurate
SIMPLICITY IN
ASSEMBLY.-When con-
necting up in the ordinary
way, simply clamp the leads
under the terminal screws;
if preferred, just tack with
solder in addition. When
connecting up with bus -bars
remove the condenser ter-
minal screws, pass the bus -
bars through the screw -
holes and tack up with
solder. Tile soldering pro-
cess can be carried out
without any risk of burned
fingers. No cutting of leads
is required.

Moulded in smooth brown bakelite, the Sangamo Fixed
Condenser presents a pleasing appearance that adds to the
attractiveness of your set. It is guaranteed to be accurate
and is entirely unaffected by temperature and humidity changes.

Sangamo Condensers are made in all
standard capacities, and supplied with or
without grid leak clips. Ask to see one at
your usual supplier.

SANGAMO
.Accurate

Radio Parts

TRADE INQUIRIES INVITED.

THE BRITISH SANGAMO Co., Ltd.
Ponders End, Middlesex.

"TANGENT"
rifleBetter Coil

Tangent Tuning
Coils ensure :-
Self Capacity
reduced to a mini-
mum.
High - frequency,
resistance ex-
tremely low.
No dead - end
effects'
Sharp tuning. No
distortion at any
frequency. Sub-
stantial and robust
construction.
LONDON: 25, Victoria

Street, S.W.1.
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE
tangent House, Biackett

Street.

GENT & Co., Ltd.

You would wish-as we
all would wish-to make
radio reception as per-
fect as possible. Every
separate part of your set
goes to making it so.
Every separate part, then,
needs thought in pur-
chase. The coil you
use is not the least im-
portant of these parts.
For Efficiency, Stability
and Soundness, " TAN-
GENT," the Better Coil,
has no equal.
Made to fit all standard
coil holders.
See " TANGENT," the
better coil, now.
All good houses sell
Tangent fitments.
Ask for Leaflet M.W. free on

re ,nest.

Established 1872
, Faraday Works, LEICESTER

6 6 o In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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edge of the insulator is grooved,
thus providing additional leakage
path.

Laboratory Tests
The insulation resistance of the

component was initially found t6
be infinity. The insulator was
then placed in position on an out-
side aerial and left for a period of
one month, during which time
extreme atmospheric conditions
were experienced. No trace of
signal strength reduction was
noticed, and after dismantling and
retesting for- insulation resistance,
it was found to be unimpaired.

General Remarks
The ebonite appeared to be of

very good quality, but the four
screws should not have been
screwed into the ebonite, as the'
fit is too tight. It would be better
to provide a clearance hole in the
ebonite and allow the final fixing
to be brought about by the brass
'nuts.

The advantage of allowing aerial
and lead-in to be continuous is a
feature worthy of note, and the
component can be confidently
recommended.

Variable Condensers
MESSRS. WILKINS &

WRIGHT have submitted
to us for test samples of

their " Utility " Square Law
Variable Condensers, i.e., two
.0003 IX and one 43005 µF con-
densers.

of ebonite so arranged that the
dielectric loss is negligible.

Substantial soldering tags are,
provided, but no terminals. The
knob and dial are made in one piece
of black moulded material, and half
the circumference is divided into

A partially enclosed " Utility "
variable condenser.

zoo divisions. The dial is secured
to a }-in. shaft by a set screw.

Laboratory Tests
The movement of this condenser

was found to be very easy and
uniform. The results of further
tests are shown in the table.

The resistance between moving
vanes and terminals was less than
.or ohm.

Rated
Capacity

in I.LF.

.0003

.0003

.0005

Actual
Capacity
in µF.

.00027
.00027
.000485

Minimum
Capacity

in µF.

H Res. -at
833:3 Kilo-

cycles.

Insulation
Resistance.

.000010
.000010
.0000'2

Negligible Infinity

Description of Condensers
These variable condensers, which

are of the square law pattern,
possess several novel and interesting
features. All the plates are of
aluminium, and the fixed plates are
enclosed on the sides remote from
the shaft on which the moving
vanes are mounted. The moving
vanes are mounted on a screwed
shaft, which screws into the inside
of a screwed bearing in the end plate
nearest to the dial. Thus as the
moving vanes, revolve through the
18o degrees allowed, the shaft screws
and unscrews, but the amount is
of course too small to allow the two
setsof plates to approach each other
appreciably.

The upper end plate is separated
- from the fixed plates by three pieces

General Remarks
This condenser is quite good and

can be thoroughly recommended
to the constructor.

Collapsible Frame Aerial
OUR Elstree Laboratories have

received a sample collaPsible
Frame Aerial (" Amplifex ")

from the Penton Engineering Co.,
for test purposes and subsequent
report.

Description
The wooden frame is mounted

on a stand so that the frame can
be easily rotated. The diagonal
cross pieces are just over 3 ft.
in length, and with the aid, of a
clamping screw and wing nut,
operating in the vertical slotted
wooden upright, it is possible to
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THE

VARLEY
de

Resistance
There is a: best in every field, and
where Resistance Capacity is con-
cerned, The Varley has Sought and
found that standard.
A little dearer perhaps but what a
great deal better. It is the only
resistance wound with the finest
quality bare wire, with turns silk
separated on the Varley Bi-Duplex
Principle, giving absolute constancy
and perfect tone, and remaining
entirely unaffected by atmospheric
conditions.
The Varley Magnet Co. hold many
years' reputation for intricate coil
winding-and this is a coil winding
job. .

Complete with Clips and base,

7/6
60,000, 80,000 and 100,000 ohms.

Write for Leaflet.

Constant alwatp
VARLEY MAGNET CO.,

Woolwich, S.E.18.
'phone: Woolwich 888, 889.
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LD
GROUNDED ROTOR

SQUARE LAW

VARIABLE
CONDENSERS

ilawniu111,ilk\ ,\'\\\\\'`'`

THE ARISTOCRAT OF
BRITISH MADE

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

PRICES WITH 4in. KNOB 'DIAL
'0005 Mfd. . 17s. 60.
'0003 ,, . 16s. 6d.
'00025 .. . . 16s. Od.
'0002 . . 15s. 60.

FROM DEALERS OR 'DIRECT
POST FREE

SYDNEY S. BIRD
CYLDON WORKS"

SARNES FIELD ROAD

ENFIELD TOWN
MIDDLESEX

ENFIELD 672

62 In replying to Advertisers,

MADE WIRELESS
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BATTERIES

r 0 rr

B C
SETS

No. 1 W.
Standard Pocket
Lamp Size -
4 dolt with
patent spiral
wire terminals
and plug sockets
to take Wander
Plugs.
Note :-t doz. =

volts.

Used units replaced
easily.

Connect asillustrated

PRICE CARRIAGE PAID

To connect in
Series insert
straight Ter-
minal in Spiral
of next battery.
Bend spiral and
thus ensure per-
manent electrical
connection with-
out soldering.

Guaranteed
BRITISH MADE

at our
Watford Works.

Patent No. 202760.

7/- PER DOZ., WITH PLUG

" WIRELESS

wA,o= BATTERIES 51,

Each.
No. 2W, 161y volts, 3 volt tappings. Price 3/ -
No. 4W, 36 6/6
No. 5W, 6o 12 /-
No. 6W, 9 volts, Grid, al volts tapping 2/3

Prices in
:lude Wan 
der Plug.,
Carriage

paid.

BRITISHBATTERY ., Lt
CLARENDON ROAD, WATFORD, HERTS.(Telephone : Watford 677.

Barclays 1029

CAXTON 4 -VALVE CABINET
Made for Editor of Wireless Magazine
for Set "As good as money can buy 
described in issue February, 1925.,

Cash with Order. Fumed Oak £1 5 0
or Real Mahogany polished ... £1 14 0
WO detachable recess fitted Base Board to mount 21 in. by 7 in. panel to slide out of Cabinet 'rent.

Extra 10/- with two beaded front doors totally enclosing fitted panel.

Cabinet overall length 22_, ins. Width 84 ins. Height 9 ins.

Polished with the new enamel that gives a glass
hard surface that cannot be soiled or scratched.
SENT FREE.-Catalogue of standard Wireless Cabinets in various
sizes and woods. Special Cabinets made to customer's orders.

PACKED AND DELIVERED FREE IN U.K.

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO., Market Harborough

use Order Form enclosed.
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open the, frame to its full size
(about 2 ft. each side). With the
same device it can be folded into
a relatively small compass. The
aerial wire consists of 13 turns of
silk covered wire spaced about
f in. apart, and clamped in eight
positions by wooden strips. Six
terminals are provided, one for
each end of the frame, while the
terminals 2 and 3, and 4 and 5, repre-
sent the ends of two breaks in the
aerial circuit. It is thus necessary
to short circuit these terminals by
wire links as occasion demands.
When shunted by a o .0005 .µF
condenser the wavelength ranges

This collapsible frame aerial
gives good results.

were 120 to 26o metres, 224 to Goo
metres and 290 to 8x2 metres.
A compass is sunk into one of the
four wooden supporting feet, thus
enabling bearings to be taken when
necessary.

Laboratory Tests
The frame aerial was used in

conjunction with a Radio Press
eight-vajve Superheterodyne Re-
ceiver. 'Good signals were observed
on several B.B.C. and Continental
Stations when compared with our
own standard hexagonal frame of
slightly larger dimensions (see
Wireless TV eekly, Vol. 5, No. 9).
The usual directional effects were
obtained with this frame, and the
insulation resistance between indi-
vidual turns was infinite.

On a measurement of high-fre-
queRcy resistance the following
approximate results were obtained :

Tappings 174.

Kilocycles.

825

Wave - Resistance..length:
364 6 ohms.

Tappings 1-6.
boo 500 I 7 ohms.

The M -L L.F.
Transformer.
Three ratios,

251-
" There is no
Transformer
that distorts

I less."

MODERN WIRELESS

asential /dr
power ampll t

THE M -L anode converter dispenses with high
tension batteries. Supplied frcm the usual 4 or
6 -Volt Accumulator, it generates H.T. current

of the order of 30 milliamps for Power Amplifying
Valves. Mechanical noise and current ripple are entirely
eliminated owing to special features of the design, and the
Two Voltage Type incorporates L.T. Choke, double
smoothing circuit, and Variable Intermediate Voltage and
full Variable Voltage Controls all in one case. It will_
supply up to 80 volts for Detector Valves and up to the full
voltage of the machine for Power Amplification Valves.

Current consumption is extremely low owing to the high/ efficiency of the motor, and the M -L anode converter is a
much cheaper source of H.T. current than any H.T.
battery.

We shall be glad to send full particulars of all types of
M -L anode converters on request.

Two Voltage Types
Type BX (6-70/120v. or

4-40.80 v.) £12 15 0.

Type CX (12-70/300 v.)
£15 0 0.

We also make Single
Voltage Types.

Type D is specially
designed for Trans.
witting purposes,

S. SMITH & SONS (M.A) LTD
179-185 Great Portland Street, London, VV.1

Telephone: Longhorn 2323

663
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The Pelican Univernier helps
you to log distant stations.

IF previously you have found it difficult to
tune in distant transmissions the fault

probably lies in your tuning controls. Re-
place your present dials with the Pelican

The Univernier. The Univernier will prove in
practical test that efficient tuning can make

PELICAN all the difference to theiyelectivity of your
receiver. It responds to your slightest touch,

UNIVERNIER
-giving a " dead on wavelength" adjustment
that brings in stations at full strength.."",""^^^ You can make the change to Pelican Uni-

OI_ each

vernier dials at once, simply unscrew the
existing dials of your variable condensers or
variometers, and replace _with Univerniers.
Your dealer stocks them.

-and the Pelican Wireless Sets.
No. Aerial, Earth, Recharging, Extras, Trouble.

THE great feature of the Pelican Wireless
Sets is that besides being conveniently portableand simple to operate, they need neither aerial

nor earth. This point finds great favour with people
who object to unsightly outside connections. Pelican
Sets are however provided to allow for aerial and
earth attachments for extreme long distance
reception. - - -

PELICAN ONE -VALVE SET
An efficient single valve receiver
which under normal conditions gives
perfect reception on headphones up
to ro-15 miles without attachment of
any kind. With an outdoor aerial its
range is increased to 6o -moo miles.
Light, compact and has only one
control. Price, inclusive of valve,
headphones, batteries and royalties,

110 0 0.
PELICAN THREE -VALVE SET

Range 15--20 miles on loud -speaker,
ico-13o miles on phones. With out-
side aerial, loud -speaker results up
to moo miles. Price inclusive £20.
Loud -speaker extra. Supplied to your

own specification.
PELICAN FOUR -VALVE SET.

Perffiet OM -speaker reception of
local broadcast. Continental stations
on loud -speaker with outside aerial.
Loud speaker is contained in cabinet.

Price inclusive, £32 JO 0..

CAHILL & COMPANY LTD.,
64, MNE WAN ST.,

LONDON, W.1,
'Telephone: Museum 9536. Pelcarad, Wesdo, London.

Type E
FOR THAT REFLEX.

For such Circuits as the S.T.roo,
in fact for all reflex circuits using
crystal rectification, the H.1'.C.
Fixed Detector is ideal. We find
the " hot -spot " and test it on
actual broadcast. You simply
mount it-under the panel if you
wish-and it will do the work as
no other can do. The H.T.C.
Fixed Detector employs a proved
mineral crystal combination.
Remember, it is a permanent
detector.
H.T.C. Fixed Detector ... 3/8
Detector with Clips... ... 3/9
Complete with Ebonite Base,

Clips and Terminals ... 4,6

4 13/4:
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Incorporate

H.T.C.

Components.

WIRELESS constructors having built a set
areanxious that it will perform with the

utmost efficiency. Experimenters who ha'
had experience with H.T.C. Components volt
advise you to purchase these produtts. Their
supreme value is proved by the magnificent
results they produce.

H.T.C. LF. Transformer of proved merit.

Capacity Valve Holders. For mounting the
four -pin valve and the popular plug-in H.F.
Transformer you can only expect the best
results if you use the H.T.C. Low Capacity

222545

Type

set range by fitting H.T.C. Low

Valve Holders. Covered by our patent No.

Type A (above panel)
Type B (Board mounting)
Type C (below panel)
Type E Bracket)
Type F (Board with base and tags) ...
Type G (Board with base and terminals)

1,9
Zia
1/6
210
23
2'6

Insist upon H.T.C. Products at your dealers

H.T.C. Electrical Co., Ltd,
Telephone Battersea 374

4 2-2a, Boundaries Rd., Balham, London, S.W.1

A New Year esolution
Learn how to construct a set by reading

" SALIENT FEATURES," No. 1,
Contains hints and tips on set construction, wiring and
soldering, care and use of valves, Pole Finding paper,
prices and detailed specifications of some 25 of the most
popular " RADIO PRESS " Sets-a mine of information.

Price 6d. (refunded on first purchase).
USE SALIENT SOLDERING FLUX.

Non -corrosive, does not splutter, used by Electrical
Manufacturers. Price 6d. per tin.

" S. A. CUTTERS," LTD.,
18, BERNERS ST., LONDON, VV.1.

Telephone Museum 6273

1111111111111001w, MIMI!

FAMOUS SHROUDED 10/6
TRANSFORMER

New Catalogue Now .Ready
A full range of components of advanced
design is described.
The new Formo Components conform to
the most recent practice, and satisfy all
requirements ofelectricar and mechadical
efficiency.
British Ind. Fair, White City. Feb. 15

THE FORMO COMPANY.
(ARTNLR PREEN & CO, Lou.)

Crown Wcrks, Cricklewood Lane,
London, 14.R.2.

'lint 111111111

664 In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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Can'tcross Connector
MESSRS. J. & Wr BARTON

have sent us a Can'tcross
Connector for report at

our Elstree Laboratories.
Makers' Claims

Once fitted it always prevents
wrong connections being made, thus
assuring full life to valve filaments.
It acts as a triple switch, as by the
withdrawal of the socket element
the H.T., L.T. and grid bias supplies
are simultaneously cut off from the
set. The live member is fully insu-

The plug and the socket
parts of the "Can't -cross

Connector.

lated, and thus prevents damage to
batteries by shorting.

Description of Component
The connector consists of a moulded

base 21 -in. by ijin. by /in. This ,

base is hollowed out to a depth of / n.
and three split pins project from tue
base, being stamped (H.T. +), (H.T.-
and L.T.), and (L.T.). On the under-
side of the base, screw ends, / in. in
length, are provided for making con-
nections to the pins and also for panel
mounting. A moulded block fits into
the hollowed base, and has three sunk
socket's which fit on the pins. Con-
nections to these three sockets are
made along channels cut in the mate-
rial, and a moulded lid is screwed over
these terminals so that they are com-
pletely insulated.

General Remarks
This connector is adaptable to any

circuit where one H.T. tei innal is
. required, but additional terminals
would be needed for further H.T. tap-
pings. When in position the battery
terminals on the set are well insulated,
and short circuits cannot occur. An
insulation test produced good results,
and the component should prove
very useful.

Circuits for the Experimenter
Readers who wish to try fresh

circuits will derive much assistance
from the information given period-
ically in " Wireless," the One -
Word Weekly. The present issue
contains three good arrangements
by Mr. A. Johnson -Randall.

MODERN WIRELESS

At last!
-a real long -life
H.T. Accumulator
JUST as Oldham with its Special

Activation Process has won an enviable
reputation among wireless enthusiasts

for dependable accumulators, so the new
Oldham H.T. Accumulator is creating a
higher standard of design and perform-
ance. Not flimsy glass test tubes, but
stout glass rectangular containers-not
special plates, but standard Oldham S.A.P.
plates-not open cells but each one sealed
against evaporation and provided with a
vent plug. Before Oldham produced this
new H.T. Accumulator, much research
work was undertaken-obviously the
wonderful name enjoyed by Oldham
Accumulators could not be prejudiced to
meet a clamorous demand from the public.

Oldham facts for
Valve Set users

I.

2.

Seasoned experimenters know that the
new Oldham H.T. Accumulator is far
superior in every way to an H.T. Dry
Battery. Here are a few incontrovertible
facts for the inexpert :

If yours is a multi -valve Set employing,
for example, three valves, it will quickly
drain the current from an ordinary H.T.
battery and reception becomes lifeless.
You may not think' that your H.T.
supply at fault.

If you use a power valve, an Oldham
H.T. Accumulator is imperative to
obtain the greatest volume from your Set.

3.
With an Oldham H.T. Accumulator
you'll get a smooth current and abso-
lutely no crackling noises.

4-.
An Oldham H.T. Accumulator will hold
its charge for months. It can be re-
charged for a few shillings at any garage.

5.
It is the only portable H.T. Battery on
the market. Built up in 20 -volt units,
any voltage can be obtained as required.
Can be tapped at every two volts.

An Oldham H.T. Cell
Note the stout glass container
and heavy mates. Each cell can
be tapped. Slots in the container
render separators unnecessary.
Each cell sealed to prevent
evaporation and the spilling of acid.

Prices of Oldham
H.T. Accumulators

Units can be arranged as20show/n,
or side by side. Any voltage can
be assembled as required. carry.
ing straps per pair, 1/3 extra.

Each so -Volt Unit
complete with Tray.

OLDHAM & SON LTD., DENTON,. MANCHESTER
London: Haslitt House, Southampton Buildings, W.C.a

London Service Station : t Eccl,ston Place, S
Glasgow : 120 Wellington Street

11111111111111111111
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Special Activation Process
)

ACCUMULATORS
Gilbert Ad. 4369
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CLIMBING THE GRADIENT
TO LOUD -SPEAKER LEVEL

AS the gradient board on the railway
indicated a rise in ground level to be

ascended by the train, so the characteristic
curve of a valve shows its capability of
raising the power of incoming signals to
Loud Speaker Level.

The " Cosmos " SHORTPATH S.P.i8
RED SPOT VALVE has a very steep
characteristic curve representing a plate
current of 0.9 to I milliamp per volt.
In the inner circles of Wireless, the S.P.I8
Valves have been known and sought after for
some time. They are now available to the
general public.
Art entirely new principle of construction is applied in their
manufacture, enabling the path which the electrons travel
between the filament and the anode to be shortened to a mini-
mum. The shortened gap gives greater amplification, greater
output without distortion, and exceptionally good rectification.

The Red Spot valve is the only real 2 volt power valve taking
as low a filament current as o.3 amp. It compares with other
power valves requiring 3 cells instead of one and costing
nearly twice as much.
The Green Spot valve designed primarily for H.F. Detector,
or intermediate amplifying stages, gives greater amplification
takes less current, and is so % cheaper than any similar valve
on the market.

All S.P.18 Valves work off a one -
cell accumulator and are priced at

12/6
METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD.

(Proprietors : Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.)

4, Central Bldgs., Westminster, London, S.W.1.

SP.18 sHowrWrll VALVES

PAY FOR THEMSELVES BY THE CURRENT THEY SAVE. R
V24.

ETHERPLUS4

RADIO ACCESSORIES
PERFECT= ENSURE

{ RECEPTION

February, 1926

COMBINED for

CONVENIENCE
Valve-Holder-

Rheostat.

ETHERPLUS},

British Made.

YOU AMATEUR CONSTRUCTORS require parts which are
not only of ultra-edicient design and soundest construction,
but which must be compact.
You will instantly appreciate the convenience and utility of the
combined" Etherpl us + " Vernier Rheostat and Antivibro Valve

Holder.

One -hole fixing. Antivibratory valve legs
with red rubber indicator for plate leg. Fixed Retail Prices
Push-pull type Rheostat, rotary movement W158/6- 6 OHMS 5/6 each
for fine tuning. W/58/30-30 OHMS 61- 

If your Dealer cannot supply'
direct from-

MANDAW
9-15, Whitecross St.,

LONDON, E

Forget wave lengths I
-think in frequencies 

'*440%."40?.44 4 mittialu

The new Peto-Scott straight line
Frequency .0005 mfd Variable

Condenser
In two types.

IFith helical z to I gearing and o to 1916360 degree dial as illustrated ...

DON'T worry about
wavelengths, get
used to the idea

of thinking in frequen-
cies, and use a Pete -
Scott straight line fre-
quency Condenser. No
more crowding together
of stations, but all
stations evenly dis-
tributed from end to
end of the dial. This
new Condenser with a
plug-in coil covering 250
to 600 metres gives a
dead straight line read-
ing in frequencies, Beau-
tifully made with low -
loss ebonite end -plates.
wear - proof bearings,
spiral contact, and hand-
some 4 -inch dial for easy
tuning. Wonderful value
for money.

Direct drive, but other- 151
wise as above... ... 72.

Note that this new S.L.F.
Condenser occupies no
more panel room than
any ordinary scsuara law

pattern. You can there-
fore easily substitute it
fcr the one you are now
using.

PETO - SCOTT CO., LTD.
Head Office & Works: 77, City Rd., LONDON, E.C.1
Branches: 62, High Holborn, London, W.C.1. WALT HAMSTOW-230,
weed Street, PLYMOUTH-Bank of England Place, LIVERPOOL -4,

Manchester Street. P'S 4376

666 In replying to Advertisers, use Order Font enclosed.
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J. H.

IT CAN'T GET PAST THE

VARIABLE CONDENSER

Fulstop Condensers cut out
all hand capacity, and every
model made is unconditionally
guaranteed to this effect. The
new Super Fulstop has wonderful
selective powers. Designed with
a patent clockwork muitigear,
it gives the use of two ratios of
movement : a 2 to 1 and 125
to 1, thereby enabling minute
adjustment to be made with
ease. You can't go past a station
with a Fulstop.

The Fulstop is a no -loss con-
denser, perfectly square law, and
has brass vanes. Send for full
descriptive leaflet. All models
are guaranteed for twelve months.

SUPER FULSTOP VARIABLE
CONDENSER.

'000z5 ... 25,6 '0005 28 /6

Also two other models.

STANDARD FULSTOP (Geared 2 to t)
Guaranteed to Abolish Hand Capacity
'0002 ... 9 /8 '0005 11 /3
'0003 ... 10/3 'cot ... 13/6

Plain Fulstop (no gear).
If any difficulty in obtaining, write us.

NAYLOR, LTD., WIGAN.

ENE siGn OF ACCUR40,,

s$UPREC 1,510N

.C.fledqberd&@
8/9, TALBOT COURT, EASTCH EAP. E.C.3

Model io3 Testing Set flush type, designed
for fitting into panel of Valve Set. The
shunt is at the back forming a complete
testing unit.
For measurement of all valve circuits and
resistances to 2 megohms.

PRICES:
Moving Coil Instrument flush
type, 120 volts, 6 volts, 3ma,
300 my. 37/6

Same instrument with front
terminals. 35/_

Triple range shunt box i s ma,
xeo ma, 6 amperes (or, 3
amps.). 15/,._

London Showrooms open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
If you are unable to call, send postcard for illustrated list stating requirements.

C. PRATT & SONS, Ltd.,l Local f PULFORD BROS., Ltd.,
Nortb Parade, Bradford.f Agents I Whitechapel, Liverpool.

In replying to Advertisers,
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The new T.C.C.
Mica Condenser

Here is the latest T.C.C. production-an accurate
mica Condenser in a green moulded case with
duplex terminals. Owing to its convenient shape
it takes up very little room on the panel, and because
it is sealed from below instead of from above it is
proof against the heat of the soldering iron. For
those who do not wish to solder their connections,
a convenient milisd head is provided to ensure a
perfect electrical contact.

No need to ask if it is accurate
-the name T.C.C. guarantees it.

Every T.C.C. Condenser- ence in results may be
whether Mica or Mans- phenomenal. Experts say
bridge-has to pass so that the majority of faults
many tests before it is re- in home -built receivers are
leased for issue that its traceable to the use of
accuracy within a very inferiorand badly insulated
small percentage of error condensers.
is a foregone conclusion. If your own Set is not
Your fixed Condenser-on giving the results you
which so much depends-is should expect, suspect the
one of the least expensive condensers-substitute
of all the components you T.C.C. Mica (for small
buy. The difference in cost values) and T.C.C. Mans -
between one of doubtful bridge (for large values)
reputation and a genuine and you obtain a perma-
T.C.C. may only be a vent insurance against
copper or two yet the differ- Condenser breakdown.

Prices:
No. 33, all capacities between .004 and

 001 mfds. 2;4
No. 34, all capacities between '0009 and

'0001 mfds. 2/4
From all Wireless Shots

T.C.C.
Mica Condenser

4dvertisonent of Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd., Kew, Surrey.

use Order Form enclosed.

Gilbert .4d. 4374,
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AMATEUR CONSTRUCTORS
We supply complete sets of components and
cabinets for all Sets described in this issue,

THE QUALITY FOUR.
As described by JOHN W. BARBER in this

I Radian Panel 26in. by 8in. by 3/16in., Black Polished £0
I '0003 sq. law Cyldon Var. Condenser ...
1 "0003 ...
a R.I. Tapped Anode Reactance Unit ... ...
2 Super Success Chokes ... ... ... ...
3 Dual Rheostats, Peerless ... ... ...
x Potentiometer, McMichael ... ... ...
4 Clearer -Tone Anti-microphoMc Valve -holders

. ... ... ...s Single coil -holder .

.x Watmel '0003-2 meg. Unit ... ... ...
2 '015 Dubilier Fixed Condensers ... ...

issue.
17 8

0 17 6
0 16 6
1 5 0
1 17 0

11 3
7 6

11 0
1 6
3 0
9 0

2 1'5 megohm Grid -leaks, mounted, McMichael 7 0
2 Decko Dial Indicators ... ... ... ... 0 9

2 Brackets, Cameo .. ... ... 2 6
I No. 61 Jack, Igranic-Pacent.... ... 2 0
x No. 63 tI 2 6
r No. 66 , 1 f   . ... 3 0
I No. 4o Ping 1

x
__,,

G.A.V. Multiple Conderrer, 'oor to '015 ... 5 0
2 2
2 Ebonite Terminal strips, ruin. by 2in., 51in. by tin. 2 1

12 Terminals complete, nickelled 2 0
0

Sciewa, Nets, Tags, Flex, etc. 0 9

1 Mahogany Cabinet with Baseboard as described,
Cameo 2 0

£1t 8 8

Send stamp for lists and let us Carriage and Packing
quote you for Parts for the Free on Orders
set you contemplate building. Value £ 2 and over.

LARGE 143 -PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF
COMPONENTS, ETC., PRICE 3d.

Book to Cross St.
'Buses Nos. 45, 30A, 19, 19c, 435, 1445, 1445, 1435.
Trams pass the Door, Nos. 33, 791, 19, 13, 39, 35.

)-- NORMAN RADIO LTD.
133a, UPPER STREET, ISLINGTON, N.1.

Telephone : Clerkenwell 3081.

THIS WANDER PLUG
TESTS YOUR BATTERY
AND SAVES VALVES

" SAVEIT "
Patent Safety Fuse and Wander Plug

(ORDER PIG. 828).

The fuse operates in
the H.T. circuit,
Wing the place of
ari ordin try wander

plug.
I-

EACH.
From all Dealers, or direct.

Two shillings spent on this wander plug may save you
several valves. If the high tension voltage is accidentally
connected across the valve filaments, the fuse burns out
and the valve or valves remain unscathed. The only cost
then is a 6d. replacement bulb instead of pounds for new
valves. Is an efficient protection to bright or dull emitter
type. Postage 2d. extra.

A. H. HUNT'
LTD.,

(Dept. No.51. !NAPS ...MR

When attached to a
lead the Safety Fuse
operates as an efficient
tester of your

battery.

H.A.H.Works,
CROYDON,

SURREY. 15.5.

CAB I NETS
for your set

CABI NETS
for the circuits

Described in "MODERN WIRELESS," "WIRELESS WEEICLY,"
" WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR," " WIRELESS," etc., etc.

WRITE NOW FOR ILLUSTRATED LIST
NAME Write

is

ADDRESS Block
Leiters
Please.

THERE IS A CAMCO CABINET FOR EVERY CIRCUIT
AND PANEL SUPPLIED TO FIT THE CABINET

Telephone : Clerkenwell 6993.
CA R IN GTON NIANU PAC TURING CO., LTD.
18/20, Normans BuildinTs, Mitchell St., Central St., EX.'

Iwo in One!
The new Dual Rheostat - a
" Peerless " product in every
way. Specially designed to
meet the demand for a resist-
ance equally applicable to bright
or dull emitters. It has two
windings - one offering a rosist-

mice of 6 ohms, whilst a con-.
tinuation of this is of 30 ohms
resistance. The resistance ele-
ment is wound on a hard fibre
strip under great tension. One:
hole fixing is provided and the
terminals are placed in con-
venient positions. The contact
arm has a smooth, silky action,
and all metal parts arc nickel -
plated.

3/9 PEERLESS 3/9
DUAL RHEOSTAT

Ask your Dealer or send direct.

THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL
& RADIO CO., LTD.,

22, Campbell Road, Bedford.

nnissny.,9mmemmil
Nae,

Sy

THE VALVE HOLDER
4D_ For any Circuit, any

cf, Set, anywhere.
A marvel of Value at 1/3.

Brackets for back -of -panel

ddi
6

mounting, 2d. each extra.

ATHOL ENGINEERING CO.,
yi Cornet Street, Higher Broughton,' Manchester.
wa7LINNEIMNMEINNMEUENNNYiNNIINNENNEMINNENnialEM

i

hi

"TURRET -MASTS

11'1,

It Et

, II

CAUMMAN TIMBER DIASIS By NAVAL EXPERIS
'0 ft. Turret Junr. LI 73 6 2re Telescopic £4 4 027 ft, Turret Too 2 4 5 45 ft. Teleecopto 4 10 640ft. Turret Three 2 18 9 58 ft. Super 6 19 6
.ietP1305 a BLYTHE. 11-9. Sherwood St., Pleeadille, W

Phone: Gerrard 2650.

668 In replying to Advertisers, use' Order Form enclosed.
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BUILD YOUR WIRELESS
SET IN THIS CABINET

For an outlay of about 25 you Solid oak.
will treble the value of your Model.
Receiver, keep It dustproof and A 22 in. inside 24 15
free from interference. The A 25in. 25 5

" Morris " Standard Wireless C 22lin. 85 10
Cabinet accommodates any kind C 25in. 25 15
of receiver and panel up to C 30in. 28 15
30 in. by thin. with all acces- Solid mahogany.
eories. A 22ih. .. 27 5

Money returned if
not satisfied.

Carriage paid and
(Smaller size 56lbs. net). No packed tree England
Plywood used. and Wales.

Solid oak throughout and per-
fect workmanship guaranteed.

MAKERIMPORT CO. s a Lora thtvegiggl,:

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

If you are unable to obtain your
favourite Wireless Journals
from your Newsagent send a

subscription now.
Promptly delivered through the post.

MODERN WIRELESS
12 months 15/- 6 months 7/6

WIRELESS WEEKLY
12 months 32/6 6 monMs16/3

THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR

12 months 8/6 6 months 4/3

WIRELESS
12 months 13/- 6 months 6/6

WIRELESS DEALER
(Obtainable by Trade only)

12 months (U.K.) 7/6
. (Abroad) 10 /-

Rad io Press Ltd .
Bush House,

Strand, London, W.C.2.
11111.1111111 II Idnhli

COUPON.
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
In future this coupon must be accom-
panied by a P.O.for 26 for each question
and a stamped addressed envelope.

" MODERN WIRELESS "
February, 1926.

LO -LOSS COI LS
No. 25 - 1/3 No. 150 - 2/9
No. 35 - 1/6 No, 175 - 3/3
No. 5o - 1/9 No. 200 - 3/6
No. 75 - 2/0 No, 250 - 3/9
No, Too - 2/6 No, 300 4/0

Obtainable from all Dealers.
FINSTON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
45, Horseferry Road, LONDON, S.W.1

Thor, : Victoria 1644.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Have opened a large City Showroom at 218,
UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.4, and are
selling an enormous stock of Radio and Elec-
trical Goods of the highest grade-Marconi.
Siemens. Sullivan. Brown, Western Electric. at
bargain prices. Send 4d. for illustrated cata-
logue and price list. The Stores at 9, Colonial
Avenue, Minorles, contain tons of goods at
sacrifice prices to save remoNal. Callers only.
Telephone: Avenue 4166.

NEW WESTERN ELECTRIC LOUD SPEAKERS.

Complete with Cord in Makers' Sealed Carton,
4,000ohms .. 22/6; 2,000 ohms ... 20/-

70 ohms 17/6.
" THE CATALOGUE THAT

SAVES YOU POUNDS,"
Its scope ranges from a 5s. pair of
British Headphones or a 12s, 6d.
Milliammeter to a 30,000 volt
Generator, and covers all re
nuirements.
If you cannot call and inspect
goods in our showrooms between
9 amt. and 6 p.m. it will pay YOU
to send 4d. for our Catalogue at
once. Goods promptly des-
patched all over the world.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, Upper Thames Street, London,
E.C.4. Phones: City 191.

Address all Post Orders to City Showroom t
218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4.

Picketts Cabinets
SENT ON APPROVAL.

Beautifully Polished Mahogany.
For 12 x 12 Panel 451-

12 X 15  55/.
x 18 65/.

Estimates, Lists and Designs
tree-Send Sizes !

Panels Drilled and Engraved.
Picketts Cabinet (M.W.)
Works, Bexleyheath, S.E.

Model de Luxe
Polished

Accessories
Post Free.

EREPAIRSTRANSFORM RS

SETS
'PHONES

Officially approved by Radio Association
All work guaranteed. Lowest rates

04 Hour Service.

J. W. MILLER, 68, Farringdon St., E.C.4.
'Phone: Central 195o.

" BELLING -LEE "
PATENTED

Indicating Terminals

Type "M"
Nickel Plated

6d. each.

Type "0"
Brass

Type "B" 4d. each.
Insulated Nickel Plated
9d. each. 40, each.

Type "M" have red and black non -
rotating engraved tops.
Type "B" are polished black bake-
lite with non -rotating engraved
tops.
Type "0" is the original indicating
terminal, in which the name rotates.

Obtainable from or through all radio dealers,
or in case of difficulty write to-

BELLING & LEE, Ltd.,
Queensway Works, Ponders End,

Middlesex.

100% EFFICIENCY H.T. BATTERY

See editorial report, April Issue, also
Experimental Wireless, June. Giant
Unit Dry Cells, 16 volts. Compare
standard cell on block.
plus carriage. 60 volt box type, 18,8
carriage 119. Direct from maker,
only, saving 50 per cent.; full detail
tree. Sample cell, 6d.
Sole Maker:

FINCHETT (C. A.), OLD ARMOURY, OSWESTRY)

Comnzomgapsco
Just a Postai Order
to us with details of components you require,

ensures delivery by return.
No waiting for that one
part to complete your set.

We specialise in supplying Complete Sets of
Parts and Cabinets for all Radio Press Sets

and Envelopes.
All leading makes of Valves and Components

in stock.
ORDERS FOR 10/- AND OVER POST FREE,
Postage must accompany overseas orders-ana

all orders of less than rob

Goods carefully packed
-Valves at buyer's risk,

Let us supply you at once with your require.
ments for that new set or that component

which will improve your present set.

WILDER, DEVLIN & CO.,
31, Queen's Rd., Ruckburst Hill. Essex.

PATENTS, DESIGNS AND TRADE MARKS

J. S. Withers & Spooner,
Chartered Patent Agents.

Staple horse,
519-.52 Chaneery Lane

London, W.Q.

Tel, "Improrably,'
llolb. London,
ra. 480 Holborn

In g to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 669
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THEY LAST LONGER
GENUINE

HICK
D R Y

HELLESEN
TENSION

BATTERIES

For the first time this season we have a stock of the famous
long life HELLESEN Batteries, and we are therefore advising
customers immediately so that they may know that HELL-
ESEN BATTERIES are available from stock for the first
time in three years. Such a demand is in itself the best

recommendation possible.
MORE EXPENSIVE THAN SOME OTHERS.
THEY SELL ON QUALITY BECAUSE :-

THEY ARE CHEAPER TO USE!
Delivery from Stock

A. H. HUNT, LTD., Dept. No. 5, Croydon, Surrey,
H.P.

THERA
Fixed Condensers and Grid Leaks
guaranteed by Faraday House
PRECISION in manufacturing methods enables every

Therla Fixed Condenser and Grid Leak to be sub-
mitted for individual test at the laboratory of Faraday House.
As a result, every Therla product offered to the public carries
the personal guarantee of this famous institution to be correct
to within a narrow commercial limit of the stated capacity.
Sufficient reason for you to specify Therla when next you
need fixed condensers or grid leaks. They cost no more.

MIut N

- 4 TreTCD CAPACITY sits IN.r.

C ELECTRIC. ALA.. 1.1110,111/1M
LONDON.

Therla Fixed Condensers
PRICE : .000l to -oots mfd. 1/3
each. -002 mfd. to -006 mfd 1i -ea.
Grid Condenser with Clips I /3

Therla Grid Leaks
Sizes 200,000, 500,000 ohms,
and 1, 0, 3 megohms. Price 11
Grid Condenser and Leak 31.:

colt= D;stibutor5
SEL-EZI WIRELESS SUPPLY CO, LTD.
6 GREEK ST.LONDON.W.1,& 20,OLD HAYM ARK ET.L1VERPOOL

Regent 1t40 LIVERPOOL koual lef,2

BUY GUARANTEED PRODUCTS & BUY SATISFACTION

570

RADIAX H.T. ACCUMULATORS

RADIAX
H.E. LOW LOSS COILS
-THE SUCCESS OF THE SEASON
Really low capacity, sharp tuning full power
coils which ensure your set doing its best.
No. 25, Vie No. 75, 2/3 No. 200, 4/3
No. 35, 1 /9 No. too, 2/9 No. 25o, 4/9
No. 5o, 21- No. 15o, 3/- No. 300, 5 /3
Unmounted Coils, 6d. each less. Set of nine

mounted, 27s.

RADIAX LTD.,
4s0, Radio House, 4, Percy
St Tottenham Court Rd.,

Phone : Museum 400. London, W. 1.

Give a perfect H.T. Supply for
many months with one charge.
Simply filled with acid and used

right away.
to volt units, 6/9. 80 volt, 66/8

6o too 83/4

Send 3d.
for postage
of Radiax
Complete
Catalogue ;
of all Com-
ponents,
Receivers ;

and Acces-
sories, etc.

INSIST ON RADIAX

1111111i'l
1111[11,11,1w,....

"..1111ill

HIGH EFFICIENCY LOW.
LOSS COUPLERS.

These couplers are the most
efficient and practical obtain-
able. Bank -wound turns,
with or without variably
coupled primary. Essential
for extreme selectivity.
3 -Circuit Tuner, variable
primary ... 12/8
Oscillator Coupler 10/6

THE FORMO CO.,
(ARTHUR PREEN & CO., LTD.)
Crown Works, Cricklewood

Lane, London, N.W.2.

.111llumililtili111111111111111'

MADE of high-grade materials, and
unusually distinctive in appear-

ance, Artcraft Cabinets are finding
increasing favour with constructional
authorities and constructors every-
where. The American Type specified
is eminently suitable for present-day
receiver design.
Illustrated Brochure of Artcraft Cabinets

in Oak or Mahogany from 6/-, sent free on request.
THE ARTCRAFT COMPANY.

156, Cherry Orchard Road, Croydon.
'Phone : Croydon 1981.

In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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THE FIRST ESSENTIAL TO A
PERFECT SET IS A RELIABLE PANEL
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PANELS
GUARANTEED GENUINE EBONITE

Are famous for perfect insulation, thereby ensuring
satisfactory results. Do not be misled into using
inferior imitations. Follow the example of the
successful experimenters and insist upon PARAGON
PANELS, properly cartoned and sealed.

A BOON TO EVERY CONSTRUCTOR
To meet the demand for strips of Genuine Ebonite
we now supply a special Sealed Carton containing '

8 strips of our PARAGON EBONITE in various
sizes ranging from 17 in. by 2 in. to zf in. by
total weight about r lb. PRICE ONLY 6/- per box.
Each strip iSmit dead square with ground edges. 
Ask your dealer, but if you experience difficulty.
in securing supplies write to us giving dealer's name.

THE PARAGON RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,

SCULCOATES, HULL.

PETO & RADFORD
BULL DOG ACCUMULATORS
Every owner of a valve set should know the
actual capacity of the accumulator he buys.
Five of the most popular are listed below.

TyTye Volt,m, Actual Capacity
in Ampere Hours

Price Complete,
Unit without Crate .

(Unchargt d)
BD 5R
ED 7R
BD gR
BD IsR
BD r3R 2

32
48
64
So
96

Zo r4 o
0 10 o
x 3 6
x 6 g
1 too

*For 4 and 6 -volt. units prices are pro rata and include the requisite
number of separate 2 -volt. cells and the necessary cell -to -cell connectors.
Carrying strap for each 2 -Alt unit, /. extra.

"Dagenite" containers are absolutely
acid -proof and leak -proof.

Ask your dealer for other details
about P. & R. Bull Dog Accumulators,
or write to us direct if more
convenient.

PE-ro & ADFORD
Proprietors:

Pritchett & Gold & E.P.S. Co. Ltd.

50, Grosvenor Gardens,
Victoria, London, S.W.1.

Backlash !
-it is impossible in this Vernier
Your car must respond instantly to every movement
of the steering wheel ; if there is backlash in the
steering gear the consequence may be serious.
Modern stations require such precise tuning that
you equally cannot afford to use a variable con-
denser with a jerky or uncertain movement.
The " Utility " Vernier Low Loss Condenser
employs a reduction ratio of 5o to i in its vernier
adjustment, and the pinions controlling this adjust-
ment are held in such close yet smooth -working
contact that BACKLASH IS IMPOSSIBLE.
The prices are moderate for a first class instrument,
and, of course, each " Utility " Condenser bears
the unconditional guarantee which we give with
all our products, that it will be instantly replaced
if it fails in any way to give satisfaction.

Capacity.
.00i mfd.
.0005 mfd.
.0003 mfd.
.00025 mfd.
.0002 mfd.

Ref. No. Prices.
WM 159 -. 19/9
WM. 16o ... 17/6
WM. Or 15/-
WM. 162 14/6
WM. 163 14/ -

These Low Loss Condensers are obtainable in a
non -vernier pattern if desired. Prices are 5/- less
in each case.

WILKINS & WRIGHT, LTD.,
Utility Works, Kenyon Street, Birmingham.

E.P.S. 34

In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed. 671
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For
Purity

of Reception
It is because the Bowyer -Lowe
Super Heterodyne made with these
Transformers gives PURE reception,
free from background noise, that
amateurs and experts both recom-
mend it. The complete seven valve
receiver can be made in less than a
week from the instructions provided
with every set of Transformers.

Bowyer -Lowe Tested

Super -Heterodyne
Transformers

Set of four ,;00vlatelt, of
complete, instructions.

LONG -WAVE RECEPTION
On Your Bowyer -Lowe Super - Het
Yon can adapt your Bowyer -Lowe Super
Heterodyne to receive long wave stations
by fitting the Model III. Oscillator -
Coupler.
The new coupler is made in two ranges,
either of which may be used in conjunc-
tion with a standard baseboard. The
coupler for wavelengths 250 to 550 metres
and the one for 500 to 2,000 metres are
each totally enclosed in a handsome
ebonite case. Fit these couplers to your
instrument and increase its range to
receive ALL stations.

Bowyer -Lowe Model 111.

OSCILLATOR
COUPLER

SPECIAL EXCHANGE OFFER.
In order that those using our model II.
Coupler may bring their sets up to date,
we offer to exchange this model for
Model III. 250 to 550 metres, complete
with standard base at a nominal charge
of 9/-. ORDERS SHOULD BE SENT
DIRECT, enclosing old coupler, to Bowyer-
Lpwe Co., Ltd., Letchworth, marked
" Exchange Dept,"

Be careful to enclose your name
and address.

LIST No. 222.
Model III. Coupler, 250 to. 550

LIST No. 223.
Model III. Coupler, 500 to 2,000

Base
LIST No. 220.

20/-

2 0 /-

4/-

672 In replying to Advertisers, use Order Form enclosed.
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Special Features.

A Two Way " Crystal Set.
By Stanley G. Rattee, M.1.R.E.

The Neutrodyne Two.
By A. S. Clark.

A Long Distance "Prince"
Receiver.

By C. P. Allinson.

A Simple Short -Wave
Receiver.

By John W. Barber.

What to Hear on Short
Waves.

1 y A. V. D. Hort. B.A.
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MODERN WIRELESS

To all Home Constructors

THE WIRELESS CON-
STRUCTOR-the leading 6d.
monthly-gives all instruc-
tions, diagrams, etc., required
to build the receiver you need.
The sets described range from
the simple crystal to the multi -
valve set, and from a receiver
designed for local station
reception to one designed for
D.X. work.
Purchase your copy of the
current issue now, and see for
yourself its remarkable value.
Obtainable from all News-
agents and Bookstalls or direct
from The Publisher, ,,Wireless
Constructor," Bush House,
Strand, W.C.2.

Consttr ess
uetor

EDITED by PERCY W. HARRIS, M. I. R. E

Month.Every

Subscri ption rates. 8, 6 per annum; 4,3 for 6 months.

Radio Press Ltd.
Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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SINGLE LAYER
It has been established beyond doubt by eminent
technicians that a more efficient coil can be wound of
the single -layer type than the multi -layer type. Get the
benefit of this increased efficiency by using the R.I.
Retroactive Tuner, a component which, in addition,
possesses the following advantages :-

1. The whole range from 175 to 4,000 metres can be
covered in one instrument without the necessity for
changing components.

2. High frequency losses are reduced to a minimum, by
means of the special dead end switch, which short-
circuits the adjacent turns and provides a magnetic
screen.

3. The component is fixed behind the panel, and can be
operated with absolute precision from the front of
the panel.

4. Efficient aerial reaction is provided over the entire
range of wavelengths covered by the inductance, a
very important factor when it is recognised how
difficult it is to obtain the best reaction value over
a wide number of wavelengths.

5. The same station can be obtained in two or three
different positions, by varying the inductance and
the capacity.

6. Lastly, the R.I. Retroactive Tuner costs less than a
set of plug-in coils with coil holder to cover a similar
range.

Concise explanatory diagrams of circuits supplied with each instrument.

Price - 39/6
Write for the R.I. Blue and Gold Catalogue free on application.

THE MARK Or BrITTZR RADIO
Adot. R. I. Ltd., 12, Hyde St., New Oxford Street, London, W.C.I. P.C., 7.
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